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We continue, this week, the discussion of the propriety of the Govern¬ 
ment undertaking a series of tests on the strength and properties of tim¬ 
ber, which we opened in our issue of February 27th. We have several 
other communications on this subject, which we are unable to insert in 
this issue, but which will be published at an early date. Our correspon¬ 
dents who have, in previous issues, argued in opposition to us that it is 
proper that the Government should undertake work of this kind, have 
confined themselves to pointing out the great benefits to be derived from 
such an investigation, and the great benefits which have resulted from 
similar investigations in the past, none of which are denied. 

Our advices from the Mesaba iron range of Minnesota agree that its 
ores are low grade, and will probably average, in cargo lots from 57 to 58 
per cent, iron, and about 0'065 phosphorus. The reports of analyses show¬ 
ing 61 per cent, and over and less than 0'05 per cent, phosphorus are 
certainly obtained from selected samples, which do not represent a fair 
average of the ore. The Mesaba ore is not, consequently, a Bessemer ore; 
but the bed opened in some of the mines is undoubtedly large, lies at a 
very low angle and can be uncovered and mined very cheaply, so that the 
ore can be sold at a price which will find for it a ready market and leave 
a fair profit. The Engineering and Mining Journal has already coun¬ 
seled investors not to forget the costly experience of the Gogebic “ boom,” 
when promoters are telling seductive tales of the millions to be made on 
the Mesaba range. There are some good, some very good, properties al¬ 
ready opened there, and piudent investors may make fortunes out of 
them, but there is already an abundant supply of “wild cats” offering, 
and gieat caution should be exercised in making investments. 

The well-known report on “ The Statistics on Wages,” which was com¬ 
piled by Mr. Joseph D. Weeks, of Pittsburg, for the Tenth Cansus, form¬ 
ing Vol. XX. of that series, covered the rates of wages of persons in 
different employments in the permanent industries of the United States 
for each year for quite long periods, in many cases 30 years, in others 40, 
50, 60 and even 70 years. In addition to these rates of wages the question 
of extra earnings, regularity of employment, methods of payment, labor 
costs, influence of machinery, etc., were discussed. It is now proposed 
to continue this investigation, and a bill is at present before Congress 
making provision for such work. The plan is to bring the statistics pre¬ 
pared in 1890 down to date, and also to extend the scope of the investiga¬ 
tion somewhat. The value of these statistics is unquestioned, and has 
been acknowledged by many of the most eminent economists of the 
United States. Mr. Weeks is an able statistician, who has done much 
important work in this field, and the proposed investigation, if intrusted 
to him, will certainly be in competent hands. This appears to us to be a 
work which the general government can properly undertake, for it affects 
the whole people, and is not one which the citizens can be expected to 
carry out in a comprehensive manner. 

In another column we give an account of some experiments recently 
undertaken by Dr. Roesing at the Friedrichshixtte in Upper Silesia, Ger¬ 
many, upon the application or the basic Bessemer process to the metal¬ 
lurgy of lead. The new process which has been devised by him is yet in 
an experimental stage, as will be seen, but the results which have been 
obtained with it so far are certainly very interesting. The improvements 
in the metallurgy of lead within the past twenty years or so have been 
mainly in minor details of the furnaces and in methods of operation. The 
process which Dr. Roesing has devised is as revolutionary as is the Manhes 
process as applied to copper smelting. 

The article which we reprint does not give enough details for us to form 
a definite opinion as to the merits of the new process. We doubt, how¬ 
ever, if in its present condition it is suitable for anything further than the 
softening of base bullion and the refining of desilverized lead. It seems 
to be a mistake to attempt to remove the lead from the silver in base bul¬ 
lion instead of the silver from the lead. In the experiments which have 
been described very pure lead seems to have been used, and the silver 
contents of the concentrated bullion are no higher than the silver contents 
of our base bullion in this country. The idea is beautiul, but will it succeed 
in practice ? However, Dr. Roesing is an earnest investigator, and the 
results of his further experiments will be awaited with interest. 

THE BEjnVEHATION OF A MINE. 

The Poorman mine, one of the famous old mines of the West, and at 
one time the largest producer in Idaho, which was subsequently allowed 
to lie idle, or was worked in but a desultory manner, for many years, is 
again being operated at a profit. This mine has had a very romantic 
history. Situated on War Eagle Mountain, in Owyhee County, Idaho, 
the vein was discovered in the summer of 1865, about 1,000 ft. north of 
the rich chimney of ore from which so large an output was subsequently 
made. 

While the discoverers were prospecting at the original point of location 
a prospector, named Peck, found rich float rock about 1,000 ft. south of 
their shaft, and following it reached the vein, which he carefully covered 
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again with earth. Gathering up and secreting every rich piece of float 
that he could find he endeavored to purchase that portion of the claim 
from the original locators. Being unable to come to an agreement with 
them, however, he went away for a few days in the hope that the owners 
would come down in their price, but before he returned another company 
of prospectors had discovered the cap of the rich chimney ore in the 
same place where Peck himself had uncovered it. 

Litigation naturally followed, but after a while arrangements were 
made for working the property and a large output was immediately 
made. In three months, from July 23d to October 23d, 1866, according 
to the records of the New York & Owyhee Gold and Silver Mining Com¬ 
pany, which then controlled the property, an outturn of §606,000 was 
made, and the total production of the Poorman vein is estimated at many 
millions. Some of the ore was remarkably rich. About 100 ft. from the 
surface, according to the report of J. Ross Browne in the “ Mineral 
Resources of the States and Territories West of the Rocky Mountains for 
1868,” a mass of ore showing partially the planes and angles of a crystal 
of ruby silver, which weighed over .500 lbs., was found. A piece of this 
enormous crystal was exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1869. Silver 
chloride was also found in pure masses, with crystals of extraordinary 
size and beauty. It is said that sheets of this mineral, more than a foot 
square and one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness, were found, some of 
them weighing many pounds. 

By 1870, however, the Poorman vein had been practically exhausted, as 
it was thought, and then for many years the mine was worked at inter¬ 
vals only, making but a small output. In September. 1890, a company 
was organized in England under the title “ Poorman Mines, Limited ” to 
take over the property, and it is this company which has since been car¬ 
rying on the work. Last summer ore was encountered in the new tunnel 
within 4 ft., it is said, of the old north shaft which was sunk for the pur 
pose of continuing work in the bonanza chute of ore, but was left with 
the bottom in barren ground. The recent strike proved good, and the 
English company has already paid two dividends, declaring the second 
during the present month. 

WHAT NEXT FOE SILVER 7 

The fall in the price of silver is without doubt largely, if not wholly 
due to the increased extent and the reduced expense of its production 
This cause has been abundantly proved and explained in the columns of 
the Engineering and Mining Journal. But less attention has been 
given to a co-operating cause, namely, the comparatively small increase 
in the production of gold. Apart from all questions of currency legisla¬ 
tion, and apart from the gradual effect which may result from a wider 
use of silver in the arts, there are only two ways in which the former 
balance between the two metals can be, if not restored, at least made to 
return some distance toward its old position ; namely, a decreased pro¬ 
duction of silver, on the one hand, and an increased production of gold, 
on the other. 

The former process has begun by the closing of mines from which 
silver cannot be produced at present prices without too great sacrifice. 
How far it will go remains to be seen. As to the latter process, the 
question may be asked : “ How can we increase the production of gold, 
unless we have the good luck to find new and rich fields? Are men not 
already mining for gold wherever it is known to exist in profitable 
quantity ?” 

It is not at all impossible, or even improbable, that the development of the 
resources of interior Africa may bring to light new sources of large gold 
supply. The treasures hid in the back country, which have fed for centu¬ 
ries the “Guinea Coast,” may yet be disclosed so as to justify afresh that 
metallic title. But meanwhile there are known gold dep.osits of vast ex¬ 
tent and richness which are not worked, because of the short-sighted 
policy of man. I refer, of course, to the hydraulic mines of California. 
The grangers of that State have kept these mines shut for years, thus de¬ 
priving the world of perhaps §10,000,000 annual supply of gold. If there 
had been no simultaneous increase in the production of silver the steady 
operation of this cause alone would have forced its gradual relative 
decline. 

One of the best things that the “silver men ” could possibly do for their 
favorite metal would be to ojien again this great source of gold. I under¬ 
stand that a bill has been, or will be, introduced in Congress bearing 
upon this “ debris question.” I have not seen its text. It may call for 
expenditures on the part of the general government which ought rather 
to be made by the State of California or by individuals. I reserve com¬ 
ment upon such features, but I am quite willing to say in advance that, 
whatever they may be, I do not think they are likely to be more objec¬ 
tionable than the present operations of the government in the purchase 
and locking up of silver. This is quite as improper, and it is foolish be¬ 
sides, as constituting a vast accumulation of that metal, to overhang the 
market for years. In a word, if one must choose, I am inclined to think 
the government would be better employed in promoting the opening of 
vast gold mines than in turning the vaults of the Treasury into a huge 
silver mine of its own. R. W. R. 

HEW PUBLICATIONS 

How TO Run Engines and Boilers : Practical Instructions for Young 
Kn^ineers and Steam Users. By Ecibert Pomeroy Watson, Editor and 
Proprietor of The Engineer, New York, 1892. Published by the Author. 
12.5 pages. 
This little book is a very good one to place in the hands of the everyday 

engine driver and fireman, not so much for the sake of teaching them 
part of their trade as for the sake of a reminder of facts which are easily 
forgotten. It is in the main clearly written, and the directions are of im¬ 
portance, but we notice some blemishes, which should be corrected in later 
editions. For instance, take the following, under the head of “ Pumps” : 
“ The popular idea is that a pump has something to do with raising water 
or oil or molasses, or any other fluid it may happen to be at work upon, 
but this is a gross error first pointed out in the pages of The Engineer." 
We venture to believe that The Engineer^ and this book by the editor of 
The Engineer, will long continue to have a monopoly of the belief that it 
is a gross error to say that a pump is an instrument for raising water. 
The author also says “ The only thing which can prevent a pump from 
w’orking is air, and air leaks on the suction side and force side, so called. 
Actually, there is no suction side.” This will be news to most makers and 
users of pumps. 

The Financial, Statistical and General History oe the Gold AND 
Other Companies ok Witw'ATeRsraNd, South Africa, by Charles 
Sydney Goldman. F. R. G. S., of Johannesburg, pp. 370. Ettingham Wilson 
& Co., Royal Exchange, London, Publishers, 
This book constitutes a complete directory of the famous gold niines of 

Johannesburg, South Africa, but it is more than a directory; it is a his¬ 
torical record of the organization and subsequent operations of every 
mining company at work in that district. Each company is specially 
dealt wdth ; all changes in capital by increase, reconstruction, consolida¬ 
tion or otherwise, output, expenditure and revenue, dividends and lio- 
nuses are chronicled. The method of working adopted in each mine and 
the nature and extent of such works are also briefly sketched. 

Besides the detailed reconls of the individual companies, however, there 
are tables of general information and statistics relating to the mining in¬ 
dustry of the Witwatersrand, while a general plan of the various prop¬ 
erties on the Main Reef forms the frontispiece of the historical jxirtion ’ 
of the Ixxik. To the English investor in South African gold mining 
schemes this volume must be invaluable. In this country, of course, it can 
have no such field of usefulness, but to the statistician and technical 
libraries it will be indispensable. The greater part of the book is brought 
up to October 8th, 1891, though in several instances only up to June, 1891, 
the end of the financial year of many of the companies. 

Money, Silver and Finance, by J. Howard Cowperthwalte, pp. 242. 
Price, §1.2.5. G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York, publishers, 1H02. 
This little book, which is published in Messrs. Putnams’ “Questions of the 

Day” series, is a common sense discussion of the silver question by a well- 
known New York business man. The first chapter was originally pub¬ 
lished as an article in Lippincotfs Magazine, while an article by the au¬ 
thor entitled “Free Coinage Fallacies,” which was written for the EN- 
gineeing and Mining .Journal, and published in our issue of September 
12th, 1891, and was widely reprinted at the time, is also used. The re¬ 
mainder of the IxKik is new. The following topics are discu.ssed : The 
Evolution of Money, Trade and Finance; The Movement of Prices; India 
and Her Silver Rupee; Prices and Wages: Prices, Wages and Lalior Sav¬ 
ing Machinery; “The Debtor Class;” The “ Balance of Trade” and Foreign 
Exchange; Foreign Exchange under Normal and Abnormal Conditions; 
Discussion with Representative Advocates of Silver; “Ultimate Redemp¬ 
tion;” The Old Volume of Money Theory; The Present Silver and Currency 
Law; International Conferences and Bi-Metallism. 

Mr. Cowperthwaite’s book appearing during the height of the silver dis¬ 
cussion in the present session of Congress was very timely, and with Mr. 
Ehrich’s excellent articles to which we have already referred has un¬ 
doubtedly lieen of service in effecting the recent great change in popular 
opinion, which brought about the practical defeat of the silver bill when 
it came up for consideration in the House of Representatives last month. 
Mr. Cow'perthwaite gives the plain and common sense arguments of an 
exjierienced businessman in exfiosing the fallacies of the free coinage craze. 
His style is very engaging, and the book holds the interest of the reader 
from first to last. The chapters on the balance of trade, foreign exchange 
and the debtor class are especially good, the true relation of things being 
there set forth with such lucidity that even the reader uninitiated in the 
workings of commerce, and unfamiliar with the financial machinery by 
which it is conducted, should have no difficulty in understanding the dis¬ 
astrous effect which the passage of a free coinage bill would have upon the 
trade ot this country, and conseijuently its industries. It is to be regretted 
thatMr. Cowpertliwaite has introduced in his book some of the controversial 
papers which he wrote in the Evening Telegram's discussion of last sum¬ 
mer, for while the points made are good, a discussion between an author 
and others in the former's own Iwok always detracts from its dignity. 
This is a minor blemish, however, and on the whole “ Money, Silver and 
Finance ” is a book which everyone desiring to be informed on this im¬ 
portant subject should read and will read with interest as w’ell as profit. 

A Manual of the Steam Engine. Part II. Design, Construction and 
Operation. For engineers and technical schools (advanced courses). By 
Robert H. Thurston, A. M., LL. D., Dr. Eng’g. .John Wiley & Sons, 
New York. 9:14 pages. Price §7..50. 
Part I. of Dr. Thurston’s work, which has already been reviewed in 

these columns consisted chiefly of an epitome of the purely scientific side 
of the subject of the steam engine, considering its efficiency as a therm¬ 
odynamic machine. Part II. is more closely related to the practical side 
of the problem, and contains a study of the principles and current prac¬ 
tice in the design, construction and operation of modern engines. The 
work, in both parts, is designed especially for post-graduate courses in 
engineering schools,. the two parts forming a full one-year’s course for 
such students. The fact that these books are not intended for under¬ 
graduate instruction is evidence not only of their advanced character, but 
of the increasing tendency in engineering schools to provide students with 
a solid groundwork of mathematical training and in the elements of con¬ 
struction before attempting to give them higher studies in design and 
theory. As Dr. Thurston says in his preface, four years of purely pro- 
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fesBional studies, based upon entrance requirements, including the higher 
mathematics, and a good high school preparation should place the young 
engineer safely at the desired point for beginning really graduate work. 

Part I. of the Manual is without doubt difficult enough to be suitable 
only for post-graduates, but Part II. is of a much more readable charac¬ 
ter, being devoted almost entirely to practice instead of theory. It will 
therefore be valuable not only to the student who is fortunate enough to 
receive a post-graduate course, but to that much larger class of practical 
engineers who have not had the benefit of college training, and those who 
graduated from the technical colleges before post-graduate courses were 
known. The scope of the work may be judged from the chapter head¬ 
ings, as follows: I. Design of the steam engine. II. Valves and valve 
motions. III. Regulation; governors, flywheels, inertia effects. IV. 
Construction and erection. V. Operation; care and management. VI. 
Kngine and boiler trials. VII. Specifications and contracts. VIII. Fi¬ 
nance: costs and estimates. The work is written in Prof. Thurston’s well 
known style, and is well calculated to sustain his reputation as an author. 
It shows, however, some appearance of insufficient revision of proofs. On 
))age 33 it is stated that the maximum total expansion ratio for best effect 
becomes something like 2.5 to 3 for single cylinder engines \yith initial 
pressures of 25 to 30 lbs. of steam, and 6.25 to 9 with two-cylinder com¬ 
pounds with 60 to 100 lbs. Figures more nearly representing modem prac¬ 
tice would have given 60 to 100 lbs. pressure for single cylinder engines, 
and 4 to 5 expansions, and 100 to 120 lbs. for compound engines with 8 to 
12 expansions. On page 65 the length of stroke for minimum internal waste 
i 8 said to be tw ice the diameter, but on the next page it is said to be 
half the diameter. On page 112 the formula has/in the denominator, 
l)Ut what /means is not stated. On page 116 Van Buren’s formula for 
shafts has neither a, v, L nor t in it, but values of these are given below 
the formula. The second formula on this page should have the sign of 
the cul)e root instead of that of the square root. 

BOOKS EECEIVED. 

I In Bending books for notice, will publishers, for their own sake and that of 
book buyers, sive the retail price? These notices do not supersede re¬ 
view in another page of the Journal.] 

lirick for Street Pavements. By M. D. Burke, C. E. Published by Robert 
Clark & Co., Cincinnati, O., 1892. Pages, 86. Price, $1. Illustrated. 

OOBBESFONBENOE. 

We invite correspondence upon matters of interest to the Industries of mining and 
metallurgy. Communications should invariably be accompanied with the name and 
address of the writer. Initials only will be published when so requested. 

All letters should be addressed to the MANAGING EDITOR. 
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions expressed by correspondents. 

Mine Leasing in the West. 

Editor Engineering and Mining Journal: 
Sir: Will you kindly state in tbe Engineering and Mining Journal 

the custom in mining regions in the West of leasing mines, i. e., what 
percentage is paid on the gross or net output by the lessee to the lessor V 

New Yohk, April 8th, 1892. A SUBSCRIBER. 

[The royalties asked of lessees in the precious metal mines of the West 
vary greatly, depending u|x>n the development of the mine and the 
amount of dead work to be done. In the case of the mines with low 
grade ore. which has to be concentrated, as little as 10^ is frequently 
asked. From this the rate of royalty ranges upward. In Colorado, 
where a large proportion of the mines are worked under lease, the average 
royalty may be put, ])erhaps. at 20;? to 25;?, although, in the case of mines 
wliich are well developed, and where the prospects of discovering ore, 
and especially ore of high grade, are good, the royalty demanded is gener¬ 
ally higher. This royalty is paid on the net smelter’s returns, i- c., the 
ore mined is shipped to the smelters, who deduct the cost of treatment 
and discount on silver and lead for loss in smelting, and pay the balance 
to the owner of the ore. The royalty is paid on these net returns from the 
smelters.—Ed. E. & M. .I.J 

Florida Phosphates; Origin of the Boulder Phosphates of the Withlacoochee Biver District. 

Editor Engineering and Mining Journal : 
Sir: In your issue of April 2d you publish an article by Prof. N. A. 

Pratt on “ The Origin of the Boulder Phosphates of the Withlacoochee 
River District,” in which he promulgates a novel theory to account for 
their formation. He first ])roceeds to quote some of the theories already 
advanced by others, and then demolishes them to his own apparent satis¬ 
faction. Nearly every geologist has discarded (even if he ever entertained) 
the guano or bird-dung theory, but I venture to assert that no one else 
has done so for the same reason as Professor Pratt. He says of it, “ but 
the evidences are all opposed to that theory in case of the Withlacoochee 
River deposits, and cannot be entertained here, for certainly this form of 
calcium phospliate has never existed in vertebral hone, which is the basis 
of all phosphatic bird deposits.'’ This extraordinarv statement is entirely 
inaccurate, and I fail to understand how Professor Pratt could make it. 

Professor Pratt expresses his theory thus : “ The evidences compel me 
to lielieve that all of the phosphate boulders in the ledges or surfaces ex¬ 
posed, and classed as terminated and conchoidal types, grew as a 
zoophyte, possibly as sponge, probably gigantic foraminifera or rhizo- 
pod, on tlie spot on which it is now found, just as sponges now grow on 
favored localities,’' but he does not attempt to account for the origin of 
the soft and other forms of phosphate except to say that “ to the 
unassisted eye there is no indication of organic or organized structure. 
Such I have no doubt the microscope will reveal.” As Professor Pratt 
states that it was two years ago wdien he originally expressed these. 
opinions it appears to me he might have found time to have examined ' 
the phosphates or refer to the work of others. My own examinations and 
the work of all other scientists with which I am acquainted does not 
corrolxirate in any way Professor Pratt’s views. 

Professor Pratt considers that the limestone which formed the bed upon 
which these deposits grew was of Middle Eocene age and the animal 
must therefore be of later date, but he states that the “ affinities” of his 
imaginary fossil are with Stromatopora, which is a type that became ex¬ 
tinct after Devonian and Silurian ages 

Professor Pratt argues that because some shells secrete phosphate of 

lime, therefore a hypothetical sponge or rhizopod might have se creted it. 
It would be more logical to argue that because most shells are formed of 
carbonate of lime therefore the bones of mammals should be, but they are 
not. 

OtAwa, Ont., April 9, 1892. WALTER B. M. DaVIDSON, F. G. S. 

Prodnotion of Silver in Germany. 

Editor Engineering and Mining Journal: 
Sir : Referring to the letter of Dr. Haege, published in the last issue of 

your journal, relative to the silver product of Germany. I beg to say that 
the product of silver credited that country in the reports of this bureau 
IS not a “presumed product” but the coining value of the silver ores 
produced in the German empire, taken from the official statistical publi¬ 
cations of that empire. 

I have repeatedly stated in my reports that the product of silver in 
Germany is undoubtedly larger than the sum credited it in the reports of 
this bureau. But the amount produced from domestic lead and copper 
ores has not been added for the reason that up to the publication of my 
last report I was not able to obtain the amount of silver actually extracted 
from such ores. 

For several months past I have been engaged in an earnest effort to 
ascertain the actual product of silver in Germany from domestic ores, 
and, through the kind assistance of Dr. Soetbeer, I think that I have 
arrived at a very close estimate. 

A review of the product of silver in Germany will be published in my 
next report on the production of gold and silver, which I hope to send to 
Congress next week, in which Germany will be credited with a larger 
silver product than heretofore. 

It is not true that the statistics of argentiferous lead ores raised in Germany 
show the amount of silver contained in sucn ores. As proof of this. I inclose 
herewith a copy of a communication from the foreign office at Berlin, in 
which they state that it is impossible to ascertain the silver contents of the 
lead ores produced in the Bonn district, which produces more than half 
the lead ores mined in Germany. 

E. O. Leech, Director of the Mint. 
MEMORANDUM. 

There are no accurate data on the silver contents of the lead ore produced in the 
Oherbergamtsbezirk Bonn in the years 1887-1890. nor can the contents be ascer¬ 
tained by a calculation of the amount of pure silver obtained from the lead ores, 
because the smelting establishments of the Bonn district, so far as they produce 
silver, work ores produced outside of the Bonn district, and also foreign ores which 
are much richer in silver than the native ones. 

The lean ores produced in the Oherbergamtsbezirk Bonn itself are. as a rule, f)oor in silver. To obtain this small quantity of silver requires a considerable out- 
ay, the amount of which depends on the quantity of bullion to be worked off, and 

in which the silver collects on melting. For this reason the smelting establish¬ 
ments find it profitable to work rich foreign ores with the silver native ores, and by 
that means raise the average silver contents of the bullion. 

The Improvement of Onr Country Boads. 

Editor Engineering and Mining Journal : 
Sir: The subject of better roads in the United States has been discussed 

for many years, and in some places great improvements have already been 
made. At Hackettstown, N. J., the local elections during the last two or 
three years have turned upon this question. The roads there were in an 
abominable condition, and m the spring, when there ivas much ore to be 
carted to the railway station, traffic was almost impossible. I advised 
the townspeople to sow grass seed in the streets if they would not im¬ 
prove them, as the grass would at least prevent the dust. 

What must be done to make good roads ? In the first place most of 
them should be cut wider and made straighter. With the gravel from 
these cuts the roadbeds should be graded, and this gravel would at the 
same time make a good bottom for the macadam. For the latter bard 
stone should be used, cobblestone being laid first on the roadbed, and on 
these smaller stones for the cap or face of the road, which should be made 
compact by the use of a heavy roller; then, as wagons pass over the road 
wherd' the ruts have worn, fresh stones from the sides should be wheeled 
into the ruts, which will cause the wagons to go elsewhere on the road 
and will in time make a hard surface. There should also be a gang of 
men always at work on the roads keeping them in repair. 

In England and on the Continent, as every one knows, the roads are 
much better built and much better kept than ours. In England a road 
inspector is appointed for every county who tias a staff of road masters, 
one or two in every parish, whose duty is to attend to the condition of the 
roads all the year round. They scrape up the mud, lay new stones in the 
roads, etc The mud is always cleaned off the road before new stones are 
laid. The stones are carted to the sides of the road and deposited at inter 
vals in piles, where they are broken by men with spalling hammers and 
then used for repairing work. The farmer who picks stones off his 
land can always sell them for a shilling or two per load to the roadmas- 
ters. The trees alongside the road are all trimmed so that the roadbed is 
not shaded. 

That the general run of roads m this country are bad, there is no use in 
denying, so that discussion on this subject is unnecessary. What is 
especially wanted for their improvement is a few portable engines and 
rock breakers. Put the crushers on a strong carriage, so that they can 
be moved to points where rock can be obtained cheaply and handily. With 
a small drill driven by steam from the portable boiler, rock can be got 
very easily from ledges near the road side. Then pay the farmer for the 
stones which he picks from his land. Use these stones on the roads, and 
the latter will soon be in such a condition that we may be proud of them. 

Matthew IPenhale, 
Manager Glasgow & Montreal Asbestos C impany. 

Black Lake, P. Q., Canada, March, 1892. 

The Free Coinage Question. 

Editor Engineering and Mining Journal: 
Sir: The free silver advocates have so striven to becloud the public 

mind regarding a question which has always seemed so me at least a very 
simple one, that I think an extract from Laky’s “England in the Eigh¬ 
teenth Century ” will make the matter as regards a kindred question at 
the time of the American Revolution clear. Mr. Leeky says: “ It (Con¬ 
gress) imagined it could regulate all prices by law and maintain them at 
a level greatly below that which the normal operation of the law of sup¬ 
ply and demand had determined. Laws with this object were speedily 
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made in all the States. The prices of labor, of food, of every kind of 
manufactiire. of all domestic articles were strictly regulated. The meas¬ 
ure, of course, aggravated the very evil it was intend^ to diminish—mob 
violence, directed against the engrossers, monopolies and forestallers. 
combinations of the more patriotic merchants binding themselves to sell 
onlv at the authorized prices. « 

Newspaper denunciations and occasional legal punishments were all 
insufficient and impotent, and John Adams wrote that in his sincere 
opinion the act for limiting prices, if not repealed, would ruin the State 
and introduce a civil war. At last in 1778 Congress voted that “ all limi¬ 
tations of prices of gold and silver be taken off.” Still more terrible were 
the laws making paper money legal tender. Few laws have spread a 
greater amount of distress, dishonesty and injustice, through* a great 
community. All those who subsisted on life incomes or 6xed rents, or 
interest of money, found tbeir incomes rapidly reduced to a small frac¬ 
tion of their previous value. While on the other hand vast wealth was 
suddenly created, as the whole debtor class were enabled to free them¬ 
selves from their obligations. Debts incurred in gold w^ere paid off in 
depreciated paper. In a country where debtors were extremely numer¬ 
ous, and where the whole social and economical system rested on the 
relation of debtor and creditor, this law opened the door to the most enor¬ 
mous and far reaching fraud, but it acted differently on different classes. 
To the laborer who lived upon his daily wages the depreciation was of 
little moment, especially if he had been too improvident to lay by any 
store for the future. 

On the other hand the wealthy and the saving and the helpless classes 
were in general utterly ruined. Widows and orphans in great numbers 
who had been left fortunes in money were paid off by guardians, executors 
or trustees, in depreciated paper. Old men who had lent out the savings 
of industrious lives, and had been living comfortably on the interest, 
were fortunate if they did not receive back their principal shrunk to per¬ 
haps one-fiftieth of its original value. Every one who had been suffi¬ 
ciently saving to lend w^as impoverished. Every one who had been reck¬ 
less and improvident w'as enriched, and “truth, honor and justice,” in 
the emphatic words of a contemporary American historian, “were swept 
away by the overflowing deluge of legal iniquity.” “The first visible 
effect,” wrote a contemporary American economist, “of augmentation 
of the medium and the consequent fluctuation of value was a host of 
jockeys who followed a species of itinerant commerce and subsisted on 
the ignorance and honesty of the country people. Perhaps we may safely 
estimate that not less than 20,000 men in America left honest callings and 
applied themselves to this knavish traffic.” 

Does it not seem suicidal to seek to enter this silver slough from which 
every nation of Europe which has silver as a legal tender is struggling to 
escape V And it can only be explained by supposing that the debtors of 
the South and West are fraudulently seeking to pay off their indebtedness 
at 60^ or perhaps 50^; also to the natural wish of the mining magnates to 
keep up the price of silver at any cost to the nation. When gold w'as es¬ 
tablished as the standard of value in 1873, no onec-omplain‘'d, for the com¬ 
mercial value of the gold and silver dollars w’as equal—and any mortgages 
since that date were given for gold value received—then, why in the name 
of justice should they now be paid off with 66-cent silver dollars, w'hich 
may be by and b^ 50-cent dollars. 

As for the policy of buying with the nation’s money 54,000,000 ounces 
of silver annually, it is protection run mad. No such outrageous law was 
ever before passed for the encouragement of an industry, and if not re¬ 
pealed it will ultimately bring about the same effects as the free silver 
coinage would do suddenly, should Ck^ngress resolve to buy up the whole 
cotton crop of the South bwause there is a surplus of cotton. It would be a 
step no more insane than that of buying up the whole produce of the 
American silver mines, except inde^ that the vaults at Washington 
could not contain the crop, and that, besides, it is a perishable material. 

As has been repeatedly stated by the anti-silver party, the only remedy 
for the depressed price of silver would be an agreement among the princi¬ 
pal commercial nations to fix a standard ratio between gold and silver, 
and then in coining a certain proportion of money in each standard. 

Mr. Bland has contributed a pro-silver pafier to the North. American Re- 
vierjc, and Senator Hill, at Elmira, essayed a clearing up of the subject, 
but both efforts are as clear as mud to my benighted mind. D. C. 

New York, April, 1892. 

Q-ovemment Timber Tests. 
Editor of Enoineerino and Mining Journal : 

Sir : I am so situated that I cannot give much thought now to the 
specific question of an appropriation for “ timber tests,” but I am entirely 
one with you in the opinion that the functions of government should be 
restricted to such general acts as are necessary for the good of the com¬ 
monwealth and which the citizens cannot perform for themselves; and 
in judging of any particular case, should prefer to err on the side of over¬ 
caution than that of liberality ; for a government cannot be truly free, 
and at the same time paternal, David A. Wells. 

Norwich, Conn., April 13,1892. 

Editor Engineering and Mining Journal: 
Sir: In reply to your letter asking my opinion of the expediency of 

establishing a government system of testing timber, I beg to say that the 
proposition reminds me of a composition once handed in to the head of a 
very old academy upon “Self-Dependence.” This composition began 
with a proposition that I think correpionds very closely to the demand 
upon the United StatesOovernment to take up this work. The essay was 
upon “Self-Dependence.” "Self-dependence consists in that quality of 

human mind which leads us to get somebody else to do what we ought 
to do for ourselves” 

So long as the owners of buildings and prospective constructors of 
buildings rest upon this kind of self-dependence, the architecture of this 
country will continue to be as bad as the method of building admittedly 
is, in nine out of ten of all the buildings in progress, perhaps 99 in 100. 
That kind of self-dependence which would lead the engineer and the 
student to apply to the Government to establish tests of the strength of 
timber is the same as that which leads owners of buildings to rest upon 
an uncertain contract of indemnity for security against the grave faults 
in construction which they commit, while architects apparently give 
more attention to the outside appearance than to the interior motive of a 
building. Under such conditions the fire tax of this country will continue 

at approximately to $200,000,000 a year, while the greater part of the 
buildings will continue to be models of weakness, unfitness and ill-adapted 
design. 

Each State should have its own scientific institute, chartered only by 
the State, but endowed by the people themselves, in which such work as 
the tests of timber may be applied suitably. We now have no science of 
bricks—^no science of cement and mortar—^no science of glass and glazing 
nothing but empirical and customarily bad practice in all these arts, be¬ 
cause so many persons accept the school-boy’s definition of self-defiend- 
ence. Edward Atkinson. 

Boston, Mass., April 13,1892, 

Editor Engineering and Mining Journal : 
Sir: Referring to the editorial in your issue of February 27th with re¬ 

spect to the proposed appropriation by the government of $40,000 for the 
purpose of conducting a series of experiments upon American timbers, it 
would seem that your own admission of the obvious advantages and the 
urgent need of such tests, to the engineering profession particularly, and 
ot the eminent fitness of the officers of the Forestry division to conduct 
them, is a sufficient argument in favor of the proposed tests and of the 
desirability of their being undertaken by some competent commission, 
whether governmental or otherwise. The only difference of opinion on the 
matter is as to the propriety of their being undertaken by the Government. 
The arguments of Dr. Raymond, Mr. Fernow and Professor Johnson have 
been confined to showing the advantages of the proposed tests to the gen¬ 
eral public, and to showing the propriety of the work being undertaken by 
the Government, by reference to analogous cases, such as the geological 
survey. Neither of them has combated your central argument, and that 
is what I shall venture to do. 

You say, “ Such work as this does not properly constitute a function of 
republican government, and these [functions] should be limited as closely 
as possible to doing that which the citizens are unable to do for themselves. 
. . . Work which is of interest to but a portion of the people and which 
can be conducted by private or voluntary enterprise should not, in 
our opinion, be performed by the Government at the public expense. The 
very foundation of free republican government is in the self-reliance of 
the citizen, and the looking to the Government to do what the citizen can 
do for himself is destructive of that foundation.” I beg to submit that 
this statement of the functions and principles of republican government 
is a pure theory, which is not based upon the experience of our owm Gov¬ 
ernment or upon that of any other government in the world. No govern¬ 
ment, republican or other, has ever restricted itself to doing that which 
the citizens are unable to do for themselves. All republican, as w'ell as 
monarchical governments, are, in fact, tending in the opposite direction 
(see Herbert Spencer on “ The Coming Slavery ”) and yet the very foun¬ 
dations of republican government; have not been destroyed, nor even threat¬ 
ened, by this tendency. Your theory of republican government is a familiar 
one and is frequently used by Congressmen in their opposition to some 
particular appropriation, and by writers on theories of government, but in 
practice no President of the United States and no political party has ever 
consistently adhered to that theory. It is a good theory to conjure with 
in a political debate, but in practice, whenever there is a strong public 
demand for the Government to do some particular thing which the 
citizens, or private societies or companies might do for themselves, the 
theory goes overboard and the thing is done. If this theory had been 
carried out in practice to its fullest extent we should have had no Govern¬ 
ment post offices, or Government roads, no lighthouses, no river and har¬ 
bor improvements, no coast survey or geological survey, no agricultural 
department, no bureau of forestry nor bureau of education, and possibly 
no Pacific Railroad. 

It is as bad a thing in political science,asit is in natural science,to frame 
an a priori theory, and then try to make events fit the theory. The 
theorv of individualism in politics, if carried out to its limit, would lead 
us back almost to barbarism in government. The opposite theory, or 
paternalism, if carried out to its limit, leads to Bellamyism or socialism. 
Truth lies between two extremes. The middle course is the safest. Each 
particular question of governmental action, such as the proposed timber 
tests, should be tried on its own meiits and not settled by reference to an 
abstract theory. If it is found expedient and wise for the government 
to carry the mail rather than to have it carried bv express companies, 
then let us continue our United States mail. If the people could be 
better served in the matter of telegraphic correspondence by the govern¬ 
ment than by a telegraph company, then let the government take the 
telegraph as a branch of the post-office. If governmental ownership of 
railroads would create more evils than benefits, then let the government 
keep its hands off the railroads. If the timber tests are urgently needed 
by the people to enable them to know which timber to cultivate and which 
to exterminate, and if the government can carry them out better and more 
quickly and certainly than any individual or corporation could, then the 
appropriation should be grants. 

The Mechanical Section of the American Association for Advancement 
of Science, at the Washington meeting last August, discussed the matter 
of the timber tests, and unanimously recommended to the Association at 
large the passage of a resolution in favor of a governmental appropriation 
for them, and this resolution was passed, I beliefve, by a unanimous vote 
in open session when several hundred members were present. 

The Engineering and Mining Journal seems to be the only one to 
utter a note of discord in the general harmony of opinion on this subject, 
and I trust its opposition will not cause the refusal of the appropriation 
asked for. William Kent. 

New York, April 3, 

The Ticonderoga Hot Air Engine.—Through a slip of the pen we 
stated in our issue of the 9th inst. that the hot air engine built by the 
Ticonderoga Machine Company for Messrs. Moore & Wyman, of ^uth 
Boston, Mass., was of 25 H, P,, when 40 H, P. was meant. This is a re¬ 
markably large size for a hot air engine. 

Discovery of Sapphires in Queensland.—The Government Geologist 
of Queensland confirms the recent reports as to the valuable discoveries of 
sapphires at Withersfield, on the Central Railway line, in that Colony. He 
states that the stones are equal to the finest gems in the mineralogical 
cabinets of Europe, and believes that diamonds will also be found. The 
lessees have refused an offer of £50,000 for the property. 
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RESEARCHES AS TO THE PROPERTIES OF ALLOTS-H.* 

By Prof. W. 0. Roberts-Ansten, 0. B., F. R. S. 

(Conclwled from Page 400.) 
The calculations by which the final results are obtained are as follows : 

From the curve representing a particular experiment the temperature of 
any point of interest may be obtained by reference to the calibration curve. 
This temperature has to be corrected, first, for error e in indications of the 
galvanometer, due to change of its temperature; and, second, for alteration 
j in the temperature of the cold junctions. 

The measurement of temperature by the thermo-junction depends, 
as is well known, on the measurement of an electromotive iorce 
by means of the current set up in a circuit of known resistance. 
Theoretically there are a number of corrections to make, such as those 
which arise from the varying resistance of the junction itself and of the 
leads ; but the comparatively high resistance of the galvanometer renders 
these insignificant. Thus the resistance of the wires forming the couple 
was in one experiment 2*43 ohms, of the leads 0‘175 ohm, and of the gal¬ 
vanometer 201 ohms. The part of the wires heated to a high temperature 
was too short to form an appreciable part of the resistance, even if its 
own resistance were doubled. Consequently the first correction e reduces 
itself to a simple temperature correction, applied to the galvanometer. 
This at first sight might appear to involve several corrections: first, a cor¬ 
rection for change c in resistance of the coil; second, a correction for 
variation v in the torsion of the suspending wire; third, a correction for 
any modification m of the magnetic field of the galvanometer. 

The correction for^ change c in resistance of the coil is easily made. 
The coil is of Gerinrn silver, which has a temperature coefficient of 
0’00038 per degree centigrade. The deflection at the melting point of 
gold is 16 centimetres upon the scale; hence a rise in temperature of 1° C. 
decreases the deflection from 16 to 1.5 994. 

The variation v in the torsional resistance of the suspending wire was 
found to be quite negligible. Time readings were taken of the oscillations 
«)f the mirror, ,500 consecutive oscillations lieing taken several times each 

used in mint work, and were carefully fashioned in the lathe into small 
crucibles of the ordinary shape, but provided with a tube or socket ex¬ 
tending vertically from the base up to about one-third the height of the 
crucible, as shown in the section, Fig. 6, The thermo-couple could then 
be inserted in the tube, which was surrounded by the molten metal. The 
Morgan Crucible Company have since made crucibles of this pattern 
specially for this research. This plan was independently devised for the 
purposes of the present research ; it had however been anticipated by 
Barus,* who used a similar arrangement on a larger scale for determin¬ 
ing the boiling points of metals. In ascertaining the point of solidifica¬ 
tion of a metal, the crucible filled with metal is withdrawn from the 
furnace, and placed over the thermo-junction so that the wires are near 
the top of the tube, but do not touch its sides. To prevent them from 
doing so, a cap made of sheet platinum Is always kept fitted over them, 
and probably is specially useful in protecting the platinum wires from 
being contaminated with silicon and carbon, whicn Callendart has al¬ 
ready shown to increase the resistance of platinum wires; they certainly 
injure the wires mechanically. 

LIQUATION OF SILVER-COPPER ALLOYS. 

In order to gain some evidence as to the capabilities of the appliance, it 
was subjected to the following tests in connection with the liquation of 
silver-copper alloys, that is, the separation of their more fusible constitu¬ 
ents. This series of alloys has previously been the subject of careful ex¬ 
periment, and much is now known respiting them. Not the least inter¬ 
esting fact connected with them is the remarkable molecular rearrange¬ 
ment they undergo during solidification. Levol,^ who is the chief 
authority on the subject, concluded that the only homogeneous alloy con¬ 
tains 71 *891! of silver and 38’107^ of copper; and he considers it to be a 
definite combination of the two met^ having the formula Agj Cu.. 
Many years ago I also examined the behavior of the silver-copper alloys 
during cooling; and the following figures and diagram. Fig. 7. taken 
from my paper,§ may be given, as showing the way in which a cubical 
mass, 45 mm. or If in. side, will arrange itself in cooling rapidly. It 
will be evident that the silver becomes concentrated toward the center of 

flaU*. 

day on different days and at different temperatures. No difference in 
time of oscillations greater than 0‘2 second could be detected with a stop¬ 
watch. One indirect effect, however, was observed. The pillar of the 
instillment supporting the wire and coil does not appear to be made of 
the same material as the suspending wire itself ; and as this suspending 
wire has some initial torsional strain, the zero of the instrument changes 
slightly with changes of temperature. After this was discovered special 
care was taken to watch the zero. 

The modification m of the field in which the coil hangs is probably very 
small; any alteration would be at once checked and provided for by the 
system of introducing known liigh temperatures. 

The temperature as indicated by the deflection of the mirror has 
also to be corrected for variation j in the tenijierature of the cold 
junctions. Obviously the pyrometer measures only the differences of 
temperature between the copper junctions and the junction of the special 
wires; but by keeping the former at one temperature the indications of 
the pyrometer are measures of the difference between this temperature 
and that of the heated couple. The curve connecting the deflections with 
their corresponding temperatures is very nearly a straight line throughout 
the range of the experiments; and consequently it is legitimate to add to 
or subtract from- the deflection an amount corresponding with the small 
variation of the cold junction from some normal temperature taken at 
18° O. This correction and that for change in resistance of the coil of the 
galvanometer are applied to the observed deflection produced by the 
source of heat, the temperature tf which was to be determined. This 
deflection is then compared with the deflection (also corrected) that is 
obtained by the introduction of known high temperatures, usually afforded 
by a crucible filled with pure molten gold; and the difference, multiplied 
by the constant obtained from the part of the calibration curve (of the 
particular wire) which corresponds to the range of temperature, gives the 
difference in degrees centigrade from the known high temperature. 

If the thermo-junction be ruptured, the ends of the wires may be joined 
again after the removal of the defective part. Nevertheless, in conducting 
a series of experiments it is very desirable to employ for as long as pos¬ 
sible the same thermo-junction; and it is therefore necessary to adopt 
precautions with a view to its preservation. This gives rise to consider¬ 
able difficulty, in view of the absolute necessity for bringing the coupla 
into close proximity to the molten metal; and several methods of protect¬ 
ing the couple were adopted. Clay coverings were Open to the objection 
of their fragility under sudden exposure to heat ; and this entails the 
risk of spoiling a thermo-couple in the midst of an investigation. In¬ 
closing the junction in little tubes of iron filled with silver answers very 
well for comparatively low temperatures ; but iron alloys readily with 
many metals into which the tube would have to be inserted ; for in¬ 
stance, the iron-protected junction could not be plunged into molten gold. 
Ultimately blocks were cut from portions of large “ plumbago pots ” 

* Report to the Alloys Research Committee, British Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers 

the mass, which is richer in silver by 1.28;? than the external por¬ 
tions. 

Alloy containing 92'5% Silver and VS^ Copper, cooled rapidly. (See Fig. 7.) 
Central vertical Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 

plane. silver. Corners. silver. Sides. silver. 
a 92-46 h 92-32 q 92-36 
h 92 60 i 92 37 r 92 38 
c 92-91 k 92-33 8 92-31 
d 93-55 1 92-33 
e 93-10 m 92-39 
f 92-50 n 92-38 
a 92-42 0 92-27 Dipas^ay 92-51 

P 92-32 
Maximum difference, between center d and corner o, U28?f. 

The results of a memorable research led GuthrieJ to the conclusion that 
certain alloys in cooling “ throw off atomically definite bodies, leaving 
behind a fluid mass which is not definite in'eomposition;” so thatultimate- 
ly the most fusible alloy of the series is left, which he call the eutectic, or 
most hisible alloy, and in it the “ proportions between the constituent 
metals are not atomic proportions.” (ruthrie’s experiments dealt only 
with alloys of low melting-points, such as the fusible metals; but photo¬ 
graphic records of the rate of cooling, as measured by the platinum and 
platinum-rhodium thermo-couple, might be expected to show at what 
temperatures groups of silver-copper alloys solidify and fall out of 
solution. And at the same time evidence as to the probable 
composition of the eutectic alloj^ of the series should be as readily 
obtained by these means as it was. in the earlier experiments, by placing 
an ordinary mercurial thermometer in a bath of fusible metal. 

Fig. 11 represents such a photographic record of the rate of cooling of 
a mass of standard silver weighing 11 oz. It will be seen that the initial 
temperature indicated is 1,068° O., and that there is an abrupt fall to 856° 
C. at b, when the freezing of the mass as a whole begins. Just before 
this abrupt turn in the curve takes place there is a slight change in its 
direction at a, probably caused by a falling out of alloys rich in copper. 
After the abrupt break at 6 a slight upward tendency c shows that heat is 
evolved; but the curve continues to fall until another abrupt change oc¬ 
curs at 748° at d, which indicates that a second critical point bas been 
reached. That this is attended by the evolution of heat is seen, for the 
spot of light remains stationary for 40 seconds; and it is doubtless caused 
by the solidification of the eut^tic alloy, that is, the most fusible alloy of 
the series. 

Similar photographic records of the cooling of Levol’s alloy, Agj Cu^, 
containing 71*893^ of silver, show that there is only a single break, Fig. 
11, which occurs at this same temperature, 748°C.; solidification through¬ 
out the mass then takes place. A record of the cooling of a mass of 

*' Bulletin of tlie United States Geological Survey, No. 54, 1S89. p. 92. t Philosoph¬ 
ical Transactions of the Royal Society, vol. clxxviil., 1887, p. 161. t Annales tie 
Chimic et de Physique, vcl. xxxvi., 1852. p. 193; vol. xxxlx, 184*. p. 163. 

4 Proceedings of the Royal Society, vpl. x^ili, 1874-5, p. Wb Whilosophical Mag¬ 
azine, vol. xvil, 1884, p. 462, r » 
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silver-copper, Ag Cu, coDtaining 63*0295^ of silver, also gives only a single 
break at 7^°C.; but, although the freezing point of tne eutectic alloy is 
evidently close to this teimierature of 748°C., it would not be safe to con- 
conclude that either Ag, Cu* or Ag Cu is itself the eutectic alloy ; they 
are probably only the last alloys (in which the constituents are in simple 
atomic proportions) to fall out of a bath of indefinite composition. Other 
alloys of this series have been examined, and the curve of the one con¬ 
taining 60^ of silver is also shown in Fig. 11. It seems to show that in a 
series of alloys the second point of solidification is not quite constant. The 
behavior of a solidifying mass of gun metal appears to present exactly the 
same characteristics; but the experiments have not as yet been concluded. 
It is easy in the case of alloys like fusible metal to keep the alloy melted, 
and to ascertain what the composition of the most fusible alloy really is, 
by repeatedly straining the fluid mass from the suspended crystals 
through a canvas or astestos bag. The temperature required to separate 
the eutectic alloy of the silver-copper series would introduce many diffi¬ 
culties of manipulation, though the result might ultimately be obtained. 

The accompanying photographic curve. Fig. 12, shows the appheation 
of the photographic method to recording the evolution of heat which oc¬ 
curs in cooling masses of steel. The experiment was made on a piece of 
the same steel which had already been subjected to experiments by M. 
Osmond. It had the following composition : Carbon, 0‘i60%; silicon, 
0*012?^; sulphur, 0'021^; phosphorus, 0'0295?; manganese, O'llO^, The re¬ 
sults of cooling it are shown by the upper curve in Fig. 12. It will be ob¬ 
served that as the mass cooled down there were, as M. Osmond had shown, 
two distinct evolutions of heat: one d occurs at 843® C. or 1,549® F., 
which is believed to mark the change of hard to soft iron, because 
it occurs in iron free from carbon; and the other/ is at 675° C. or 
1247® F., and is certainly due to the change in the relations between the 
carbon and the iron. There is probably also another slight evolution of 
heat e at 767° C. or 14 • 3° F. It is interesting to compare this curve with 
the one below it, obtained during the cooling of a mass of steel containing 
nearly 0’55{ of carbon, in which there is a distinct evolution of heat at 
820® U. or 1508® F., and a prolonged one at 650°C. or 1202® F. With refer¬ 
ence to these curves, M. Osmond himself wrote to me on December 18th, 
1890 ; •* The photographs are very beautiful, but, as you say, this mode of 
representation [by time-temperature curves] is not well adapted for show¬ 
ing slight evolutions of heat which occur while the cooling of the mass is 
slow [and is represented by the flat part of the curve]. It is certain, how¬ 
ever, that the slightest prominence shown in the curve is a real one, and 
is not due to errors of plotting. The curve representing my steel is per¬ 

fectly clear, but your specimen appears to have been well chosen for 
showing the two critical points,” 
EFFECT OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF IMPURITY ON THE FREEZING POINT OF 

GOLD. 

The fundamental effect of an impurity in modifying the mechanical 
properties of metals has been abundantly established: but the part played 
by the impurity may be twofold. It may act directly on its own account 
upon the mass; and, by changing its structure, may alter its mechanical 
properties when solid. Or, as Osmond’s* work has shown, it may cause, 
retard, or hasten the passage of a metal in which it is hidden from its 
normal to an allotropic state, and may affect its properties indirectly. 
For the purpose of investigating these two distinct sets of phenomena, 
gold offers many advantages. It may be prepared in a very high degree 
of purity; it is not liable to contamination by oxidation; and much is 
already known respecting certain of its mechanical and thermal] proper¬ 
ties as influenced by small quantities of impurity, which exert a truly 
astonishing influence on its strength and extensibility. Platinum would 
no doubt be even better; but its manipulation is attended with many 
difficulties. In the case of gold such difficulties can be met; and when 
they have been surmounted the work may be carried on with confidence, 
80 as to prepare for the extension of the experiments to metals in ordinary 
use. It would ap^ar therefore most desirable to obtain thermal 
evidence as to the influence of impurities on a cooling mass of gold. In 
what degree, for instance, is the freezing point of gold influenced by the 
presence of definite, impurities? and is the final solidiflication of the 
mass preceded in the respective stages by a pasty stage ? or does the pass¬ 
age from the fluid to the solid state take place rapidly ? Many years ago 
I called attention to the remarkable lowering in the melting point of gold 
produced by the presence of silicon ; but the want of a suitable pyrometer 
has hitherto prevented my making direct experiments upon the subject. 

The method of preparing gold of a high degree of purity has already 
been described ] In each experiment now to be more fully described, 132 
grammes, or 2,037 grains of gold, were melted in one of the crucibles pro¬ 
vided with a central tube or socket, as already described, and weighing, 
with ite cover, 130 grammes, or 2,006 grains. 
The initial temperature of the molten mass was high, somewhere about 
1,200* C. or 2,200® F.; and the durability of the thermo-junction and the 
constancy of its readings had therefore to be carefully tested. It was 
found by repeated trials that different crucibles of the same size, filled 
with identical weights of gold, gave closely concordant results; hut it 
occasionally happened that the platinum wire of the couple became brittle 
and broke. In such cases the fractured portion was removed, and the 
ends were twisted t<^ther again. Throughout the course of the experi¬ 
ments, a crucible filled with pure gold was kept at hand, and the freezing 
point of the molten metal was determined from time to time as a check. 

The object of the experiments was primarily to ascertain whether the 
influeace of impurities on the metal was really tangible, that is, whether 

* Ctowote# Rendu*, voL ox., 1890, p. 346. t Anncdta de Chimie et de Physique, vol. 
Trvmsacttons of the Royal Society, vol. clzxiz.. 

the insertion of the point of a fine stirrer of clay would indicate the ex¬ 
istence of a pasty or gritty stage; but advantage was taken of the installa¬ 
tion of the appliances to determine what retardation of the freezing point 
of gold is produced by the known elements which are added to it. 

The result of Rapult’s investigations on the lowering of the freezing 
points of solutions led him to the conclusion that one molecular proportion 
of any substance, dissolved in a hundred molecular proportions of any 
solvent whatever, lowers the freezing point of that solvent 0'62° C. or 
l‘i2® F. This had not been tested in the case of solutions of metals in 
metals, until Heycock and Neville* began an elaborate investigation of 
the subject. Their research, as far as it has at present been carried, deals 
first with the lowering of the freezing points of sodium and tin, produced 
by the addition to them of certain other metals ; and second, with the 
molecular weights of metals when in solution. The results of their experi¬ 
ments when compared with the empirical laws of Ckippet and Raoult may 
be briefly stated as follows. They are in accordance with the law “that for 
moderate concentration the fall in the freezing point is proportional to the 
weight of the dissolved substance present in a constant weight of solv¬ 
ent.” By making the assumption that the molecule of zinc or of mer¬ 
cury is monatomic when in solution in tin, they confirm the second law 
“that when the falls produced in the same solvent by different dissolved 
substances are compared, it is foimd that a molecular weight of a dis¬ 
solved substance produces the same fall whatever the substance is” 
But the third law, which states “that is a constant number of molecular 
weights of the solvent be taken the fall is independent of the nature of 
the solvent,” they found to be probably incorrect, '^nd theoretical consid¬ 
erations. indeed, would lead us to expect this. In the case of silicon in 
standard gold, which has already been mentioned, a long semi-fluid stage 
appears to be set up ; the metal may contain solidified particles, and yet 
be sufficiently fluid to flow readily. This phenomenon has not yet been 
fully investigated. 

In a research of much interest, Ramsay] has determined the molecular 
weight of a number of metals by Raoult’a vapor pressure method ; that 
is, he ascertained the depression of the vapor pressure of the solvent, pro¬ 
duced by a known weight of dissolved substance, and he finds that al¬ 
though sodium behaves irregularly, yet “it would appear legitimate to 
infer that in solution, as a rule, the atom of a metal is identical with its 

molecule, as the physical properties of those metals which have been va¬ 
porized would lead us to suppose.” 

The experiments were conducted as follows : The gold was melted in 
the crucible and its freezing point noted in two ways : first, by recording 
with the aid of a chronograph the rate at which the mass cooled, the re¬ 
sults being plotted m a curve with time and temperature as co-ordi¬ 
nates. The exact freezing point was then indicated by the abrupt 
change in the direction of the curve. Second, the freezing point was 
also actually observed in the following way: the cover of the crucible had 
an orifice, which could be covered with a plug of charcoal, and through this 
orifice was inserted a fine pipe-clay rod held in the hand. A little experi¬ 
ence with this, in touching the surface of the molten mass, enabled the 
existence of either a pasty or a gritty stage to be detected, and the point 
of actual solidificction to be noted; and this point was telegraphed on to 
the chronograph tape by a distinctive sign. The gold was then remelted, 
and the impurity to be added w’as carefully weighed, w’ra|)ped in pure 
gold foil, and added to the molten mass, which was w'ell stirred with a 
fine clay stirrer, and replaced in the furnace to make sure that the mass 
was thoroughly fluid. The crucible was placed in position over the 
ihermo-junction, and the freezing point olierved as before. Lead and 
bismuth exert a great influence in diminishing the tenacity and extensi¬ 
bility of gold, and they were therefore first selected with a view to study 
their action upon its freezing point. In the gold-lead series. Fig. 10, the 
full curve A is the normal line, representing the freezing of pure gold, 
and the dotted curves BCD were obtained as the results rf successive 
additions of lead, B corresponding with 0‘2^, C with 0*4^, and D with 0'8^ 
of lead. The lowering of the freezing point was found to be proportional 
to the amount of lead added. No marked pasty stage was detected, and 
the lowering of the freezing point appears to be about 19° C. or 34® F. for 
every atom of lead added to 100 atoms of gold. 

The calculations are as follows: The atomic theory assumes that there 
are as many atoms in 196 parts by weight of gold as there are in 208 parts 
by weight of lead. Ckinsequently, if 0'2;^ of lead be added to a mass of 
gold, there will be 0*2 X 196 -¥■ 208 = 0*19 atom of lead per hundred 
atoms of gold. Dividing the observed fall of the freezing point in de¬ 
grees centigrade by the number of atoms of impurity which causes it in a 
hundred atoms of gold, the figure known as the “ atomic fall ” is ob¬ 
tained ; and this is nearly constant for any given mass of an individual 
metal. As soon as 0*3^ of lead is present, oxidation causes a little trouble; 
and apparently a simple molecular action gives place to one .^f more com- 

* Riemidijk, Journal of the Chemical Society, vol. Iv., 1889, p. 666; vol. Ivii., 1890. 
pp. 376 and 65& 

\ Journal of the Chemical Society, vol. Iv., 1889, p. 521, See also Tammann, 
Zeitschrift/iir phyaikalische Chemie, 1889, p, 441. 
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plex character, the result being that the further alteration of the freezing 
j)oint Is not so great as it was initially. 

The series with bismuth showed a very regular lowering of the tem¬ 
perature of the freezing point, giving an atomic fall of 17° C. or 31° F. 
up to 2^ or of bismuth. Even with 19^ of bismuth there is a point 
well marked in the curve, showing where solidification commences, A 
study of these curves gives rise to a suspicion that a “ trace” of impurity 
has an important effect upon the latent and specific heats; but until the 
experiments are repeated under very accurate calorimetric conditions, 
this point is uncertain. Bismuth probably gives a eutectic alloy of very 
low melting point, the pasty stage being maintained down to tempera¬ 
tures differing but little from that of melting lead; but the experiments 
have not been carried further at present. It is remarkable that a small 
quantity of bismuth in gold produces a lead-gray or almost purple color 
of the fractured surface, which, upon burnishing, becomes at once golden 
yello«. This is doubtless due to the very distinct liquation that can be 
observed, the granules of nearly pure gold being surrounded by a brittle 
a id impure mass. 

Platinum gave an interesting series of results, which indicated an 
atomic fall of 17° C. or 31° F. But gold is very soon saturated with plat¬ 
inum; apparently O-ft;*' is sufficient for that purpose. The first addition of 
platinum at once slopped the “ piping” of the solidifying mass, which is 
so marked a feature in very pure gold, and gave the characteristic crys¬ 
talline surface which indicates the presence of platinum. An accident 
prevented the series from being carried beyond \% of platinum, which 
amount, however, is sufficient to raise the freezing point again to that of 
{mre gold. 

Silicon, which has a small atomic weight, exerts a great infiuence on 
tiie freezing point of gold; but much difficulty was experienced in getting 
it to alloy with the gold. The fall produced was at the rate of 16° C. or 
39° F. for each atom in a hundred atoms of gold. 

Manganese W'as also somewhat difficult to alloy; but after the union of 
the gold and manganese had been effected the mass behaved in a peculiar 
way, indicating considerable internal changes in their mode of association 
near the freezing point. The bath remained quite mirror-like and limpid 
until the freezing point was reached; it then suddenly clouded over, and 
a granular mass began to form. The results were remarkable from the 

and 8 in, long, shown in section in Fig. 8, was provided by the Director- 
General of Ordnance Factories; one hole in. diameter was drilled from 
the center of one end to a depth of 4 in., and another hole of the same 
diameter was drilled near the edge of the same end to a depth of 
1 in. The ingot was then heated to bright redness in a fur¬ 
nace; and when it had been withdrawn, the two thermo-junctions were 
inserted, one in each of the boles. Then by means of a special switch 
they were alternately connected for short but measured periods of time 
with the galvanometer of the photographic recording apparatus. Curves 
were thus obtained from h»th the thermo-junctions simultaneously, each 
curve being made up of short dashes. In the case of mild steel the evi¬ 
dence as to molecular change was but slight, but with a single ingot of 
moderately haid steel the results, which are shown in Figs. 13, 14 and I."), 
are very interesting. This ingot contained 0-799;^ of carbon, 0 084;^ of sili¬ 
con and 0'^\2% of manganese. 

In Fig. 13, which represents the cooling of the ingot in air, the upper 
curve records the cooling of the center of the ingot and the lower the 
cooling of the outer portion. The initial temperature at the center was 
1,160° C, or 2,120° F. The molecular change in the iron can be detected 
at 880° C. or 1,616° F., and the carbon change takes place at 696° 
C. or or 1,285 F. In the lower curve, representing the cooling 
of the circumference, the carbon change takes place no less than 
four minutes earlier than at the center, and at the lower temper¬ 
ature of 66)° C. or 1,229° F. as compared with 696° C. or 1,285° F. This 
is a most interesting point, as Osmond has already shown that the rate of 
cooling has a measurable effect upon the temperatures at which molecu¬ 
lar change occurs. The great internal strain w’hich must be set up be¬ 
tween the points marked A and B in the upper curve is evident when it 
is borne in mind that the carbon change is accompanied by a consider¬ 
able alteration of volume. 

In Fig. 14 is shown a pair of curves obtained from the same ingot when 
cooled by a water-spray. These present but few additional points of 
interest. 

In the experiment represented by Fig. 15 the ingot was plunged, when 
its exterior was at a temperature of 850° C. or 1,560° F., into a tank of 
cold water. The lower curve, however, representing the rate of cooling 
of the outer portions of the ingot, is not strictly autographic, as it was 
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fact that the atomic fall was found to be only one-half that obtained in 
most other cases; thus there is reason to conclude that manganese exists 
in this particular instance as a diatomic molecule. 

The effect of aluminum was also studied, on account of the interest it 
possesses in connection with the metallurgy of iron. The gold combined 
w’ith this metal with avidity, and when cold the fracture showed very 
marked granular structure. A study of the curve indicates that an almost 
chaotic state is produced in the gold by the addition of aluminum : not 
only is the point of initial freezing lowered, but the metal only partially 
solidifies during a very long range of temperature, and could easily be 
poured at several hundred degrees lower than the initial freezing point. 
This in all probability is the reason for the conflict of opinion as to the 
amount and nature of the change produced in the freezing point of 
wrought iron hy the presence of aluminum, as in the case of the well 
known “ mitis” castings. The long pasty stage which aluminum sets up 
is very deceptive, and renders it difficult to determine which is the true 
freezing point. Aluminum has a low atomic weight, and causes a very 
considerable fall in the freezing point of gold; this fall, however, is only 
one-third of that produced per atom by other impurities. 

Silver occupies a remarkable position in the series. Very pure silver was 
used, which had been tested by Stas; but it required nearly of silver to 
cause any appreciable lowering of the freezing point. Whether solid gold 
is capable of dissolving silver cannot yet be proved ; but it opens an ex¬ 
tremely interesting field for research. 

STEEL. 

From the engineer's point of view the most interesting information 
which the pyrometer has as yet afforded is connected with the measure¬ 
ment of internal stresses in iron and steel. Osmond’s work has shown 
that molecular changes take place in steel; and it is evident that the oc¬ 
currence of these changes must be of vital importance when the metal is 
subjected at high temperatures to mechanical operations such as a rolling 
or forging. The question naturally arises. Do the molecular changes in 
the iron take place at one moment throughout the mass of metal ? that is, 
Is the rate of cooling approximately uniform throughout the mass ? Or 
does the external portion of a hot ingot cool so much more rapidly than 
tli» center as to allow the molecular changes in the iron, and the 
alterations in the relation between the carbon and the iron, to 
become completed near the surface long before they take place in the in¬ 
terior of the mass 'i The experimental difficulties in the way of obtaining 
information upon these points have hitherto appeared to be insuperable; 
but the pyrometric method used in this research affords most im^rtant 
evidence, as a brief description of the following experiments will snow: 

Two thermo-junctions made from adjacent pieces off the same coils of 
wire, and both insulated in the ordinary way by means of pipe clay tubes, 
were oarefully prepared, A miniature ingot of mild steel, 4 in, diameter 

slightly defective on the original photographic plate for temperatures 
below 600° C. or 1,100° F. The upper curve is autographic throughout. 

In all these experiments it was found that the flow of heat from the 
centre of such an ingot was not sufficiently rapid to prevent there being 
consid erable variations in temperature within the mass. There can be 
but little question that such experiments will deserve careful attention, 
and in the hands of competent observers should be fruitful of results. 

On Certain Very Definite Alloys of Sodium.—M. Joannis (Comptes 
Rendus, cxiv.. No. 11) has obtained the compound, Pb 81'62^ Na 18.38^, 
contaminated, however, with a sodium amidide. On exposure to the air 
this compound heats strongly and in contact with water is decomposed, 
leaving soda and lead in the form of black flocks. The alloy of lead 
potassium, PbgK, is obtained by the action of an excess of potassammo- 
nium upon lead. Bismuth-sodium alloy, BiNa,, is obtained in an analo¬ 
gous manner. It ignites spontaneously in the air, throwing up a splendid 
sheaf of sparks. It is decomposed by water with an escape of pure hydro¬ 
gen. Antimony-sodium alloy, SbNag, is obtained in a similar manner. 
It ignites on exposure to air, and is decomposed by water with an escape 
of pure hydrogen. 

Ancient Gold Workings in Mashonaland.—At the February meeting 
of the Royal Geographical Society (England), Mr. J. Theodore Bent gave 
an account of his explorations among the ruins in Mashonaland, South 
Africa. Those known as the Zimbabwe are the most extensive, covering 
a vast area, of which the center is a circular building “ which is a perfect 
specimen of an ancient phallic temple,” with massive walls, monoliths, 
three entrances, and “ marvelous interior arrangements.” U^n a hill 
above it was a fortress of extraordinary strength, within wnich w£w 
another temple, with an altar built of small granite blocks. Near this 
were found quantities of soapstone phalli. Its semicircular outer wall 
was decorated with pedestals five or six feet high, bearing carved birds 
resembling a vulture. Buried in the earth were iron bells, fine barbed 
copper spearheads, fragments of pottery of excellent glaze and workman¬ 
ship, pieces of Persian and Cteladon china, and soapstone bowls carved 
with representations of bunting scenes, processions, animals, geometrical 
patterns, and one inscription. Not far off stood a “ gold smel^g fur¬ 
nace made of very hard cement,” crucibles of the same material, tools 
for extracting gold from the furnaces, burnishers and crushere. There 
were also heaps of “ quartz casings, from which the gold-bearing quartz 
had been extracted prior to crushing.” As the ruins were far from any 
gold reef, it is evident that the people who mined the gold chose this place 
for their capital because of its peculiar defensive advantages. Who these 
were is not yet clear, though Mr. Bent does not hesitate to say that they 
were of Arabian origin. As to the time in which they lived, one thing only 
is certain that it was before the days of Mahomet. 
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left bare. In this case especial care should be taken in regard to the 
drainage. 

While the first roads of our country cannot strictly be said, like the 
streets of London, to have been laid out by the cows, nevertheless, they 
were often the results of accident, being the nearest route from house to 
house of the neighbors, in what was then sparsely settled districts. As 
the population of the country grew, these were seldom changed, but 
simply widened to accommodate the increase of traffic. Thus we have 
many poorly located roads, which the farmers now object to changing, 
preferring them as they are to having their farms cut up in making new 
ones. Yet it would be greatly to their advantage to do this, since they 
waste much more time and labor in traveling over steep roads than the 
land which would be spoiled in making new ones would be worth. 

* This article is sent us io response to our offer to publish essays in comiietition 
for the prizes ofl’ered by the Pope Manufacturing Company, of Boston, made in 
our issue of February 87th.—Ed. E. and M. J. 

WHAT A WAGON ROAD OUGHT TO BE.* 

Written for the Engineering and Mining Journal by G. M. Ford. 

MEASUREMENT OF WIRE ROPES i OIROUMFERENCE vs. DIAMETER. 

By A. S. Hallidie. 

A New Method for the Treatment of Zinc Beeidues.—La SociiU 
Aiionyme de Produits Chimiques, of Paris, has patented a new process for 
the treatment of residues containing zinc. Ores or residues containing 
zinc are, according to this invention, treated with bisulphate of soda, 
whereby two kinds of industrial residues can be utilized for the produc¬ 
tion of commercial products. The one residue comprises zinc turnings, 
filings, scraps, clippings, scum and dross from molten zinc, and various 
other residues too poor in zinc for distillation in the furnace. The other 
residue is the valueless residue of chemical works, known in commerce 
as bisulphate of soda. The treatment of the zinc residues with the bi¬ 
sulphate of soda is effected in a closed boiler, or preferably in an ordinary 
reverberatory furnace, the proportions of the mixture varying according 
to the richness in metallic zinc of the residues under treatment. The 
charge is drawn from the furnace immediately the mass becomes pasty 
and thrown into water, which dissolves the zinc and soda in the form of 
sulphates charged with sulphate of iron, the earthy and other impurities 
being precipitated. After decantation, the dissolved iron is separated 
from the liquor by the ordinary method. From the filtered clear neutral 
liquors, sulphate of soda is crystallized out, collected, and, after being 
desiccated to render it anhydrous, is put into sacks or barrels for sale. 
After decanting the mother liquors, lime water or sulphide of sodium is 
added, and the precipitate is calcined at a dull red heat in a crucible, the 
resulting product being zinc white. 

In our land of railroads and steam engines we have unaccountably 
allowed our wagon roads to fall into neglect. Indeed, but few of the 
road overseers who are appointed to see to the general welfare in this par¬ 
ticular have even an intelligent idea of what a road ought to be. An 
ideal road should be perfectly straight, perfectly level, perfwtly dry, per¬ 
fectly hard and perfectly smooth ; but, like all ideals, this is perfectly 
unattainable,and it is an open question if it would be best even if it were. 
However, these five requirements, in practical work, and under natural 
circumstances, are very confiicting and must be modified to suit the 
exigencies of each particular case. 

A road should be perfectly straight in order to be the shortest distance 
betw'een the points which it is to connect. But it is also important that 
a road should be as level as possible, and in hilly countries these two re¬ 
quirements confiict. A road should be level in order that the least possi¬ 
ble amount of force may be expended in traction; and, on the prin¬ 
ciple that “ straightness should always be sacrificed for the sake of 
obtaining a level,” a good road, instead of climbing every hill and descend¬ 
ing into every valley, will avoid, as much as possible, any change of level 
by winding around the hillsides. Besides, this can often be done without 
materially increasing the distance. In many cases a level and curved road 
around a hill is but little, if any, longer than the so-called straight one 
over it, considering both vertical and horizontal straightness. But even 
if the distance should be much greater, the level road would still be best, 
since sC horse can draw a heavier load and travel much faster over it. 

In ascending a steep hill the force of gravity tends to increase greatly 
the weight of a load, the increase being to the weight of the load as the 
height of the plane is to the length traveled. Thus a road ascending 1 ft. 
in 2o will increase the load ^ of its original weight. This theory fully 
accords with the results of experience, and it has been practically demon¬ 
strated that, representing a load as what a horse can draw on a dead level, 
he can draw but 90^ of that load on a slope of 1 ft. in 100, and but 25% on 
a slope of 1 ft. in 10. 

The popular theory that a gently undulating road is much less fatiguing 
to horses than a level one has given license for the construction of roads 
that have a rise in toto of many feet more than is necessary. This, how¬ 
ever, is disproved by the statement of Dr. Barclay, an eminent professor 
of comparative anatomy of Edinburgh, Scotland, that it is “ demonstra¬ 
bly a false idea that the muscles can alternately rest and come into action 
under these conditions.” So we find true the principle that a road should 
never be allowed to ascend or descend a single foot more than is abso¬ 
lutely necessary. 

While a perfectly level road is desirable, yet it is not advisable unless, 
as along a hillside, the land slopes away from it, thus giving a good drain¬ 
age, for dryness in a road is even more essential than levelness. Now the 
maximum slope in a road, in ascending concerns the draught, and in de¬ 
scending, it concerns the safety of rapid transit. It is found to be about 
1 ft. in 30 to 35, according to the nature of the road-bed. But the mini¬ 
mum slope is wholly concerned in the drainage, and this should never be 
less than 1 ft. in 125. If a road were a dead level, the water would stand 
in the ditches and undermine the road-bed,or in the road-bed itself,so that 
it would always be muddy during wet weather; and this should be care¬ 
fully avoided. 

\Ve have now considered the three primal requisites for a good road, 
but there are still two which are of considerable moment. They are hard¬ 
ness and smoothness. On a soft road-bed the wheel of the ordinary 
wagon will be continually cutting ruts and leaving depressions in which 
water may gather and the road will become muddy. It is also impossible 
to keep such a bed in the proper shape for drainage, for the vehicles con¬ 
tinually passing over it will wear it away, and it will tend to become 
fiat. Besides this the softer the road the greater the traction. A rough 
road also tends to increase the traction and should be made as smooth as 
ixissible. 

The width of a road will, of course, depend upon the amount of travel 
it is to accommodate. This should never be less than Kii ft., which is 
sufficient to allow two ordinary vehicles to pass each other. A width of 
33 ft. is amply sufficient for all country roads, and unless the road is very 
much used it is never necessary to go beyond this, at least for the road¬ 
bed. 

In constructing a road through a level country it should always be 
raised above the level of the land to avoid making it a drain during rainy 
seasons. The material from the ditches can be used for this purpose. 
The bed having been raised to the proper height, care should be taken in 
shaping it. It has been found that two planes meeting in the center of 
the road, having the angle slightly rounded, is best. The angle of in¬ 
clination may be about 1 ft. in 24. This gives a dry bed, with no danger 
of upsetting a wagon, and induces travel indifferently on all parts of the 
bed. In a steep hill the slant may all be toward the inside, and the ditch 
on the upper side may be drained by blind ditches leading under the road. 
This will do away with the system of breakers, which are among the 
greatest evils of our country roads. 

There should be raised foot paths on the sides of all carriage ways. They 
need not be more than six or eight inches high, and while they require 
some little additional labor in construction, they richly repay the expense 
in their added comfort to pedestrians. Outside of these should be placed 
the ditches, one on each side in a level’country and one, on the upper side, 
when the road is constructed on a hillside. These are very important, 
since they are essential to the dryness of the bed, and under the most 
favorable circumstances they should be between two or three feet deep, 
the depth increasing with the width of the road and the nature of the 
soil. To prevent their being filled up, it is well to have a hedge or fence 
between them and the foot paths, and great care should be taken to keep 
them clear of obstructions. 

A® regards the covering of the roadbed, this should be such as will 
combine cheapness with durability. Among the best is gravel and finely 
broken stone. Paving stone, is really the best, but it is too expensive for 
ordinary roads. In soil especially suited to the purpose, the bed may be 

A custom has obtained of measuring ropes by their diameters, and the 
consequence has been that many disputes have arisen between tbe seller 
and buyer regarding the actual size of such ropes. The method that has 
generally prevailed heretofore has been to measure ropes by their circum¬ 
ference. and this custom is still in use where ordinary technical or busi¬ 
ness accuracy is required, and no other way of measuring a rope caii be 
relied on for accuracy and fairness. This applies equally to all kinds of 
ropes, whether three, four or six stranded. 

Take, for example, a rope made of six strands; its section is as shown 
in the accompanying diagram, and there being no accepted rule as to 
where the diameter shall be measured, it may taken at any part of the 
circumference of the hexagon' formed bj the six strands. 

Now, what constitutes a one-inch rope when measured by diameter 'i 
Is it one inch measured on a line cutting the axis of two opposite strands, 
or is it measured on a line cutting midway on the faces of the hexagon, 
or is it any point between ? There can be no dispute as to this method of 
measurement applied to a round bar of iron ; but modify the circle to 
suit the conditions of a six-strand rope (nearly all wire ropes are thus 
made) and the trouble begins. The measurement on line “ De ” is one 

inch, but on line “Dp” it is only 0-911 inch: hence there is a cause 
for dispute that would not exist if the circumference was taken as the 
measure, instead of the diameter. 

But even in measuring the circumference of a rope theie is a possibility 
of unfairness, in the ab^nce of a defined method of measurement, al¬ 
though this possibility is much reduced. Such ship chandlers and hard¬ 
ware men as are required to sell rope by circumference are very a pt to 
take a piece of rope yam and wrap it around the rope, and cut across the 
overlapping parts; but a mining or cable railway superintendent requires 
a more accurate way of measuring, and will take a place of twine. 

Better than either is a piece of ordinary writing paper about one-quar¬ 
ter inch wide, which is wrapped around the rope, and cut off at the over¬ 
lap with a sharp knife. This will give the circumference measured on the 
faces of the hexagon, and determine exactly the size of the rope. 

A careful consideration of the question will show this advantage in 
measuring rope this way; each division of space of the circumference is 
three times that of the diameter, hence the circumference is three times 
as accurate, and in every way, both as to fairness, accuracy and simplicity, 
is to be preferred. The diagram shown herewith will graphically explain 
my argument. In this d = diameter of strand; Dc = diameter of circle; 
Dp = diameter between hexagon sides; C = circular circumference; Cp 
= hexagonal circumference; lie = 3 d = 1.000; Dp = 2:732 d = 0.911; 

d = ^ = 0.333; Cp = 9.14 d = 3.046; C = 3.14 = 3.1416; C = 1.031 Cp; 

Cp = 0.97 C. _ 
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BLAST FUBNAOE BLAO | ITS DISPOSAL AND UTILIZATION. 

By William Hawdon.* 

DECISIONS OF THE COURTS AFFECTING THE MINING INDUSTRY. 

Department of the Interior. 

The disposal of slag by mechanical means engaged the writer’s atten¬ 
tion more particularly in the year 1885, when all the land available for 
slag tipping at the Newport Iron Works of Sir B. Samuelson & Co. at 
Middlesrorough had been pretty well filled up. He then designed the ap¬ 
paratus shown in the accompanying engravings, of which Fig. 1 is a lon¬ 
gitudinal view. A A are endless chains made of long steel or iron links, 
which are fastened together by pins or rivets. B is the primary driving 
shaft, driven by a sm^l engine, or if more convenient by a belt. At C is 
a pair of pulleys over which the endless chains pass; they are driven from 
the shaft B by geared wheels, and cause the chains to travel in .the direc¬ 
tion shown by the arrow. The pans which carry the slag are fixed on 
the chains, and are shown in cross section in Fig. 3. They are 90 in num¬ 
ber, and are each made in three pieces and are bolted on the chains A by 
means of two lugs cast on the bottom. The slag is conveyed from the fur¬ 
nace by means of the trough F, from which it fiows in a molten state into 
the pans as they travel beneath it. The pans then pass through the water 
trough D, after which the slag is still further cooled by being sprinkl^ 
with water from the perforated pipe H. Finally in passing over the pul¬ 
leys E the slag is tipp^ out of tne pans into a chute discharging into 
wagons beneath. For taking up any wear on the chains, a worm wheel 
and screw, fixed at «7, are connected by links K to the pulley shaft E, 
whereby the chain can at any time be tightened up as required. 

At the Newport Works the eight machines are each driven by a steam 
engine with single 5-inch cylinder; but only about half its power is really 
necessary. The chains are run at slightly varying speeds, according to the 
output of slag, the average rate being about 13 ft. per minute. The eight 
machines together deal with 1,0W tons of slag per ^ hours. In the water 
trough D, into which the pans dip down with the chains after passing the 
bearing pulley O, the water is kept at a level reaching about two-thirds up 
the sides of the pans, and kept boiling by the heat, a certain portion of 
it usually splashes over into the pans and assists in cooling the slag ; but 
this is not essential to the process. Two or three trucks are kept in re¬ 
serve on a slight incline, so that when one truck is full another is lowered 

MINING-CLAIM—CONTESTED POSSESSION—JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS—DUTY OF 
LOCAL OFFICERS. 

1. The judgment of the court in mineral cases is made conclusive upon 
the parties by section 3326 Rev. Stat. U. S. 

2. When in a suit for possession of a claim judgment has been rendered 
it is error on the part of local officers (register and receiver) to allow 
entry of claim in the absence of the judgment-roll. It is their duty to 
make the entry conform to the decision of the Court, as shown by the 
judgment roll, and then to transmit the same to the General Land Office, in 
order that the patent may also conform to it, as provided by the 
statute.—Owners of Silver King Lode, appellants, v. Owners of Sunquoit 
Lode (Colo.)—[Land Office decision for respondents affirmed by Secretary, 
March 29th, 1892.] 

U. S. GiTcnit Oonrt. 

REMOVAL OF CAUSES—FEDERAL QUESTION—DOUBTFUL QUESTIONS—MINING 
ACTS—PRIOR SUPREME COURT DECISIONS—U. S. PATENT—QUESTIONS OP 
FACT. 

Action between parties to quiet title : 
1. Whether a certain mine is a “vein,” “ lode,” or “ledge” within the 

meaning of the United States Revised Statutes (secs. 2,320, 2,332, and 
2,325) is a question of fact to be determined from the use of those terms 
among practical miners, and the decision thereof involves no federal 
question within the meaning of the acts providing for the removal of 
causes. 

2. A question as to what is the top or apex of a mineral vein is also one 
of fact, which involves no federal question. 

3. A cause is not removable when there is no doubt as to whether a 
federal question is presented, 

4. When the apex of a mineral vein passes through one end line and 
one side-line of the claim the owner’s rights are determined by the case 
of The Iron Silver Mining Company v. The Elgin Mining and Smeltmg 
Company [118 U. S., 196, 6, Supreme Court reports, 1177], and the case 

Fig. 2. 
Hawdon Slag Carrier. 

into its place without stopping the machine. The trucks are made with 
bottom doors, or with side or end tip, to suit the particular requirements 
of the works where they are employed. 

At casting time the slag which may follow the iron at the end of the 
cast is run into cast iron troughs, and when cooled is broken up by the 
slagger and thrown into the trucks, so that bogies and boxes are dispensed 
with in the general working of the blast furnace when these machines 
are employed. There is thus a considerable saving in labor, and in wear 
and tear of machinery and material employed in the disposal of slag from 
ordinary blast furnaces. Burst balls of slag, which might bum up the 
sleepers and roads and cause extra labor, are unknown. It is now no longer 
necessary to bar the balls off the tmcks at the tip; and the constant re¬ 
pair, renewal and shifting of rails and sleepers on the tip are now unneces¬ 
sary. Two men per shift do the whole of the work required for the dis¬ 
posal of 6,000 to 7,000 tons of slag per week at the Newport Works, with 
one locomotive per shift, which is assisted on the day shift only for one- 
half of the time by a second locomotive, thus averaging locomotives 
per shift, in place of three locomotives when tipping on a mountain of 
slag. The enormous wear and tear of bogies and iMxes due to the hot 
slag is now done away with ; and the wear on locomotives is reduced to a 
minimum, the dust and dirt due to the old method being dispensed with. 

The slag is mn into the pans about one inch to two inches thick, and 
breaks up into pieces from the size of a nut to a few pounds weight. It 
is largely used in roadmaking, especially for the foundation of new roads. 
For concrete, being already small in size, it requires little further break¬ 
ing to make it suitable ; and for this purpose it has been found to be par¬ 
ticularly adapted, some thousands of tons having been used for the walls 
of piers, wharves, etc., and also for the walls of buildings. 

Tests for Cement.—Mr. V. de Michele, of 14 Delahay street, West¬ 
minster, London, proposes the following tests as sufficient to insure a 
good, sound Portland cement: Pats ^-in. thick in water, absolutely sound 
at seven days; tensile strength, 400 lbs. per square inch at seven days ; 
fineness, 10^ residue on a 50 sieve. In carrying out the tests the follow¬ 
ing precautions should be adopted: The pats should be gauged on glass, 
immersed in water immediately, and left there for the whole period, one 
pat to each three bricks. The t^t bricks should be gauged by a skilled 
man, with any quantity of water, in any way he likes. The average of 
three should be taken, which should represent about 100 tons or less. The 
strain should be applied as quickly as possible. The sieve should have 
2,500 holes per square inch, and be of wire io diameter. Shaking 
should be continued until nothing ground in the mill passes. 

* From a paper read before tbe Institute of Mecbanical Bnuineers (BnglandK Feb¬ 
ruary, 1892. 

comes under the rule that when a proposition has been decided by the U. 
S. Supreme Court it no longer involves a federal question. 

5. The conveyance by patent of a mineral vein or lode whose top or 
apex is cut by the end-lines of the claim is a complete grant of the vein 
throughout its entire depth, although it may extend outside the vertical 
lines of the location; and hence any subsequent dispute as to boundaries 
is a controversy of fact which involves no federal question.—The Blue Bird 
Mining Company {Limited) v. Largey et al., and Largey v. The Blue Bird 
Mining Company (Limited. [U. S. Court, District of Montana, Feb. 3, 
1892.] 

Note.—The same questions were involved in both cases. The first cause 
was remanded to the State court whence it came, and in the second de¬ 
murrer to the complaint of the complainant was sustained and the com¬ 
plaint dismissed. 

The Mineral Production of Tasmania in 1801.—The quarterly min¬ 
ing returns for Tasmania show that for the three months ended Decem¬ 
ber 31st the quantity of quartz crushed yielded 10,717 oz. of gold, as 
against 2,780 oz. for the corresponding quarter of 1890, while the amount 
of gold won from alluvial was 1,958 oz,, as against 610 oz. for the last 
quarter of the previous year. There were 1,298 tons of tin ore raised, 
against 1,361 tons in 1890; while in coal the quantity raised was only 
9,207 tons, as against 15,330 tons. 

The Nitrate Fields of Chili.—The caliche, or raw nitrate of soda, is 
not equally distributed over the pampas, sajrs a writer in Blackwood’s 
Magazine. The most abundant deposits are situated on the slopes of the 
hills which probably formed the shores of the old lagoons. An expert 
can tell from the external appearance of the ground where the richest 
deposits are likely to be found. The caliche itself is not found on the 
surface of the plain, but is covered up by two layers. The uppermost, 
known technically as chuca, is of a friable nature, and consists of sand 
and gypsum ; while the lower—the costra—is a rocky conglomerate of 
clay, gravel and fragments of feldspar. The caliche varies in thickness 
from a few inches to 10 or 12 ft., and rests on a soft stratum of earth 
called cova. The mode in which the caliche is excavated is follows : 
A hole is bored through the chuca, costra aud caliche layers till the cova 
or soft earth is reached below. It is then enlarged until it is wide enough 
to admit of a small boy being let down, who scrapes away the earth 
below the caliche so as to form a little hollow cup. Into this a charge of 
gunpowder is introduced and subsequently exploded. The cahche is 
then separated by means of picks from the overlying costra and carri^ 
to the refinery. Both in appearance and composition it varies very much. 
In color it may be snow white, sulphur, lemon, orange, violet, blue and 
sometimes brown, like raw sugar. 
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THE MANUFACTURE OF SULPHURIC ACID FROM BRIMSTONE AND PYRITES 
AT ATLANTA, OA. 

Written for the Engineering and Mining Journal by N. F. Pratt. 

Recently, while putting into operation a new set of chemical works, I 
took the opportunity offered of making a series of carefully executed 
test-runs, showing actual practical results from a sulphuric acid plant of 
100,200 cu. ft. capacity, using pyrites, in the vicinity of Atlanta. This 
point being upward of 300 miles inland, and the ore used being imported 
Spanisii “ Sierra Morena,” the results may be of interest. The works 
were built under the direction of the writer in the course of his regular 
technical practice, much doubt being openly expressed by our acid 
makers generally at the proposed use of foreign pyrites in this vicinity. 

The furnace is a grate burner of 12 kilns, each 5 ft. 8 in. by 4 ft 4 in. 
by 2 h. 3 in. deep from charging door to grate bars, the ratio between 
burning surface and chamber being 1 sq. ft. to 317 cu. ft. of chamber 
space. The furnace and nitre oven is somewhat peculiarly arranged, but 
it is unnecessary here to discuss these features. The set consists of two 
chambers, one large main chamber and one small back chambei, w'hose 
capacity is 24^ of the total chamber space; both Glover and Gay Lussac 
towers, with all modem appliances, are used. The two chamber pans are 
connected by pipe under the passage floor. 

The w'orks were duly star^, water being used to lute the chamber 
curtains, though, of course, acid of proper strength was secured for 
tower and potting purposes. It has been the writer’s custom to start his 
new chambers on water, which can be easily done without delay or 
damage under careful treatment. At the end of ten days the whole proc¬ 
ess was in full and satisfactory operation and properly regulated, when 
the acid withdrawn by the chamber syphon registered 44° Beaume at 
15° C., seeing the milling department ivould not be ready to receive 
any acid for several weeks, 1 resolved to make the tests herein dis¬ 
cussed. The cargo of‘‘Sierra Morena’’ore on arrival was carefully 
averaged and yielded in the writer’s laboratory in Atlanta, 52*43^' sulphur. 
The depth, strength and temperature of all chambers and tanks were 
accurately recorded and care taken to w’eigh all charges as carefully as 
possible. The calculations are based on the standards adopted by the 
committee of the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, March, 188‘2. 

The total stock on hand, 11 o’clock a. m., February 6th, 1892, was as 
follows: 

Inches. Beaume. Cu. ft. 
Equivalent to 

lbs. B. 

Pan of chamber set. 9-91 
Deg. 

44 4,017-3 311,109 
Ground tank No. I.... . 120 61 44 4 6,109 
.11. •22 0 40 ‘202-4 13,500 
.Ill. 110 62 40-7 5,802 

Tower tank No. 1. 230 61 41-4 5,687 
.11. . 25 0 40 45-0 2.992 
.Ill. . 14 0 62 ‘25-2 3,.‘i92 

Total equivalent to 50c B. on hand at 11 o'clock, Feb. 6th. . 348,801 

Stock calculated again, 11 o'clock a. m.. February 11th, was as fol- 
lows: 

Inches. Beaume. Cu. ft. 
Equivalent to 

lbs. 50“ B. 

Pan of chamber set. 12-2 
Deg. 
47-5 4,930 0 4-29.157 

Ground tank No. 1. 120 61 44 4 6,109 
.11 . 11-25 40 103-O 6,903 
“ “ “ 111. 19-5 62 72-2 10,291 

Tower tank No. 1. 18-5 61 33-3 4.582 
.11. 160 40 28‘8 1,921 
“ “ “ 111. 25-5 62 45-9 6,543 

Consumed potting nitre... .. . . 1,500 

Total. 467.007 

As the stock on hand February 6th was 348,801 lbs. there was made in 
five days 118,‘206 lbs. .50° Be. The total ore consumed on this five-day run 
was 48,000 lbs. 

Stock calculated again, 11 o’clock a. m., February 19th, was as follows: 

Inches. Beaume. Cu. ft. 
Equivalent to 

lbs. 50° B. 

Pan of chamber set. 16-13 
Deg. 
50 6,5190 620,478 

Ground tank No. I. .. 160 61 .')9-2 8,146 
“ “ “ 11. .. 4-0 47 .36-8 3,165 
“ "1 “ 111. .. 15 3 62 56-6 8,068 

Tower lank No. 1. .. 9-3 61 16-7 2,298 
.11. .. 17-3 47 31-2 2,683 
“ “ “ III. .. 24 0 62 43-2 6,158 

Consumed potting nitre.. . 3,900 

Total. . 654,896 

As the stock on hand Febmary 6th. was 348,801 lbs., there was made 
in 13 days, 306,095 lbs., 50 B. Total ore consumed on this 13 day run 
124,800 tbs. 

Diuing this period the ore was fairly well burnt, the cinder carrying 
about 1*50^ sulphur. Reckoning on a basis of 51^ available to the cham¬ 
ber process, on thd five-day test the yield was 300 units monohydrated 
aciu TOr hundred weight of sulphur burnt out, equivalent to 482 units of 
chamber acid, 5(^ B. On the 13-day test the yield was 299 units monohy¬ 
drated acid, equivalent to 481 units of chamber acid, 50° B. Each test, 
therefore, wgs cobfirmed by the other. 

It was "with dittculty that the newly trained furnace men could be made 
to keep the burber room floor clear of small lumps of fresh ore, dropping 
while re-charging the kilns. Indeed, it takes great vigilance on the part 
of the chaml^r manager to enforce proper care in this regard. On numer¬ 
ous occasiqoA I likve sampled for analysis cinder dumps of well burnt ore 
that were, so tuixw,^ith lumps of unburnt pyrites as to render an other¬ 
wise valuable r^l^e utterly worthless, besides entailing a loss of some 
of sulphur cqqtents^id for by the unit. 

Manufactured iyul often stickle for a small fraction of one per cent, 
wheti paying purpb^ money per unit, and yet the same manufacturers 
often lose ;mucj^.mo^'by a policy which keeps incompetent men in their 
burner i^ins ^pa mwes expert advice a stranger to their operations. 

For the past 12 the writer has had intimate professional relations 
with ^emt^ ,Concerns throughout the South, and he has repeat¬ 
edly WaJe accui^vely'^h^ucted test runs covering long periods in the quiet 

season when no acid was withdrawn from the chamber. These results have 
shown 294 units of monohydrated acid per hundredweight of best Sicily 
seconds charged. Reckoning on a basis of 98^ pure this is 300 units per hun¬ 
dredweight of actual sulphur, equivalent to 482 units of .50° B. There is no 
reason in assertions often made that the yield per unit of sulphur con¬ 
sumed is smaller from pyrites than from brimstone, nor is the ratio of 
nitre necessarily greater in the use of pyrites. There is a scientific reason 
why more chamber space is required, but aside from this alone other 
shortcomings are entirely due to errors in construction, to improper 
handling of the plant or to both. During the pyrites test discussed four 
per cent, of nitre on the sulphur burnt out was used, a precaution taken on 
account of inexperienced furnacemen. The plant has since been run¬ 
ning regularly on three per cent., below which I never care to drop. 

From large experience I am satisfied in using brimstone an average of 
I lb. per 18 cu. ft. of chamber space yields the most economical results in 
this climate, though a smaller ratio can often be had at approved plants 
during the cooler months. In the use of pyrites, 1 lb. burnt out to 22 cu. 
ft. is satisfactory in every sen.se the year round, with less wear and tear 
on the kilns than upon the brimstone furnaces. Upon chambers where a 
pure, high grade ore is used, there is little reason to expect more wear and 
tear than where brimstone is used, and, practically, the difference is 
hardly worth consideration. 

Dr. Lunge, in the recent edition of his great work on sulphuric acid, 
states, as the range of the best managed works on the Continent and in 
Great Britain, a yield of 250 to 290 units of monohydrated acid, giving as 
a result of his personal work 300 units under approved conditions. There 
can be no question but that 300 units can be had out of sulphur from 
either brimstone or pyrites in expert hands at plants of approved construc¬ 
tion. When we remember this represents 482 units of chamber acid of 
50°B, out of a theoretical possibility of 492‘.5, the results appear large, but 
are capable of practical proof. 

I desire now to touch upon the question of comparative cost of acid 
from brimstone and pyrites in this city (Atlanta, Ga.), the result of care¬ 
ful tests w’ith the sole object of arriving at the truth. We will use in this 
comparison “ Sierra Morena” lump pyrites, the purest, highest grade ore 
on the market, and best Sicily seconds, delivered at the works in Atlan¬ 
ta. The calculations are based on pyrites lump at 14c. per unit at the 
port of Savannah, and brimstone at 823 ])er long ton (2,240 lbs.) at the 
same port, this being the average price for brimstone for the past 10 
years. I will, therefore, use this figure, discarding the abnormal price of 
this article prevailing for the past 15 months. As freight is equalized per 
sulphur contents, the ratio of comparison practically remains for most 
localities in the Atlantic and Gulf States. I will consider the actual out¬ 
put and cost from two plants of 100,000 cu. ft. each, bearing in mind, 
hoivever, the greater economy obtainable from larger plants. 

The pyrites test-run first discussed yielded for 13 days the following 
costs results : 124,800 lbs. Sierra Morena ore cost, delivered at works, 
$517.40; 2,184 lbs. nitrb, delivered at works, $45.36; labor (4 men at $1.25 
and 2 men at $1) for 13 days of 24 hours each, $104; cracking ore per 
Blake crusher at lOc. per ton of 2,000 lbs., $6.24; coal, 20,000 lbs. at $2.50 
per ton. $“25; insurance 13 days, 2% on $30,000, $21,40; standing repairs, 
wear, tear and taxes for 13 days, $71.11; chamber manager at $72 per 
month, $31.20; total cost of 302,185 lbs., 50“ B. acid, $821.71. Entire cost 
of one ton (2,()00 lbs.) of 50“ B, acid from lump pyrites, $5.43. 

The cost results at a carefully managed brimstone plant of similar 
capacity yielded, under my personal direction, for 30 days, the following: 
144,000 lbs. brimstone (best unmixed seconds), delivered at works, 
$1,697.14; 5,040 lbs. nitre, delivered at works, $104.83; labor (two men at 
$2. two men at $1.25) for 30 days of 24 hours each, $195; coal, 45,000 lbs., 
at $2.50 per ton, $56.25; insurance, 2% on $30,000, for 30 days, $50; stand¬ 
ing repairs, wear, tear and taxes for 30 days, $164.10; chamber manager, 
$72; total cost of 691,200 lbs., 50° B. acid, $2,329.32; entire cost of one 
ton (2,000 lbs.), 50° B. acid from brimstone, $6.77. 

Taking the average cost of brimstone in Atlanta for the past 15 months, 
viz.: $33.40 per long ton (2,240 lbs.), by substitution in the above calcula¬ 
tion it will be seen that for the past season one ton of 2,000 lbs. of 50° B. 
acid has cost in Atlanta $8.07. In other M ords, sulphuric acid is now being 
made in the neighborhood of Atlanta, from Sierra Morena pyrites, at 
4c. per unit at the port of entry, for $2.64 less per ton than it has cost 

Atlanta manufacturers the past season to make it from brimstone, and 
$1.34 less per ton than the average cost of acid from brimstone here 
for the past 10 years. 

With our brimstone friends bent on squeezing to the last possible degree, 
and with this article at best uncertain and feverish, these simple facts 
furnish food for much reflection, especially at this season of depression 
in ail branches of chemical manufacture. 

[The results obtained by Mr. Pratt, at Atlanta, as set forth in this article, agree 
very closely with the results indicated by Dr. Wyatt in the chapter on sulphuric 
acia manufacture in bis “ Phosphates of America.’’—Ed. E. and M. J.J 

The Phenomena of Coal Dust Explosions.—At a recent meeting of 
the Chemical Society (England) “ A Lecture Experiment to Illustrate the 
Phenomena of Coal Dust Explosions” was described by Prof. 'T. E. 
Thorpe, F.R.S. It is an apparatus by which the phenomena of a coal 
dust explosion, resulting either from a local explosion of fire-damp or by 
the direct action of a blown-out shot, may be illustrated. For class-room 
demonstration he recommends the substitution of lycopodinm powder for 
the coal dust, on account of the greater ease and certainty of the experi¬ 
ment, and also because its use allows of the observance of certain phe¬ 
nomena, such as the mode in which the dust which e.'^capes complete 
combustion is thrown on projecting objects, and also the fact that the 
explosion gathers strength as it progresses, which is ni.'ide evident by the 
gradually increasing area of clear space before such objects as the dust is 
swept away by the force of the explosive flame. By observations made by 
means of a List manometer with this apparatus, he finds that there is no 
evidence of a diminution of pressure along the sides of the space through 
which the flame rushes, and he is of opinion that there is no experimental 
proof of the validity of the “suction theory” held by certain colliery man¬ 
agers, w'hich assumes that in consequence of this alleged diminution of 
pressure occluded fire-damp is drawn out from the coal, and contributes 

I to the violence of the explosion. 
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FAILURES IN BOOMED TOWNS| SHEFFIELD, ALA. 

Written for the Engineering and Mining Journal. 

The town of Sheffield, in CJolbert County, Ala., was “ boomed” during 
1886 by a company largely composed of persons who had been successful 
in speculations in Birmingham real estate. These people purchased large 
tracts of laud on the south side of the Tennessee River, two miles from 
Tuscumbia, the county seat, and laid it off into streets, building lots and 
sites for manufacturing enterprises; several of the latter were started, 
prominent among them being a blast furnace owned by the Lady Ensley 
Furnace Company, one by the Hatlie Ensley Furnace Company, and 
three by the Sheffield Coal, Iron and Railway Company—five in all. 
During the early part of the boom there was much enthusiasm displayed 
by all who were interested in the scheme as well as by purchasers, but the 
price of real estate was carried to such high figures that the feeling began 
to subside, as it was clear that the resources of the place did not justify 
them ; the speculative fever once broken, it has been a hard matter to 
revive it, though there have been repeated efforts in that direction ever 
since the first relapse. 

The chief foundation upon which the claims for the future prominence 
of Sheffield were based were its applicability to the manufacture of cheap 
iron. Starting, as it did, at a time when the cry of “ eight dollar iron” 
was the slogan for Birmingham and its followers, the place would have 
received little attention had it not taken up the same passivord. Inci¬ 
dentally, its prospectus pointed to the fact that anything, from table 
ware to mowing machines, could be manufactured there more cheaply 
and sell more readily than at any other place in the country, and that 
with its various advantages in this way and transportation by rail or 
water, it was destined to become the manufacturing center of the New 
South. A number of brick and many frame buildings were erected, and 
during the construction of these and the furnaces much money was 

field (30 miles distant), from $1.80 to $2.25 per ton. Coke can be secured 
at Jaspar, Ala., and delivered for $2.75 per ton, and from Pocahontas for 
$4 to $4 25. Limestone is abundant throughout the country, and can be 
delivered for about $0.65 per ton. With these figures a close approxima¬ 
tion to the cost of producing iron at Sheffield can be made. 

Assuming that one-half Jaspar coke is used with an equal amount of 
Pocahontas, 2 tons ore at $2 per ton $4; 2,400 lbs. coke at $2.75 and $4 
per ton — $4.05; '5 tons of limestone at $0.65 per ton — $0.32; total cost of 
material, $8.37; labor and other items, $3.25; total cost of iron per ton, 
$11.62, to which is to be added freight to Chicago, $3.60; Cincinnati, $2.50; 
Louisville, $2.25. The iron is much darker and stronger than the average 
of that made in the South, and brings a slightly better price. 

Apart from its nearness to good ore, this place has no claim as a good 
locality for the production of cheap iron. Coke must be transported for 
long distances, involving increased loss in braize and delay in delivery 
both of which will rapidly eat up what small profit there may be in the 
iron. The facilities for shipping are only fair; by crossing the river a 
branch of the L. & N. Railroad may be reached, and otherwise the iron 
must go on the Memphis & Charleston for delivery to roads touching its 
destination. During certain seasons in the year shipment may be made 
by boat, but this means long delay in final delivery, and has not as yet 
been adopted to any extent. 

Of the other enterprises in the place little can be said. None was 
started on a very large scale, and a few have survived and are working 
along, but by far the larger proportion of those which were talked about 
in the early days of the “ boom,” died before they passed the phase of 
changing from paper to construction. 

Sheffield is well located for the production of steel by tbe basic open 
bearth process. The iron made from these brown hematites alone seldom 
runs over 0‘60^ phosphorus, and silicon can be kept below 0*50^ with 
little difficulty. There are, indeed, few ores in the South which can so 

Jeffrey Giant Coal Drill. 

brought into the place and business thrived; banks, saving and loan asso¬ 
ciations, and various other institutions of like kind were present and gave 
it a decidedly busy appearance. After this work was over with and 
matters came to a standstill, workmen began to leave and business 
drooped in consequence. This state of affairs went from bad to worse, 
and the most strenuous efforts of the promoters to bring it back to its 
former state have resulted in only a little temporary excitement, which 
has as quickly subsided. The scattered brick buildings, with many a foot 
of once valuable ‘‘ town lots” between them, give the place a rather deso¬ 
late appearance, which is added to by the untidy condition of the few 
stores and other institutions there. All tbe indications of poor trade are 
self-evident, and it is apparent that with Florence and Tuscumbia, both 
older towns, so close by, the country trade is too much divided to give a 
profitable business to any of them, and Sheffield gets least of all. 

Shortly after the completion of the furnaces they were put in blast, 
and two, the Lady Ensley and Hattie Ensley, have been in almost con¬ 
tinuous operation ever since. One of the furnaces of the other company 
was also in action for some time, but after the concern failed and the 
plant went into the hands of a receiver, it was blown out and has since 
remained idle. After the receiver’s sale to a new corporation, called the 
Alabama Coal and Iron Company, many repairs were made and everything 
placed in shape for operating, the evident purpose being to sell the plant, 
as many of the members of the new company were interested in the for¬ 
mer one, and also in the town company, and have been endeavoring for 
some time to get tbeir money out of the place. 

The iron ore used by these furnaces comes mostly from the extensive 
Ensley mines, at and around Russellville, Franklin County, Ala., and is 
probably the richest brown hematite occuring in the South. Analyses of 
shipments covering a long period gave as an average: Iron, 53*67^; alum¬ 
ina, 5*58^: silica, 8*52^; phosphorus, ‘327^, In the furnace this works well, 
giving an unusually fine quality of iron. These ores all occur in clay from 
which they must be washed. At Ruasellville the material handled will 
average from 20^ to 25^ ore, which costs, washed and delivered in Shef- 

easily be handled for this purpose as those used here. Other conditions 
are favorable, and, if such a plant were operated in connection with one 
of the furnaces, thus insuring a supply of iron at cost price, no reason is 
apparent why it would not succeed. Other establishments to work the 
steel into shape for market could follow, and with wi^ and v igorous 
management, soon find sale for a large quantity of material. The nearest 
competitors in this line are Chicago, St. Louis, Chattanooga and Birming¬ 
ham, and the latter two are at the disadvantage of having to use iron 
made from the fossil ores of their district. 

If such plants are started it should be done in a strictly business planner 
and with capital sufficient to tide a long way past the experimental 
period which follows such work, no matter how familiar with it the 
manager or employes may be; moreover, for a time after starting, it will 
be necessary to carry much of the finished material until a ready market 
can be established and competition overcome. 

THE JEFFREY HIANI GOAL DRILL. 

The accompanying illustration represents the Jeffrey latest improved 
power drill, which will be known as the ‘‘ Giant Drill.” The general 
construction of the frame is the same as the dirills heretofore furnished, 
and which are now used largely throughout the coal fields. The Giant 
Drill is so called on account of the increased power derived from the new 
pattern of engine used, consisting of a double rotary valve engine, which 
in actual service develops, it is claimed, great power with a minimum 
consumption of air. A new and simple feed arrangement has also been 
added, but an air feed may still be used. In the latter case an air or feed 
tube is substituted instead of the screw. Being operated by air, the feed 
is not positive, which allows tbe auger or drill bit to advance slowly, 
when striking an unseen sulphur ball or hard cutting, thus preventing 
more or less strain. I'he Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of Columbus, 
O., is the manufacturer of these drills. 
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TEE GK)LI) AHD PLATINUM INDUSTRY OF THE URAL.* 

The auriferous deposits of the Ural have been classified by Karpinsky 
into primary and secondary groups. In the former gold is found either 
in quartzose vein-stuff, or interpersed through the mass of crystalline 
rocks, such as. diorite and serpentine, while the secondary deposits are 
auriferous sands, situated either immediately above the primitive de¬ 
posits, or transported to and re-arranged at some distance from the point 
of origin. Platinum is only found in secondary or alluvial deposits. The 
primary gold deposits of the Ural are very numerous, four groups of 
them being actually worked—namely, those of Berezowsk and Glorobla- 
godask, of the district of Miask, of the Baschkir territory, and of the 
Orenburg Cossacks. 

The Berezowsk deposits, which are the only ones that have been sys¬ 
tematically develop^ to any extent, aie included in an area of about 22 
square miles, in which the prevailing rocks are schists penetrated by nu¬ 
merous reins or dykes of a fine grained granitic rock containing pyrites 
known as beresite, varying in thickness from 12 ft. to 120 ft. and upward, 
many of which extend beyond the limits of the mining region. The liere- 
site dykes are traversed by numerous fissures filled with quartz, forming 
veins varying in thickness from about 10 mm. to 70 mm., or, on an average, 
80 mm., having a general east and west course, often uniting into groups 
but never becoming parallel to the enclosing dyke. Sometimes, but rarely, 
they pass from the beresites into the neighboring schistose rocks. The 
vein-stuff, as well as the rock, where most auriferous, is rusted from the 
decomposition of pyrites; the best mines yield from 1 to 1^ oz. per ton, 
10 grams (about 7 J^wts.) being considered as the lowest workable limit. 
The pyrites is often much richer than the quartz, in some instances aver¬ 
aging up to 6 or 7 oz. per ton. Below the level of decomposition of the 
pyrites into gossan, or as it is locally called, krassiks, the gold appears to 
be entirely contained in the sulphides. 

The secondary auriferous deposits, although called sands, are almost 
entirely clays, pure or somewhat sandy, and inclosing rolled masses and 
blocks of many different rocks. They are found throughout the whole 
Ural region over a length of more than 500 miles, having filled the val¬ 
leys and forming marshy plains on both slopes of the chain, the larger 
development bemg,Aowever, on the eastern side. 

Gold is found in the alluvium in particles of all sizes up to large nug¬ 
gets, accompanied by many other minerals, such as palladium, platinum, 
osmiridium, native copper, diamond, cinnabar, iron pyrites, magnetite, 
chromite, specular iron ore. rutile, brookite, anatase, corundum, garnet 
and quartz. Speaking generally, the deposits associated with rocks con¬ 
taining hornblende and augite are richer than those in which granite 
and gneissic rocks prevail. 

The auriferous beds vary in thickness from about H ft. to 3^ ft., in 
breadth from 60 ft. to 150 ft., and exceptionally to about 300 ft., and in 
length from 60 ft. or 80 ft. to 1,500 ft., the direction being generally parallel 
to that of the chain. The most extensive deposits are those of Balbuk, 2f 
miles, and Stolbuk, 3f miles long. The sterile covering or overburden is 
usually less than 13 ft., although exceptional deposits have been found at 
60 and even 130 ft. below the surface. The cover very frequently forms 
peat bogs. The amount of gold varies from 12 to 39 grains per ton of 
sand, although occasionally it is double or even four times the latter 
amount. 

Platinum has not up to the present time been found except in alluvial 
deposits, in which it is always associated with gold; sometimes the latter 
predominates, and the platinum may not exceed 1^ of the product. On 
the other hand, gold may at times be almost absent, and the deposits in 
which this condition prevails, although less abundant, are those of most 
value. They are confined to districts of Nischne, Tagil, Goroblagodask 
and Biseik. In the first of these localities they extend for about 25 miles 
to the south of the village, and from the associated minerals, such as oli¬ 
vine and chromite, they appear to be derived from the waste of a mass of 
seri)entine known as Mount Solvaiskaor the White Mountain. The plat¬ 
inum is found in grains and nuggets, the largest of the latter weighing 
about 320 ozs. The yield varies from 39 to 195 grains per ton. The rich¬ 
est deposits, those of the Martiane River, are from 13 ft. to 16 ft. thick, 
and are covered by 60 ft. or 70 ft. of overburden chiefly consisting of 
clay. The conditions of occurrence in the other localities are similar to 
those described above except at Goroblagodask, where the bed rock of 
the alluvia is limestone, but outcrops of porphyry and serpentine are 
found in the vicinity. 

The gold deposits are partly the property of the Crown or its lessees, 
and partly of private individuals, but in the latter case there is often a res¬ 
et vation of minerals which are subjected to special royalty rents. The 
rate paid by the Crown lessees is from to 20^, in addition to which 
a 'i% tax is levied on all gold produced in any of the mines, the 
product being compulsorily salable to the State. Platinum working, on 
the contrary, is free from all taxation, and the government monopoly of 
refining, vvhich was kept up for a time, having been abandoned, the 
product is mostly placed in the London and Paris markets. 

In working the alluvial deposits two methods are followed. In the 
first the plant and apparatus are provided by the ground owner, who 
liirM labor and directs the operations either personally or by deputy; 
while in the second, a system of tribute is followed, the ground being let 
to free workmen or starateli, who provide everything necessary for 
wrorking, and deliver the produce at a fixed rate to the proprietor. 
This price may vary with the difficulty of working from $9 to §10.50 
per oz.; but in all cases the prime cost in the proprietary workings 
is higher than in those of the free laborers, who are able to handle, to a 
profit, stuff with from 8 to 10 grains of gold per ton. Platinum sands are 
considered poor when contaimng less than 45 grains, and rich when above 
180 grains per ton. The lowest profitable limit seems to be about 39 
grains. 

The platinum workings of Avrorinski are at present the most impor¬ 
tant Gyrations of their class. The deposits, from 13 ft. to 16 ft. thick, lie 
upon a conglomerate of serpentine, are covered by nearly 80 ft. of dead 
ground, and extend for atout 1^ miles, with a breadth varying between 
70 ft. and 250 ft. The average yield is about 87 grains of platinum miner¬ 
als |>er ton, but in places it goes up to 20, 30, or even 50 times as much. 
The working is entirely subterranean, small pits 70 ft. to 80 ft. apart 

• From Annalea dca Mirua, VoL XVIII, p. 537. 

being sunk to the deposit, and the material, being drawn to the surface 
by windlasses, is washed in the ordinary Siberian frame at the mouth of 
the pit. About 400 hands are employed, the work going on night and 
day. 

The crude platinum contains about 1 part in 4,000 of gold, which is 
separated by amalgamation and washing with water in large capsules. 
The final product contains 90jt of platinum. The whole of the gold pro¬ 
duced in the Ural and Siberia is sent to the Government assay office at 
Ekaterineborg, where it is melted and cast into bars, the assay of which 
forms the basis of final settlement between the Government and the min¬ 
ers. __ 

CALIFORNIA’S EXPERIENCE WITH SILVER. 

California is not a free silver State, and never has been, says the San 
Francisco Argonaut. At no time in its history has there been any gen¬ 
eral expression of opinion in favor of the white metal. During the war 
California was a gold State through thick and thin ; the Specific Contract 
Law, which has never been repealed, favored gold to the exclusion of any 
other metal or currency. 

Nor can the experience of this State with silver coin during a number 
of years, when there was a varying and heavy discount on silver in spite 
of its legal tender quality, be forgotten ; when manufacturers and em¬ 
ployers of labor used to buy silver with which to pay wages, thus com¬ 
pelling the workingmen of California to pay an enhanced price for articles 
of necessity, since the retail tradesmen made up for the discount on silver 
by raising the selling price of their goods. In those days every man 
tried to pay his bills in silver and collect them in gold. The result was, 
as always, that the final loss came on the workingman, who paid silver 
to the retailer. The retailer had to pay in gold to the wholesaler, so he 
charged the workingman gold prices. The workingman who got $20 a 
week In silver lost $2 of his wages before they were put into his hand. 

Here is another chapter of California’s experience with silver. The 
trade dollar was worth 100 cents ; two half dollars were worth 83 cents. 
The trade dollar, however, was not a legal tender—it was only minted 
bullion. But the workingman was not up in these subtleties of fanance— 
he took the trade dollar in payment of his wages, because it was worth 
more than two half-dollars, and he thought it was as good. In a few 
months retailers refused to receive trade dollars for more than 90 cents ; 
they disappeared from circulation ; but the last to take them were the 
workingmen, and millions of dollars were made out of the wage-earners 
in this silver swindle. __ 

HUMPHERT’8 NEW OXT-MAGNESIUM LAMP. 

At the last meeting of the English Camera Club, in London, on the 22d 
ult., Mr. E. J. Humphery, M. A., exhibited a new magnesium lamp of his 
invention. This lamp is shown in section in Fig. 1. The oxygen enters 
the lamp from a cylinder, and common gas either at normal or, prefera¬ 
bly, at a higher pressure. In the latter caee a weighted gas bag is used. 
The powder is blown out in the shape of an Argand flame, but with pure 
oxygen in contact with its inner and outer surfaces. Above the flame is 

metal piping to convey the white smoke into the chimney of the room. 
It gives a dazzling light, and Mr. Humphery stated that Captain Abney 
had testified that burning magnesium in an atmosphere of pure oxygen 
increases the actinic power of the light 12 times. In Fig. 10“ 
is the oxygen tap, H the coal gas tap, and m m the magnesium pow¬ 
der. Fig. 2 represents a glass g lobe in which magnesium ribbon is burnt 
in oxygen, and c«n be used as a hand lamp. 

ASSOCIATION OF APATITE WITH BEDS OF MAGNETITE.* 

By W. P. Blake, M. E. 

The frequent association of apatite in layers in the midst of magnetic 
iron ore is highly significant of a stratified and organic origin of both 
minerals. Usually the phosphate of lime is more abundant toward the 
sides of the bed than at the center, where the magnetite may be entirely 
free of apatite, while at the sides, or near the planes of contact of the iron- 
ore with the country-rock, apatite may abound. A few notable examples 
may direct attention to this matter and result in a great extension of the 
list. 

The Sanford ore-bed, one of the largest and most massive of the enor¬ 
mous beds of iron-ore in Northern New York, carries enormous quantities 
of apatite in thin layers apparently stratified, or the result of segregation, 
and this apatite, known locally as “red sand,” is most abundant toward 
the confines of the bed. Crystalline apatite may also be found in the 
outer layers of the bed of ore at Iron Mountain, Mo., and similarly in 
some of the enormous beds of magnetite in Southern Utah. 

*A paper read before the American Institute of Mining Engineers, Baltimore 
meeting, February, 18W. 
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THE MIHIKa LAW OF ONTARIO, CANADA, OF 1892. 

Written for the Engineering and Mining Jonmal by A. Bine. 

The mining laws of Ontario have been consolidated and amended 
by an act of the session now closing, under the title of “ The Mine Act, 
1892.'’ The principal changes of the new measure relate to the royalties, 
the price of mining lands, the right to work minerals reserved to the 
Crown, and the staking out of mining claims. 

The act of last year, which provided for the levving of royalties on ores 
and minerals, fixed the rate at 3^ on silver, nicael and copper ores, not 
exceeding 2% on iron ores, and on other ores and minerals such ra^ as 
might be imposed by order in Council, not exceeding reckoned in all 
oases upon the value of the ore or mineral at the pit’s mouth. Under the 
new act the royalty is calculated upon the value at the pit’s mouth less 
the actual cost of labor and explosives for mining and raising the ores to 
the surface, thereby making the royalty a tax on the bounty of Nature 
only. The old act further provided that no royalty should be imposed or 
collected upon any ores mined, wrought or taken until after seven years 
from the date of the patent or lease, except upon ores known to be rich in 
nickel, on which it might be imposed at the end of four years. The new 
act does away with the latter clause, so that now no royalty can be 
charged until the lapse of seven years from the date of the grant. It also 
provides that in no case shall the rate of royalty be higher than the rate f)rovided for by the statute in force at the time of sale or lease of the 
ocation. 

Previous to May 4th, 1891, minerals on granted lands were free from 
royalty, and a clause in the new act declares that they shall remain free 
and exempt from every royalty, tax and duty. The Legislature indeed 
could not make this tax retroactive if it were so inclined, for the attempt 
was recently made in Quebec, and it has been abandoned there under 
threat of disallowance. 

By the act of last year the price of mining lands in the Province was 
more than doubled, and at the same time provision was made for the in¬ 
troduction of the leasehold system. The latter has since come largely 
into favor, partly, perhaps, because it commends itself to mining men, 
but partly no doubt because of the increased purchase price. The new 
act reduces the price by nearly 25 per cent., so that now mining lands 
north of Lake Nipissing and the French and Mattawa rivers will be sold 

113.50 per acre if in a surveyed township and within 12 miles of a rail- 
ay, at $3 if in unsurveyed territory and within 12 miles of a railway, 

nd at $3 and $2 respectively for all other mining lands in surveyed and 
unsurveyed territory. Lands south of Lake Nipissing and the French 
and Mattawa rivers are $2.50 per acre if in a surv^ed township and 
within 12 miles of a railway and $2 if elsewhere. The rent for leased 
lands remains as in the old act, and the working conditions are the same 
as before. 

Where mines, minerals and mining rights are reserved to the Crown, 
as in the case of lands patented under the Free Grants and Homesteads 
Act, or of agricultural lands sold under the amended Crown Lands Act 
which came into operation on May 4th, 1891, the owner may apply and 
shall have priority for the fee or leasehold of such rights, unless a previ¬ 
ous application has been made therefor and a deposit made of at least half 
the purchase price or rental, or unless an original discovery has been made 
by a subsequent applicant within one month prior to the application of 
the owner. The price per acre for such mining rights is 50^ of the rates 
as fixed for a patent or lease of mining lands in which surface and under¬ 
ground rights go together. 

Should the owners of the surface and mining rights fail to agree upon 
compensation for injury or damage to the surface rights, either in the 
form of a specified interest in the mineral rights or ore or mineral to be 
secured to the owner of the surface rights, or by payment or agreement 
to pay in money or the giving of security, the Director of the Bureau of 
Mines has power to order and prescribe the manner in wliich compensa¬ 
tion shall ^ ascertained and paid or secured, which may be by the ap¬ 
pointment of valuators or arbitrators or by directing a suit or action in 
any county or district court. 

Under the old law, any person holding a miner’s license might stakeout 
a mining claim upon crown lands in a mining division of the length of 
200 ft upon a vein or lode by 100 ft. on each side of it, and to hold it sub¬ 
ject to working conditions. Under the new act the mining claim which 
may be so staked out is enlarged to 660 ft. along the vein by 330 ft. on 
each side of it, embracing an area of 10 acres, or a company of persons 
may stake out and work a claim of double that area, the working condi¬ 
tions being the same as In the old act. Only a person holding a license 
can stake out or work a claim, and it must be renewed annually. The 
licensee is also required to pay a yearly rent on his claim at the rate of 
one dollar per aare. 

The discoverer of a new vein of ore or mineral may stake out two min¬ 
ing claims of the prescribed dimensions ; but to entitle him to this privi¬ 
lege the place must be distant at least three miles from the nearest known 
mine or discovery on the same vein. 

In the case of mining locations, the minimum area of which is 40 acres, 
and which must be regularly surveyed, a prospector or explorer who ori¬ 
ginally discovers valuable ore or mineral at least three miles from the 
nearest known mine or discovery on the same vein or lode, or at a dis¬ 
tance of one mile if upon a new vein, is exempted from the payment of 
royalty for a term of 15 years from the date of the patent or lease. 

The outlook for this year is full of promise at the present time, espe¬ 
cially in the nickel district, and it is exp^ted that several furnaces will 
be built this year. Although the season is not yet favorable f3n: prospect¬ 
ing, some 8,000 acres have been applied for, mostly by American capital¬ 
ists from the West and Northwest. It is also understood that a strong 
French syndicate is getting ready for mining and smelting operations. 

Improved Means for Rendering Petroleum or Other Liquid Hydro¬ 
carbons Hon-Explosive.—S. Kirsch, of Hamburg, Germany, claims 
that petroleum oil may be rendered non-explosive by the addition of 
“small but sufficient quantities” of a mixture constituted as follows: 
Aniline, 0*305t; sulphate of lime, 0’92^; sulphate of magnesia, 0*22;<; bi¬ 
carbonate of sodium, 2*77^; chloride of sodium, 92*81^; sal-ammoniac, 
l'845t; water, 1*14;^. The illuminating power of the petroleum is alleged 
not to be impaired by the addition. 

THE BASIC BESSEMER FB00E88 APPLIED TO THE METALLUBOT OF LEAD *. 

Dr. Roesing, formerly director of the FriedrichshQtte works in Upper 
Silesia, has applied the basic converter to the treatment of base bullion. 
By this process the lead is oxidized to litharge, which is then reduced by 
carbon or by galena. A part of the lead may be desilverized by zinc and 
refined in the converter. The following processes constitute the new sys¬ 
tem: A, treatment in the converter; (l)of base bullion for pure litharge 
and enriched lead; (2) enriched lead for impure litharge and lead-silver: 
(3) desilverized lead for refined lead. B, reduction of the pure litharge 
by carbon for merchantable lead. C, treatment of the galena with molten 
litharge for base bullion. The most interesting and most important of 
these innovations is the treatment of the base bullion in the converter. 

Calorific calculations having led to the anticipation of favorable results, 
experiments were made with this process in the laboratory in quantities 
of 500 grams ; then with charges of 6,000 kilos, in a Thomas converter at 
the Friedenshiitte in Upper Silesia. The method presented no difficulty : 
the charge of 6,000 kilos, of base bullion was blown for 15 minutes with 
air pressure of IJ atmospheres. The lead had been heated previously a 
little above its melting point. The litharge formed had a temperature of 
more than 1,200° and was very fluid. It crystallized in mass on cooling 
without formation of any amorphous litharge, and fell in scales. The 
silver contents of the litharge were 0.0036^, but could be diminished in 
regular working. 

In treating poor, impure and zinciferous lead the refined lead obtained 
in a few minutes was of excellent quality and the following composition ; 
Lead (by difference), 99.9934^ ; antimony, 0.0007^ ; arsenic, 0.0005^' ; cop¬ 
per, 0.0013^ ; iron, 0.0022^; zinc, 0.0015^ ; silver, 0.0004^. 

In consequence of the great increase of temperature in the converter 
during the blowing, new charges may be worked immediately without 
reheating the vessel, so that there is no delay in the process. In regular 
operation it would possibly even to utilize the heat obtained in the con¬ 
verter for the fusion of the lead. 

The basic lining of the converter stood perfectly. The engineers of the 
FriedenshQtte steel works declared “ that they are satisfied that the basic 
lining will last better in treatment of lead than in the manufacture of 
steel.” 

The impurities of the lead (zinc, arsenic and antimony) are removed in 
a more rational manner than in the common process since the blast acts 
uniformly throughout the mass and not merely upon the surface of the 
bath; the latter is to-day purified the first, then uselessly oxidized, while 
the impurities contained in the lower strata of the metal are a long time 
withheld from the action of oxy^gen. There results therefore an oxidiza¬ 
tion, which is superfluous and injurious to the lead. In the new process 
it is necessary to take into account the reduction in the expense of treat¬ 
ment and the loss in the working of intermediary products. As for the 
loss in blowing there is produced naturally in that operation very thick 
lead smoke, but as it is of very short duration, the amount is small and 
it can be easily recovered because it is not mixed with combustion pro 
ducts. In this process there is a saving in comparison with cupellation, 
according to the calculations made at the Friedrichshutte, of 18 maiks 
and 94 pfennig ($4.50) per 1,000 kilograms of base bullion. As for enrich¬ 
ment 01 the lead it is recommend^ not to carry it too far at once, but 
rather to interrupt the blowing at intervals and unite the lead of several 
charges which can be submitt^ to a new operation for enrichment. 

In the experiments at the Friedenshiitte with base bullion containing 
0'0425;i of silver, lead assaying 0-673^ silver has been obtained as a maxi¬ 
mum and condensed fumes with 75^ lead and 0’0086^ silver. 

The litharge obtained is very liquid and can be reduced in a very simple 
manner by pouring it on a bed of incandescent carbon in a special fuimace 
by which it is immediately reduced. The same furnace may be employed 
for the treatment of the galena. The latter is comminuted to fine grains 
and heated to the point where roasting commences. If the liquid litharge 
is spread on this galena it is rapidly decomposed with the evolution of 
sulphuric acid gas which is mixra neither with an excess of air nor with 
combustion products, and consequently can be recovered easily. The 
rapidity of the decomposition of the litharge by carbon or by the galena 
permits of a large production in small apparatus, and the consumption of 
fuel amounts only to that required in the preliminary heating. The 
amount of labor necessary and the loss in metal are both very small. 

We received advance proofs of the recent decision of the Supreme 
Court in the State of South Carolina—Coosaw Mining Company case, to 
which we referred last week, too late for insertion in this issue. '1 his 
is a very important decision and will be published in our issue of the 23tl 
inst. 

Porcelain Industry in Japan.—Seto-mura, a village in Owari Prov¬ 
ince, has been one of the principal centers of the porcelain manufacturing 
industry, and prior to the great earthquake of October 2oth last, accord¬ 
ing to Industries, the annual out-turn of porcelain exceeded S400,0(K) in 
vsuue, over 500 furnaces and 3,500 employes being eng^ed daily in i he 
industry. Only 15 of these 500 furnaces, however, remained intact after 
the calamitous earthquake. 

The Dividends Paid by Mount Morgan Mine.—The average number 
of men employed annually by the Mount Morgan Gold Mining Company. 
Limited, during a period of four years is, says an Australian paper, 1.400 
The gross amount of gold turned out since the start is 907,697 ozs.. and t he 
number of tons treated 383,330. The sum of £2 15s. per share has been 
paid in dividends (of which there have been 46, ranging from 6d. to 2s. 6d), 
making an aggregate of £2,750,000. 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Barium Chloride and Stron¬ 
tium Chloride.—M. N. D’Andria, of Manchester, England, has invented 
a new process for the manufacture of barium and strontium chlorides. 
The sulphides of barium or strontium, obtained by the reduction of tlie 
corresponding sulphates, are treated with a neutral solution of iron proto¬ 
chloride (a lw-pr(Muct from galvanizing); the solution of alkaline earthy 
chlorides is filtered “ from the remaining sulphide of iron formed.” and 
is evaporated to crystallization. In an alternate way of working iheimii 
protochloride is fumaced along with the sulphate and coal, and the 
chlorides dissolved out at once from the reduced mass. 

* Translated from Revue Universelle des Mines, de la .Ifefal/urgir. January. 
1892. 
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PERSONALS. 

Mr. Andrew Carnegie sailed for Europe on Wed¬ 
nesday, the 12th inst. 

Mr. W. L. Abbott, late chairman of Carnegie, 
PWpps & Co., Limited, expects to sail for Europe 
for a six months’ tour on April 28. 

Mr. Henry M. Howe, mining engineer and metal¬ 
lurgist, of Boston, has been retained as an expert 
for the Pottstown Iron Company in its suit with the 
Bessemer Association. 

Mr. Joseph S. Harris, who has been connected 
with the Reading Coal & Iron Company as mining 
engineer, has bwn appointed vice-president of the 
t^ompany, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa. 

Mr. Marsh, the manager of the British Broken 
Hill mine, has resigned, in consequence, it is said, 
of a disagreement with his directors, and Mr. Cecil 
('. Morgan, of London, has been appointed to the 
vacancy. 

Capt. W. J. Gilbert, who has for some time been 
superintending the Union Cordova gold mine, in 
Calavaras County, Cal., has returned to his home 
in Cornwall. The Union Cordova mine has been 
cl()seil down. 

Mr. John Daniell, superintendent of the Clark- 
Bigelow Copper Companies, has been visiting the 
Boston and Montana properties in Butte, Mont., 
and before his return will examine the Santa Fe 
C/opper Company’s properties in New Mexico. 

Captain J. W. Plummer, general manager of the 
1 Jkhora Mining Company’s properties in Montana 
:.nd Assistant Alanager Molson have bi.'eu voted a 
lM<nus of ?2,500 by the directors of that company 
in rec*oguition of their satisfactory work during the 
l>:ist year. 

Mr. Arthur Winslow. State Geologist of Missouri, 
and James D. Robertson, one of his chief assist¬ 
ants, are in Joplin making an examination of the 
zinc mines and gathering data for the final report 
on this district, w’hich 3klr. Winslow hopes to have 
published and ready for distribution this fall. 

Mr. E. D. Campbell, Professor of Qualitative 
Analy sis in the University of Michigan, Ann Ar- 
tM>r, Mich., was at work on the 12th inst. in the 
chemical laboratory over a glass receiver contain¬ 
ing hydrogen and oxygen, when the gas explodetl. 
Bits of glass cut into his eyes and inflicted such 
severe injuries that they had to be removed by the 
surgeons. 

Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan has just given $500,000 
to the New York Trade Schools, which were founded 
by Col. Auchmuty about ten years ago, and have 
done admirable work. The schools last week gradu¬ 
ated 521 pupils, who had all thoroughly learned 
some trade. The trades chiefly taught are plumb¬ 
ing, bricklaying, painting, plastering, carpentry, 
tailoring and stonecutting. 

Mr. John F. Wilson, who for 27 years has been 
a prominent figime in the coal trade of this city, 
and for many years has had charge of the sales de¬ 
partment of the Lehigh and Wilkesbarre Coal Com¬ 
pany, has resigned his position and proposes to spend 
the' remainder of his life in well-earned “peace, 
ease and comfort.” ^Ir. Wilson has long been rec¬ 
ognized as one of the ablest, most successful and 
most popular sales agents in the anthracite trade, 
and his retirement, which for two years past he has 
contemplated and desired, will remove from the 
trade one who has dofie valiant service for tliis great 
industry, and for the company he has for many 
years so ably represented. 

Mr. Carl Bolckow, Chairman of Bolckow, Vaughan 
& Company, of Middlesbrough, England, failed on 
the 26th ult., as we noted in our issue of the 2d 
inst. The Midland England News, speaking of this 
event, gave the following interesting account of this 
world-famous company of iron masters: “The late 
H. W. F. Bolckow and John Vaughan were the 
first ironmasters on Tees side. They commence<l 
business as iron manufacturers even before the vast 
deposits of ironstone in the Cleveland hills had been 
discovered. The two partners first met at New- 
castle-on-Tyne. Vaughan, who as a working pud- 
dler, had trudged from the neighborhood of M’orces- 
ter to T3meside, was a works manager for Messrs. 
Bell, when he met Bolckow, who at that time was 
worth several thousand pounds, which he had made 
as a com importer. Bolckow was the son of a 
Mecklenburg former, and he knew a good deal about 
the value of wheat, but had no special knowledge 
of the iron industry. Still, his capital and com¬ 
mercial aptitude, and Vaughan’s technical skill, en- 
able<l the pair to start in a small way as iron man¬ 
ufacturers at Middlesbrough. They sold in^n to 
blacksmiths, wheelwrights and others purchasing 
small quantities. But the business did not pay, and 
in a few years was witnessed the strange spectacle 
of infuriatetl workmen chasing bailiffs out of the 
establishment. In that crisis Joseph Pease, who 
had been instrumental in constmeting the first pub¬ 
lic highway, came to the rescue of Bolckow & 
Vaughan. S<K(n afterward an ironstone seam some 
4 ft. thick was discovered, and thus tiie foundations 
of the colossal concern now known as Bolckow, 
Vaughan & < 'oinpany were firmly laid. Mr. Bolckow 
was eh'cusl the first membt*r of Parliament for 
Middlesbrough. He built himself a magnificent 
pumrion, and desired to enroll his name among the 

f great county families of England. He had no son 
or daughter, so he bequeathed the great bulk of his 
fortune to his nephew, C. F. H. Bolckow. This 
gentleman, whose failure is now announced, has 
betui no reckless spendthrift. He has always lived 
quietly and without ostentation. In fact, he has 
often been raUed at for his parsimony. But the con¬ 
ditions of his uncle’s will compelled him to go on 
buying land, in order to permanently endow the 
name of Bolckow. Thousands of acres, includitig 
several villages in the vicitiity of Tliirsk. have been 
bought by ^Ir. Bolckow; and as the interest on land 
has been very lotv of late years, and the dividends 
of Bolckow% Vaughan & Company have fallen off, 
it is feared that Mr. Bolckow'’s income has be¬ 
come terribly restricted. 

OBITOAEY 

.Tonas liaubenstein, the extensive coal-screen man¬ 
ufacturer, with shops at Ashland and Minersville, 
Pa., died at the latter place on the 10th inst., aged 
65 years. 

.1. H. ^Moulton, of New York, a railroad and 
mining engineer, droppe<l dead on the street on the 
0th inst. Mr. Moulton assisted in drawing the plans 
for many railroads in Central Ami'rica, where he 
liviMl for many years. Tlie Guab'inala Central was 
under his direction. He has of late been engaged 
in operations connected with silver mines at iiur.iy, 
Colo. 

Ferdinand de Stwolinski, a well-known mining 
engineer, died at his home in Fort Scott, Kan., on 
Saturday. For several years Mr. de Stwolinski 
had been engaged as the ccnsultiim engineer of the 
IValburn-Swensoa ^Manufacturing Company, of New 
York City, St. Ijouis and Fort Scott. He had charge 
of all the mining interests of the concern in Mexico 
and the M"est. Mr. de StwoUnski’s biography and 
portrait was published in our issue of Oct. 3lst, 
1S91. _ 

SOCIETIES. 

The American Society of Civil Engineers will hold 
its annual convention at the Hygiea Hotel, Fortress 
Monroe, Va., beginning on IV^nesday, June 8th. 
Members are invited to contribute for presentation 
at the convention papers on any topic of professional 
interest, and to discuss papers already published in 
the Transactions. Papers should be in the hands 
of the secretary as quickly as possible, to insure 
proper preparation and a satisfactory arrangement 
of the programme. Members intending to send 
papers should give early notice of such intention. It 
is expected that reports will be presenteil by the 
special committees on Uniform Methods of Testing 
^Laterials used in Jkletallic Structures; on Standard 
Rr«il Sections; on Impurities of Domestic M'ater 
Stipply, and on Units of Measurement. The Board 
of Direction, at the meeting held April 5th, appointed 
to the otiice of assistant secretary of the society, 
Mr. Charles Warrem Hunt, ^I. Am. Soc. C. E., of 
New Rochelle, N .Y. At the meeting held on March 
1st, Mr. Thomas B. I.iee, of New York, was ap¬ 
pointed auditor. .At the meeting to be held April 
26th, at 20 o’clock, the report of the committee “On 
Uniform Methods of Testing Materials used in 
Metallic Structures, and on Requirements for these 
Materials to further improve the Grade of such 
Structures” will be discussed. This leport was 
printed in the Proceedings for January, and is now 
in the hands of the members. Written discussion 
may be sent in, either for presentation at the meet¬ 
ing or for publication in the Proceedings. 

INDUSTRIAL NOTES. 

The Crescent Steel Company, of New York, has 
issued its new catalogue for 1892. 

The Howard-Harrison Iron Company at Besse¬ 
mer, Ala., is under contract to furnish water pipes 
for the city of Cincinnati at $21 per ton for straight 
pipes and $40 per ton for specials. 

The Iroquois FTirnace Company, whose plant is at 
South Chicago, will employ three steamers and their 
consorts to carry its ere. Two of them will run 
to Escanaba and the other to Ashland. 

The American Fluoride Company, of New York, 
informs us that owing to the large increase in its 
business, it has decided to open a branch office at 
73 West .Tackson street, Chicago, for the distribu¬ 
tion of its fluoride water purifiers and boiler com¬ 
pounds. 

The Chandler & Taylor Company, of Indian¬ 
apolis, Ind., report that it is now working on a com¬ 
plete new line of saw mill machinery, which it ex¬ 
pects to have ready by early summer. The stand¬ 
ard mill has already been completed and has been 
favorably commented on. The Heacock patont vari¬ 
able belt feed works will be used on all mills. 

The Berlin Bridge Company, of East Berlin, Ct., 
has token the contract to build a new producer 
building for the Solvay Process Company, of Syra¬ 
cuse, N. Y. The building will be 30 ft. wide, 100 
ft._ long, three stories high, built entirely of iron, 
being of plate iron, in order that there may be no 
wood work about the building to take fire. 

The Pittsburg Reduction Company informs us 
th.at it has removed its office from Room 59, No. 95 
Fifth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa., to No. 116 Water 

street, same city, where a stock of aluminum, sheet, 
wire and ingots, will hereafter be kept. All corre¬ 
spondence should be addressed to 116 Water street, 
and all supplies for the works should be sent to 
New Kensington, Pa. 

The Illinois Steel Company expects to receive 
this season via the lake at its docks at South Chi¬ 
cago 1,250,000 tons of ore for consumj^on at its 
plants there, Bridgeport and Joliet. The ore re¬ 
quired for the two latter will be forwarded by rail. 
Contracts for its transportation have been made with 
the Alinnesoto Steamship Company and the Inter- 
Ocean Transportation Company. 

At all the furnaces in the Mahoning Valley where 
the semi-monthly pay-day occurred on the 11th 
inst., the 10 per cent, r^uctioii in wages of em¬ 
ployees went into effect in accordance with the reso¬ 
lutions adopted by the Mahoning Valley Iron Manu¬ 
facturers’ Association. At the other furnaces the 
reduction will take effect April 15. At none of the 
furnaces has the question of ordering a strike bc'en 
seriously considered by the- employees. 

'Phe Eagle Iron Company has been incorporated 
to build and operate a blast furnace to manufacture 
charcoal pig iron at Spring Valley, AVis. The fur¬ 
nace will smelt the local brown hematite ons, 
analyzing 5<) per cent, iron and O.Otl to 0.10 per 
<tc))t. phosphorus. S. Frank Eagle, Late of Youngs¬ 
town, O., is interested in the company and will, it 
it said, be in charge of the plant, but the officers 
have not yet been elected. 

The Quaker City Mortar Company has been or¬ 
ganized to manufacture all kinds of mortar used in 
the building trades, using the process patented by 
the Charles Warner Company, of Wilmington, Del. 
The company will start with a paid in capital of 
$200,000. The old Girard Ttibe Works, at Twenty- 
third and Filbert streets, Philadelphia, have been 
purchased by the company, and it is proposed to 
alter the buildings and install the necessary ma¬ 
chinery for carrying on the work. 

Hon. Charles W. Stone has introduced a bill in 
the House of Representatives providing for a stand¬ 
ard measure for sheet iron and plates. It was re¬ 
ferred to the Committee on Coinage, Weights and 
Measures. A hearing has been arranged on the bill 
at which a delegation from Pittsburg representing 
the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel 
Workers vrill appear. The delegation consists of 
William Wiehle, president of the association; 
Messrs. William Hughes, Charles Elaufman, George 
Somers, Milton Cook and Thomas Hogan. 

The Oliver Iron and Steel Company is working up 
the stock of ore at Rosena furnace. New Castle, 
I*a., and the furnace will go out of blast in about 
three w'eeks. The company’s lease expires June 
1, and it will not be renewed. The furnace has made 
some good runs, but consumes a great deal of coke, 
and is therefore not calculated for successful opera¬ 
tion in times of close margins such as the present. 
The Edith furnace, in Allegheny, controlled by the 
company, is one of the best for its size in the coun¬ 
ty and will supply sufficient Bessemer iron to run 
all the Oliver plants except the Hainsworth Steel 
Works. 

The Illinois Steel Company, of Chicago, has intro¬ 
duced a printing telegraph system in its mills by 
means of which the men at the reheating pits cau 
inform those at the finishing end of the mill as to 
the heat numbers of the ingot, the ingot numbers 
and the number of rails to each ingot, so that the 
proper number may invariably be stamped upon each 
rail that leaves the mill. In addition to these num¬ 
bers the “pit” and “hole” designations are also dis¬ 
patched by the same means. It is stated that the 
mechanism works in a very satisfactory manner. 
The transmitter is in charge of one of the men at 
the reheating pit, and the receiving instrument is in 
charge of a boy, who reports on a blackboard for 
the use of the stamper the different numbers and 
letters as they are printed on the tape by the re¬ 
ceiving instrument. The distance between the two 
is about 350 ft. 

The Diamond Prospecting Company, of Chicago, 
and the Sullivan Machine Company, of Claremont, 
N. H., have consolidated their business under the 
name of the Sullivan Machinery Company, with 
capital of $500,000, and with offices at Cfficago, 
Denver, New York, and Claremont, N. H. Tliey 
manufacture the well-known Sullivan diamond drills 
and channeling machines, Stanley entry driving ma¬ 
chines, coal cutters, tipples, etc. They have a large 
and well supplied plant at Claremont, N. H., and 
are starting shops at Ladd, a point on the C., B. & 
Q. road in Illinois. They propose extending their 
business to cover a complete line of diamond drills, 
coal mining and quarryii^ machinery. The officers 
of the new company are P. K. Copeland, President; 
with headquarters at Chicago; J. P. Uiham, vice- 
president; J. D. Upham, treasurer, and Thomas W. 
Fry, secretary and superintendent, with headquar¬ 
ters at Claremont, N. H., and Thomas L. Dee, 
western agent, with headquarters at Denver. 

The annual report of the Northwest Thomsou- 
Houston Company, covering operations in Idaho, 
Minnesota, Montana, Nortti and South Dakota, 
Washington, Wyoming, Oregon and northern Wis¬ 
consin, shows for the period from June Ist, 1891, to 
March 19th, 1892, a total business of $1,^4,000, or 
at the rate of $2,700,000 per annum. Seveijty-five 
lighting and 33 railway companies use the Thomson- 
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Houston apparatus within this territory. The report 
says that the 2 per cent, quarterly dividends on the 
stock, both common and preferred—$750,000 of 
each—are likely to continue. The balance sheet 
shows: Assets as follows—^Franchise, $110,000: 
machinery, tools and fixtures. $20,958; plants and 
railways in progress, $128,268; merchandise, $624,- 
852; repair department inventory, $21,313: securi¬ 
ties of other companies, $630,^7, less $284,200, 
allowed for conservatism. $346,347: notes and ac¬ 
counts receivable, $917,101; cash, $242,707; total, 
$2,411,548. Liabilities —Capital stock, one- 
haJf preferred, $750,000; notes and accounts pay¬ 
able, $678,731; contingent account, $43,427; sur¬ 
plus June 1st, 1891, $100,601; gain to March 19th, 
1892, $161,261; total, $261,862; dividends paid, 
$37,472; total, $224,390: added to contingent ac¬ 
count, $35,0(X): total, $189,3{W; grand total, $1,411,- 
5-18. 

Uolckow, Vaughan & Company (Limited) held its 
annual meeting at Manchester, England, a fortnight 
ago. The meeting was presided over by the Deputy- 
Chairman, Mr. H. D. Pochin, who made reference, 
ill opening, to the unfortunate circumstances which 
deprived them of the presence of Mr. Carl Bolckow. 
He apologize<i for the vciy unsatisfactor.v character 
of the last year’s working, which he mainly attrib¬ 
uted to the present state of the labor market. The 
profit last year was only £74,441 as against £317,- 
000 in 1890. The business done had been about as 
large as ever, but the working people had practi¬ 
cally received all the gain. The chairman referred 
to the strike now in progress, and announced the 
determination of the directors to stand firm, no 
matter how long it lasted or what was the cost. 
There was considerable discussion, chiefly in refer¬ 
ence to the imsatisfactory return form the Eston 
Steel Works, and the inadequate amount of the re¬ 
serve fund (£120,000) in comparison with the share 
capital of £3,218,000, some of the speakers urging 
that, instead of taking any amount from the re¬ 
serve fund for dividend purposes, the dividend should 
be passed, and the whole of last year’s profit be 
added to' the reserve. There was a strong expres¬ 
sion of opinion that the board might be strengthened 
by the addition of two local directors. The chair¬ 
man announced that the average dividend paid by 
the company during the last 27 years had been 7(4 
per cent. The dividend declared of 2(4 per cent, 
for the year, as compared with 6 per cent, for the 
two former years, is only paid by the withdrawal 
of £30,0W from the reserve fund, which is thus re¬ 
duced to £1^,000. 

The Thomson-Houston Electric Company’s re¬ 
port for the year states that during the first half 
year business was materially poorer than the previ¬ 
ous year. The decrease was some 30 per cent., but 
this loss was almost wholly recovered in later 
months, and there was a gratifying increase in 
every department. The unfilled orders in hand at 
the present time, as compared with the same date 
of last year, are more than double in amount, and 
in each of the various departments of the business 
the orders received since January 1st are 
very largely in excess of those of a year ago. The 
oiitlook for the ensuing year is most encouraging. 
The gross business from the Boston office for the 
ast nine years has been: 1883, $426,987; 1884, 
700,470; 1885, $983,996; 1886, $1,405,041; 1887, 
2,335,594; 1888, $4,435,902: 1889, $8,222,789; 
890, $10,217,661; 1891, $10,304,580. The newly 

organized lighting companies numbered 118 in 1891, 
making 873. These companies have in use 100,293 
arc lights, and about 800,000 incandescent lights, 
compared with 87,131 arc lights and 616,355 in¬ 
candescent lights on Jan. 1st, 1891. The number eff 
street railway companies operating and under con¬ 
tract increased 59 during the year, making 204 in 
all, employing altogether nearly 3,000 cars, with an 
aggregate mileage of about 2,500 miles. Great ad 
vance has been made in the development of electric 
locomotives for freight and passenger ser^^ce. The 
first installation for freight purposes has lately 
been very successfully made, and has more than 
realized all that was expected of it. It is confidently 
believed that electric passenger locomotives, with 
a speed of 40 to 50 miles per hour, will soon be in 
successful operation. In the balance sheet it is 
explained that the liabilities do not include $500,000 
Thomson-Houston collateral trust bonds, issued in 
1889 as an accommodation to the Manhattan Elec¬ 
tric Company of New York, and assumed and se¬ 
cured by that company. The T.-H. company has 
received from its stockholders from time to time 
$10,500,000 in actual cash from subscriptions to its 
common and preferred stock. The last issue of 
common stock, amounting to $1,5(X),000 at par, was 
sold in September, 1890, at 100 per cent, premium, 
yielding to the treasury $3,000,(100 in cash. Thus 
$l,500.0Cli() of the surplus Feb. 1st, 1891 ($6,022,- 
533.71), is represented by premium received from 
the sale of common stock; the balance by accrued 
surplus earnings of the company. The surplus net 
earnings for the fiscal year just closed, after dti- 
ducting $1,236,366 paid during the year as dividends 
on common and preferred stock, is $1,524,414.25, 
making the total surplus Feb. 1st, 1892, $7,546,- 
947.96. Prior to March 1st, 1892, there had been 
paid to the stockholders in cash dividends a total 
of $1,731,131.88. In addition to this, there had 
b^n distributed among the stockholders as a special 
dividend $1,000,000 of common stock at par, which 
was taken from the surplus accoimt of the company 
April 15th, 1889, and securities of the pot ^ue of 

X 

$2,416,468.27 were placed in the hands of tnistees 
for the benefit of the stockholders of the company 
Oct. 5th, 1889. There has also been sold to trus¬ 
tees, for the further benefit of the stockholders 
of the parent company, stocks and bonds of 
local companies, classed as Thomson-Houston 
securities, series A, B and C, from which 
the shareholders have realized as profit, in 
excess of cost to them, an amoimt which, added 
to the present market value of the shares, would 
aggregate $775,000. The balance sheet is of Jan. 
30a, 1891, and shows: Accoimts receivable, less 10 
per cent., $5,941,163; notes receivable, less 7(4 per 
cent., $1,514,040; cash, $1,727,276; real estate, 
about 70 per cent, of cost, $430,341; machinery and 
tools, about 60 per cent, of cost, $491,044; patterns 
and models, $135,()(K); patemts, $338,354; local 
company’s stocks, 35 per cent, of par, $473,586; 
local company’s bonds, 70 per cent, of par, $1,858,- 
570; manufacturing company’s stock, at cost, 
.$3,729,195; construction company’s stock, at cost, 
$1,210,750; United Securities Clompany’s stock, at 
cost, $525,420; consignments, $32,ll6; merchandise, 
inventory, factory, $1,731,481; merchandise, inven¬ 
tory, railway, $72,593; merchandise, inventory, 
lighting. $52,613; total, $20,2t>3,447. Liabili¬ 
ties—Common stock, $6,()00,000; preferred stock, 
$4,000,0(X); accounts payable, merchandise, $498,- 
808; notes payable, collateral, $1,429,486; notes 
payable, unsecured, $587,(X)5; mortgage. $1,200; 
guarantee account, $200,000, surplus Feb. Ist, 1891, 
$6,022,533; profits for the year, $1,524,414 (less divi¬ 
dends of $1,236,366; total, $20,263,447; surplus 
Jan. 30th, 1892, $7,546,947. 

aiAOHINERT AND SUPPLIES WANTED AT HOME AND 
ABROAD. 

If any one wanting Machinery or Supplies of 

any kind will notify the Engineering and Min¬ 

ing Journal” of what he needs, his « Want” will 

be published in this column, and his address will 

be furnished to any one desiring to supply him. 

Any one wishing to communicate with the par¬ 

ties whose wants are given in this column can ob¬ 

tain their addresses from this office. 

No charge will be made for these services. 

We also offer our services to foreign correspond¬ 

ents who desire to purchase American goods, and 

shall be pleased to furnish them information con¬ 

cerning goods of any kind, and forward them 

catalogues and discounts of manufacturers in 

each line, thus enabling the purchaser to select 

the most suitable articles before ordering. 

All these services are rendered gratuitously in 

the interest of our subscribers and advertisers ; 

the proprietors of the ** Engineering and Mining 

Journal ” are not brokers or exporters, nor have 

they any pecuniary interest in buying or selling 

goo^ of any kind. 

»OODS WANTED AT HOME. 

2.640. Three miles of 35-lb. steel or iron rails 
with fastenings, frogs and switches for same, a 
dummy engine, 3 cats and a steam pile driver; 
also iron stove fronts and steel I beams. Georgia. 

2.641. Power and wood-working machinery for 
a sawmill. North Carolina. 

2.642. A light locomotive and cars to haul logs 
and lumber; also a saw or husk frame carriage 
and headlocks. Mississippi. 

2.643. Brick machinery. Tennessee. 
2.644. Sheet iron (best), perforated sheet iron, 

washers, rivets, etc. Virginia. 
, • 2,643. A 15-H. P. coal bolster complete. Texas. 

2.646. Polishing felts, grits, powders, pulleys, 
shafting, mandrels for emery wheels, heavy man¬ 
drels for grindstone, belting, and an engine lathe 
8-in. swing, 40 in. between centers. Arkansas. 

2.647. Machinery to equip a mill for mining 
and preparing graphite for market, including put¬ 
ting it into foundry facings and other manufac¬ 
tured products. Georgia. 

2^648. Flour barrel and hoop machinery. Vir¬ 
ginia. 

2,649. A second-hand piston pump to run by 
belt; capacity 230,000 to 300,000 gallons per day. 
Nebraska. 

2.630. Ten tons 56-lb. and 40 tons 25-lb. T rails. 
North Carolina. 

2.631. A second hand brick press in good order, 
with grinding pan, with a capacity for manufac¬ 
turing from 8,000 to 10,000 fire brick per day. Colo¬ 
rado. 

2.632. A planer and engine lathe. Arkansas. 
2.633. Porcelain tubs, heaters and other bath 

house supplies. Texas. 
2.634. Iron for street railway to be equipped for 

electric system. Texas. 

OENERAL MDSTIHa NEWS. 

ALABAMA. 
Etowah Mining Company.—This company Is con¬ 

structing a railroad from Kaolin to its ore beds, for 
the purpose of facilitating the extraction of both 
hard and soft ores. 

ALASKA. 
Alaska-Tbeadwell Gold Mining Company.— 

This company reports the following results for the 
past month: Shipment of bullion, $46,(XK); tons of ore 
milled, 19,080; tons of sulphurets treated, 457. Of 

bullion there came from sulphurets $12,825. Gross 
expenses for period have been $28,663. The bullion 
yield for first ten months of the last financial 
year was (including concentrates sold, $14,- 
969.99) $635,755.17, while for the same period of 
the current financial year bullion yield has been 
$600,000. The ten months’ earnings available for 
dividends last year were $301,992.70. The ten 
months earnings, available for dividends this year 
have been $289,C()0. 

ARIZONA. 
MOJAVE COUNTY. 

(From our Special Correspondent.) 
A deposit of mica has been discovered by C. 

Hand and E. Spencer, north of the Colorado 
River. The sheets are clear and transparent, and 
vary in size from 4 x 10 to 6 x 10 in. Chicago capi- 
taiists intend developing the property. * * 

YAVAPAI COUNTY. 
Gladiator.—This mine, on the War E^le Lode 

in the Bradshaw Mountain Range, 35 miles south¬ 
east of Prescott, is said to be showing ore bodies 
of great value and has, with the Oakwood and 
Juniper claims for mill and tunnel sites, been 
bonded to a syndicate composed of residents of 
Prescott, Arizona, and Washington, D. C..for 
$150,000. A railroad, now under survey, from 
Prescott to Phoenix and the Southern Pacific 
Railroad, will pass near the property. 

Harqua Hala.—This property has been exam¬ 
ined by Mr. L. Gilson, a San Francisco mining 
man, in behalf of New York and Boston parties 
who are considering the advisability of its pur¬ 
chase for $750,000. Mr. Gilson reported after an 
investigation that large quantities of ore were in 
sight, that the bottom was good and that the net 
profits during the nine months that the mill 
had been running averaged something more than 
$.30,000 a month. It is likely that the mine will be 
purchased. 
United Verde Copper Mining Company.—The 

smelters started on the 1st inst.with the intention 
on the part of the management to work the mines 
to their utmost capacity during the coming sum¬ 
mer. 

CALIFORNIA. 
AMADOR COUNTY. 

South Spring Hill.—On the 800 level the vein 
is 66 ft. wide, 40 ft. of which is in good milling ore. 

BUTTE COUNTY. 

The discovery of the ancient river channel be¬ 
tween Oroville and Bangor has stimulated mining 
in Butte Countv. Men are making $6 to $8 a day 
from gravel yielding $1 a barrel, and it is thought 
that this channel, while not so rich as some of the 
older ones, will prove a profitable field for mining 
operations. 

ELDORADO COUNTY. 

Pacific.—This property in Placerville has shut 
down. It is understood, however, that the ^glisb 
company which now owns it, together with six 
other locations on the same lode, will soon resume 
work, utilizing the water power of its canal to 
generate electricity. 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY. 

San Dimas.—The excitement over the discov¬ 
eries in San Dimas canon has died away. 

MONO COUNTY. 
Standard Consolidated Mining Company.— 

A shipment of $21,700 has been made and dividend 
No. 78, of 10 cents per share, payable on the 26th 
inst., has been declared. The report for the year 
ended February 1st shows: Bullion product, $237,- 
995; total receipts, $253,313; disbursements, $214,- 
940; balance, $38,373, of which $18,902 were paid in 
dividends. The assets above liabilities, February 
1st, were $151,173. 

NEVADA COUNTY. 
California.—This mine is said to be steadily 

improving, and it has been demonstrated that the 
new ore chute, believed to be identical with the 
Pittsburg ore chute, will yield $20 a ton on the 
average. 

(From our Special Correspondent) 
North Banner Consolidated Tunnel Mining 

Company.—An assessment of 2 cents per share has 
been levied, falling delinquent on May 5. At the 
annual election recently held, the following officers 
and directors were elected: G. Fletcher, presi¬ 
dent; J. F. Kidder, vice-president; E. H. Brown, 
treasurer; T. J. Mitchell, secretary; and A. Malli- 
son and J. Jacobs. 

Peabody.—Some very rich ore is being taken 
from this mine just now. * * 

PLUMAS COUNTY. 

Drury.—It is reported that a seven foot ledge 
of $25 ore has been struck in this mine at Indian 
Valley. 

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY. 

Tin is said to have been discovered near Scanlon 
district in the Old Woman’s Mountains. 

(From our Special Correspondent.) 
Ibex.—The ore in this mine has improved 

in grade, with depth. Forty car loads now on the 
dumps will be sent to the mill at the beginning 
of next month. 

Ruby Mining and Milling Company.—This 
company is working the Wilcox mine near Ban¬ 
ner, by tunnels run in on the vein, the gain of 
backs being at least 1 ft. for every foot of tunnel 
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run. The lower tunnel is in over 400 ft., and the 
upper one nearly 200 ft. in, with a fine vein of ore 
showini;. There is 8 in. of ore that will run ^50 
to $60 per ton. 

Ready Relief.—A 12-ft. Pelton wheel is heine 
installed, to run the lO-stamp mill, the two power 
drills in the mine, and furnish electric lights in both 
mine and mill. * * 

COLORADO. 
Mineral surveys approved by the United States 

Surveyor General of Colorado, during the week 
ending April 9th. 1892: 

Survey No. 7,368, Land district Central City, 
Name or claim Grand Duchess Lode; 7.360, Mon¬ 
trose, Poland Lode; 7,241, Garfield, Jo Peach Lode; 
7,^, Middle Watch, Florence. Bowling Green, 
Kentucky, Stockholm, Silver Cloud, A. S. John¬ 
ston, Belle of the West, Galveston, Deep Water 
and Langstaif lodes; 7,221, Gunnison, Denver 
Lode; 7,169, Central City, Max Lode. 
- At a recent meeting of the board of directors of 
^he Colorado Mining Stock Exchange at Denver it 
was decided to list prospects that have not been 
long enoujgh worked to receive a United States f)atent. The rule will hold good for four months, 
teginning April 1st. Any prospect that is ap¬ 

proved by the listing committee and the board of 
directors of the exchange can be placed on the 
board and a chance given to the prospectors to 
secure sufficient capital to proceed with the de¬ 
velopment work. The price of listing these proper¬ 
ties during the four months has been reduced by 
one half. Properties capitalized at ^500,000 or less 
can be listed, if suitable, for $100, and all over that 
at $250. 

CLEAR CREEK COUNTY. 

American Sisters Mining Company.—Owing 
to the miners’ refusal to accept a reduction in 
wages this company has closed down the Two 
Sisters mine. Work on the Joe Reynolds mine 
also has been stopped. 

EL PASO COUNTY. 

Virginia Mining Company.—At a depth of .32 
ft. a strike has been made in the Lincoln lode, 
wuich lies at the foot of Gold Hill, end is one of a 
group owned by this company. The ore is of the 
same character as the Anaconda and a vein 4 ft. 
wide has been opened. 

GUNNISON COUNTY. 
Denver City Consolidated Mining Com 

PANY.—Manager W. A. Hinckley, of this company 
has received an entirely new hoisting plant, and 
the full crew of the mine is at work putting the 
machinery in place. The company has been reor¬ 
ganized and 500,000 shares of stock issued at par 
value of $1 per share. 

HINSDALE COUNTY. 
Ute & Ulay Mines, Limited.—The new plant 

of machinery being put in at this property is 
nearly all in place, and one side of the mill will be 
started up shortly. The entire plant will be put in 
motion by April ^th, when the company will ship 
about 50 tons of concentrates per day. The mines 
will employ about 300 men. 

LAKE COUNTY. 
It is reported that the company will take over 

the La Plata Smelting works at Leadvilie and ap¬ 
ply the Matte smelting process to itspyritic ores. 

Maid of Erin Silver Mines, Limited.—This 
company has declared dividend No. 4 of Is. per 
share or $1^,725, making $558,900 paid since the 
present company took over the property. Since 
1887 $1,910,8M have been paid in dividends. 

Minnehaha.—Mr. C. F. Schrondfelt has sold to 
Jesse F. MacDonald one-fourth interest in this 
placer in the California mining district. Consid¬ 
eration, $1.5,000. 

OURAY COUNTY. 
NewGuston Company, Limited.—The direc¬ 

tors of this company annouce an interim dividend 
for first quarter of the current year of 2s. and a 
bonus of is. per share, payable on the 16tb inst., 
being at the rate of 60% per annum. This dividend 
amounts to $82,500. The directors, in pursuance 
of the policy indicated in their circular of the 16th 
of December last, have retained in hand a consid¬ 
erable amount of realized profit. The railway to 
the mines having been blocked by snow during 
February and March, no shipments were made, 
an*! consequently the present quarter’s profits are 
reduced. Last year the railway was reopened in 
April. 

PARK COUNTY. 

J. D. Churchill has secured a five-year lease from 
the Union Pacific Coal Company to open up what is 
known as No. 7 coal vein at Como. 

Livingston.—The 75-foot tunnel on this lode 
has been completed and a promising ore body un¬ 
covered. 

PITKIN COUNTY. 

Della S. Mining Company.—A despach from 
Aspen announces an important strike in this prop¬ 
erty. The ore body is said to be large. 

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY. 

Memphis.—This mine on the Pandora vein above 
the Cimarron mine, has been sold to Mr. Hubreed, 
the owner of the Cimarron and the Virginius 
mines. The consideration is not stated. 

Sheridan & Mendota Consolidated Mining 
Company.—Mr. G. James Morrison, of Shang¬ 
hai, China, president of the Board of Directors of 

this company, is in Telluride consulting with J. H. 
Ernest Waters, manager of the company, in r^ard 
to putting in more machinery and appliances for 
largely increasing the output of ore. This dis¬ 
proves the statements so widely circulated, that 
this company bad shut down its mines on account 
of the low price of siiver. 

Smuggler-Union Mining Company. — This 
company has placed an order with the Trenton 
Iron Works of Trenton, N. J.. for a wire tramway. 
This tramway will start at the mouth of the tunnel 
on the Marshall basin trail and extend about 4,500 
ft. to the Pandora park below, to connect with the 
Denver & Rio Grande Southern tracks. This tun¬ 
nel is now in 200 ft. and will be completed in about 
two years. In the meantime a tunnel is being run 
through from the properties to the Sheridan ^aft, 
and the ore will be brought down over its inclines 
until the Smuggler-Union tunnel and tramway are 
completed. Active work will be begun on the 
tramway as soon as the weather permits. 

IDAHO. 
ALTURAS COUNTY. 

Queen of the Hills.—It is reported in Salt 
Lake that this property has been acquired by an 
English company, and as a consequence the prop¬ 
erty will now be worked on a large scale. 

LEMHI COUNTY. 

Yellow Jacket.—The ten-stamp mill on this 
property has been running steadily for four years on 
ore which averages $10 a ton. with 5% of concea- 
trates running $250 a ton. The vein is from 40 to 
60 ft. wide on a contact between quartzite and 
granite. The company owns 14 claims, 4 of which 
are patented. 

OWYHEE COUNTY. 
PooRMAN Mines. Limited.—This company has 

declared a quarterly interim dividend of 3d. per 
share or $18,225, making $36,450 paid to date, the 
present dividend. No. 2, oeing the second for the 
half year ending February 29th. 

SHOSHONE COUNTY. 
The differences between the mine owners and 

the miners in the Coeur d’Alene have not been 
settled as yet. A Wallace dispatch says; “The 
mine owners appear to be in earnest, and it is gen¬ 
erally inferred from their announcement that 
unless the miners return to work on June 1st men 
will be imported from outside points to work in 
the mines. If this proves to be the case it is likely 
to cause trouble, and it is earnestly hoped that 
arbitration will be resorted to and all difificulties 
amicably settled. Everything is very quiet here 
at present, and the prospects are decidedly 
gloomy.” 'The gist of the whole trouble is, writes 
a Wardner correspondent, that the Coeur d’Alene 
Mine Owners’Association proposes to operate its 
mines independently of any labor organization, 
and the miners of the district have organized 
unions for the purpose of maintaining a standard 
of wages and in various ways promote the welfare 
of the miners. The owners and managers of these 
mines have also organized an association whose 
name is the Coeur d’Alene Mine Owners’ Pro¬ 
tective Association, the object of which is popu¬ 
larly supposed to be, aside from promoting their 
general interests, tocombatany objectionamerules 
or demands made by the miners. The Coeur 
d’Alene Barbarian has come out boldly and 
charges all the trouble to “agitators,” and takes 
this view of the situation: “That the apprentice 
shall receive the same pay as the skilled fourney- 
man is a thing that does not reconcile itself to the 
sensible mind.” 

KANSAS. 
CHEROKEE COUNTY. 

During the week ending April 9th the output of 
ore from the mining districts of Galena and Em¬ 
pire City was: Rough ore, pounds milled, 1,692,750; 
rough ore, pounds sold, 1,6/7.050; zinc ore, pounds 
sold, 9^,760; lead ore, pounds sold, ^,340. Sales 
aggregated a total value of $14,64.3. 

MICHIGAN. 

COPPER. 

Adventure.—At this mine orders have been re¬ 
ceived to prepare to sink the shaft another hun¬ 
dred feet to the second level. A sump will be 
made in the first level so as to catch all the sur¬ 
face water, and a pump has been sent to the mine 
for the purpose of pumping the water to the sur¬ 
face. The vein as far as drifted on in the level 
has not shown a great deal ot copper. 

Franklin Mining Company.—There is noth¬ 
ing particularly new at the mine. At the mill the 
company is following out the instructions of the 
Government regarding the protection of the chan¬ 
nel from their sand. A crio is being built which 
will prevent the sand from entering the channel. 
To start with, this crib-work will be 650 ft. long, 
and give all the room necessary for the present. 
As necessity demands, it wili te extended along 
the shore, and can be so arranged as to furnish 
sand room for about 10 years. 

Kearsage Mining Company.—The product of 
mineral for March was 90 tons, an increase of 8 
tons. Total product since January 1st has been 
280 tons, an increase of 57 tons. 

Osceola Mining Company.—The output for 
March was 336 tons, an increase over March, 1801, 
of 36 tons. Since January 1st the product has been 
978 tons, an increase of 7/ tons. 

Quincy Mining Company —This mine pro¬ 
duced 500K tons of mineral for March, against 
500)^ tons for March, 1891. For three months the Jiroduct foots up 1,500% tons, against 1,40634 tons 
ast year, an increase of 94% tons. 
Tamarack Mining Company.—This company 

produced 922 tons of mineral in March against 850 
tons in the same month of 1891. Since January 1st 
2,760 tons, an increase of 380 tons, and from .July 
Ist, 1891, 8,355 tons, an incsease.of 1,687 tons, for a 
similar period in 1890 and 1891, have been pro¬ 
duced. 

GOLD. 
Michigan Gold Mining Company.—A dyke, 

the presence of which has generally been coin ci- 
dent with richer ore, has been encountered i n the 
working of the mine, and the officers are confi¬ 
dent of Detter results. 

MINNESOTA. 

IRON—MESABA RANGE. 
Cincinnati Iron Company.—The quarterly re¬ 

port of this company has been issued. It states 
that $7,256.96 have thus far been expended in ex¬ 
plorations, fees and salaries. Now that the extent 
of the deposit has been proven sufficiently large, 
clearing and stripping will soon be commenced 
preparatory to putting the property in shape to 
ship. 

IRON—VERMILLION RANGE. 

Sheridan Iron Mining Company.—Develop' 
ments at this property continue to be satis¬ 
factory to the company. The diamond drill 
which was located just south of the main 
shaft, after boring vertically through 31 ft. 
of ore and into the foot wall, has now been re¬ 
moved 200 ft. north, and will bore southerly at an 
angle of 45°, so as to strike the hanging wall at a 
depth of 250 ft., and then through the vein so as to 
ascertain its thickness at that depth. Another 15 
H. P. boiler and No. 5 Cameron pump was taken 
out this week to furnish water to a second dia¬ 
mond drill, also leased from the Minnesota Iron 
Company, which will be started about half a mile 
east of the main workings. The idea is to ascertain 
extent of the Sheridan vein as early in the season 
as possible, with a view of getting transportation 
facilities this year. The result of the drill hole now 
being bored southerly to crosscut the vein will be 
most important, as it will to a large degree deter¬ 
mine the width of the Sheridan vein and the merits 
of the property. 

MISSOURI. 
JASPER COUNTY. 

(From our Special Correspondent.) 
Joplin, April 11. 

There was a steady output of ore last week 
from the lead and zinc mines throughout the en¬ 
tire district. Zinc ore has advanced from $21 to 
$22.50 per ton and the ore buyers seem to be 
anxious for all they can get. Lead ore advanced 
to $24 per thousand, with a strong demand. 

Following are the sales from the different 
camps: 

Joplin mines, 2,057,460 lbs. zinc ore and 299,.590 
lbs. lead; value, $29,822.25. 

Webb City mines, 313,270 lbs. zinc ore and 12.- 
170 lbs. lead; value, $3,731.95. 

Carterville mines, 1,731,010 lbs. zinc ore and 
12^770lbs. lead; value, $21,949.70. 

Zincite mines, 110,690 lbs. zinc ore and 6,3.30 lbs. 
lead; value, $1,426.55. 

Oronogo mines, 85,640 lbs. zinc ore and 9,.560 
lbs. lead; value, $994.45. 

Carthage mines, 250,900 lbs. zinc ore; value, 
$2,844.50. 

Burch Center mines, 11,170 lbs. zinc ore; value, 
$115. 

Galena, Kans., mines, 920,760 lbs. zinc ore and 
236,340 lbs, lead; value, $14,643. 

Districts, value, $75,527.40, 
Aurora, Lawrence County, mines, 137.027 lbs. 

zinc ore, 630,(XX) lbs. silicate and 230,000 lbs. lead; 
value, $10,316.75. 

Lead and zinc belts, total value, $85,844.15. 
The St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Com¬ 

pany was unable to supply the demand for cars at 
Aurora; therefore considerable ore was held over. 

Rex. Mining and Smelting Company.—This 
company’s property is locally known as the “1,000- 
acre tract,” from toe fact that the land contains 
1,012 acres. It is now attracting as much if not 
more attention than any other mining land in the 
Joplin district. I visited it last Saturday in com¬ 
pany with the vice-president, Mr. Samuel I. Smith 
and found about 150 shafts in actual operation, of 
which 3i had reached the ore body and are now 
producing. The tract of land is subdivided into 

40 ana 20 acre lots, most of which are leased by 
the Rex. Mining and Smelting Company to other 
mining companies, and they subdivide their leased 
land into mining lots, 200 ft. x 200 ft., and sub¬ 
lease to miners at an advanced royalty. 

The first shaft we visited was on a subleased lot 
and is operated by McKee & McAntire. We were 
informed that the shaft was 85 ft. deep and some 
ore was found at 30 ft. to 35 ft., but the main run 
of ore was not cut until a depth of 70 ft. to 75 ft, 
had been reached. They are now drifting on tiiat 
and last week cleaned up and sold 38,890 lbs. of 
free zinc ore at $22.50. The formation in which 
the ore is found in this mine is what may be 
termed loose or open ground. 

The next property visited was the Crossman 
Bros. & Porter. This was the first shaft to open 

* 
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up the ore body on this portion of the land. The 
run of ore has oeen explored by drifts and found 
to be large, and a large amount was produced and 
cleaned by hand jigs.but.these were found too slow 
so the mine was shut down and a contract let for 
the building of a 50-ton concentrating plant which 
is now almost completed. 

The next property visited was that of Mr. Chas, 
Gregory, who is operating a 40 acre tract on which 
there are a number of shafts being sunk by sub¬ 
leasers, several of which have reached tne ore 
body and are commencing to produce ore. Next 
is the Stillwell Mining Company, operating 80 
acres, which was the first to locate on thelandand 
was the first to find the ore body by drilling. This 
was on October 15,1891. We then went to the 
mines of the American Mining Company operated 
by Mr. F. M. Sharp, who his a lease on 40 acres 
which have been thoroughly tested by drilling and 
shafts. Mr. Sharp is now sinking a working shaft 
5 ft. X 8 ft. in the clear. 

Mr. Sam’l I. Smith and Mr. Motter of St. Joseph, 
Mo., have just purchased a tract of land on 
the north of the 1,000 acre tract, on which thev 
will locate a town site called Rex City, and the K. 
C., F. S. & M. Railroad has just completed a sur¬ 
vey of a spur from its mam line which passes 
directly through Rex City and into the 1,000-acre 
tract. J. R. H. 

MONTANA. 

BKAVERHEAD COUNTY. 
Polaris Mining Company.—This company has 

filed articies of incorporation, with a capital stock 
of $150,000, of which $50,000 is paid in. The incor¬ 
porators are John E. Kn>mp, of Oran^, N. .1.; Ed¬ 
ward M. Brown, New York; John B. Dumont, 
Plainfield, N. J.; Frank Mills Yard. London, and 
Charles B. Currier, New York. O. T. H. Allen, of 
Dillon, is the agent for Montana. 

DEER LODGE COUNTY. 
Champion Mining Company.—The work of 

sinking from the 600 to the 800-ft. level on the 
Champion is now being actively prosecuted. No 
crosscut will be matfe until the 800 is reached. 
With the company’s excellent equipment, this 
plan of exploiture should be completed by June 
1st, when the continuity and value of the vein 
ought to be quite thoroughly demonstrated. 
B’orty men are now employed at the mine, the 
greater number of whom are engaged on this de¬ 
velopment. Little if any ore is being raised at 
present, a large reserve, sufificient to keep the mill 
in continuous operation, having accumulated on 
the dump and in the bins. At the mill, near Deer 
Lodge, everything is working smoothly, the usual 
((uantities of ore being reduced and with little 
change either way in the output. 

JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

BIlkhorn Mining Company, Limited.—The 
following report has been cabled from the mine: 
“ The end of the 1,350 south drift is now in ore, 
assaying 50 oz. per ton the whole width of the 
breast; the character of the ore remains unchanged, 
and appearances are fayorable in eyery way pos- 

MADISON COUNTY. 
Wauseko.—This property, which had been 

w'orked under a bond by the Colorado Mining and 
Smelting Company, has been shut down. The cause 
of suspension fs said to have been the enormous 
(|uantity of water encountered in the work. 

SILVER BOW COUNTY. 
Butte & Boston Mining Company.—The re¬ 

duction works of the company were damaged by 
lire on the 13th to the extent of $60,000. 

ventilation. All work has been suspended at the 
Mendha and Hamburg mines at Highland, al¬ 
though the Hamburg is said to have good breasts 
of pay ore in sight. 

NYE COUNTY. 
Breyfogle.—The San B'rancisco parties who for 

some time have been dissatisfied with the manage¬ 
ment, have purchased the interest of George 
Montgomery, and expect now to put the mine on a 
profitable basis. 

STOREY county—COMSTOCK LODE. 
Union Consolidated Mining Company.—The 

present developments in the joint drift, with the 
Sierra Nevada on the 900 level, has passed into 
rein matter containing bunches of quartz, which 
give an occasional assay. 

(From our Special Correspondent.) 
The bullion producing mines on the lode have 

been so successfully manipulated in the past that 
the several companies have never thought it 
worth their while to comply with the require¬ 
ments of the law. It is specificially provided 
that each week the suoerintendents shall, under 
oath, file complete reports showing the amount of 
ore extracted, from what part of the mine 
taken, the amount sent to the mill for reduc¬ 
tion, its assay value, the amount of bullion 
received, the amount of bullion shipped, and the 
amount, if any, retained at the mine. Several of 
these stipulations have been “ more honored in 
the breach than in the observance,” but now the 
Mining Stock Association, of San Francisco, has 
notified the several companies concerned that 
henceforward they must publish the mine as 
say each week, as well as the battery assays, or 
legal means will be taken to compel them to do so. 
The Overman company has been the only one 
that has made a practice of obeying the law. 

The following is the weekly statement of ore 
extracted from Comstock mines and milled, with 
the mine and battery assay yalues: 

Tons Tons Mine 

Battery 
assay 
value. 

Mine. extracted. milled. assay. April 2. 
Con. Cal. & Va... . 1,136 800 Not rep. $2.'>.30 
Hale & Norcroes. 442 15.00 
Overman. 700 80 $30 39 
Savage.. *626 553 Not rep. 20.00 
Yellow Jacket.... t2l.' 

• Cars, t Shipped to Brunswick M. 

Consolidated California & Virginia Min¬ 
ing Company.-The Morgan mill has stopped run¬ 
ning and on the 1st inst. the Eureka mill started 
up. The following were the results at the Morgan 
mill during March: Tons of ore, 4,277; bullion pro¬ 
duced, gold, $47,271.83; silver, $28,294.79; total, 
$7.5,566.62. Yi^ld of bullion per ton, gold, $11.95; 
silver, $6.61; total, $17.66. Assay value of the ore, 
per ton, for battery samples, gold, $12.35; silver. 
$9.16; total, $21.52. A series of experiments with 
the MacArtbur-Forest process has been made at 
the mine and the results are said to have been sat¬ 
isfactory. The returns averaged 92%. 

Hall & Nohcross Silver Mining Company.— 
H. M, Levy, the ex-president of the company, has 
returned to San B'rancisco after bis lengthy stay 
among the sage-brush. 

Overman Silver Mining Company.—On the 
1st inst. shipments commenced to the Vivian mill. 
The face of the upraise from 1,200 level shows 2K 
ft. of ore, assaying $25 per ton. On the 1,100 level 
incline upraise 42 ft. above track floor, there is a 
seam of fair grade ore 2 ft. in width. The water in 
the shaft is now 79 ft. below the 1,400 level. * * 

Kitty Morris.—The shaft, which is now down 
2.50 ft., will soon be sunk deeper. No ore will be 
shipped, owing to the low price of silver. On the 
2.50-ft. level the vein is said to be from 2 ft. to 4 ft. 
wide, averaging over 200 ozs. 

Orphan Girl.—The ore from this mine, which 
has been leased by the Butte & Boston Mining 
Company, is said to be running as high as $300 a ton, 
and the mine, which has laid idle for many years, 
has been producing enough ore to keep the 40- 
stamp Silver Bow mill employed. 

Parrot Silver and Copper Company.—The 
shaft at the Parrot mine has reached the depth of 
700 ft., and sinking will soon be resumed to the 
1,0(X) level. The mine is yielding about 350 tons of 
ore a dav. 

NEVADA. 
ELKO COUNTY. 

Nevada Queen Mining Company.—The third 
level No. Istopes are looking well, and produced 
for week ending April 2d six cars of first class ore 
and 101 cars of second class, assaying respectively 
$300 and $37 a ton. 

EUREKA county. 
(From our Special Correspondent.) 

The roads are still filled deep with snow, and no 
ore shipments have been made for two weeks past. 

Ruby Mining Company, Limited.—It is re¬ 
ported that a surface tunnel will be driven to tap 
the upper workings of the Dunderberg mine, as 
the last resort in that property. * t 

LINCOLN COUNTY. 
PiocHE Consolidated Mining and Reduction 

Company.—A drift is about to be run from the 
Onondaga to the Day mine to facilitate the work¬ 
ing of the lower levels, as well as affording better 

NORTH CAROLINA. 
ROWAN COUNTY. 

New Gold Hill Company, Limithd.—The di¬ 
rectors of this company have just issued a special 
report upon its property by Mr. George Grant 
Francis, M. E., who was sent out to inspect the 
mines in February last. Mr. Francis concludes 
that if certain results of the mill and chlorination 
tests, which he proposes should be made, demon¬ 
strate that working on such larger scale as he has 
indicated will pay working costs, including mining 
and dead work, then the work should be prose¬ 
cuted with vigor. The Randolph shaft should be 
forked out, and both the lodes sunk deeper and 
driUed on. The countrv should also be well cross¬ 
cut into from one of the deep levels, and a new 
shaft sunk and cross-cuts made where so many 
outcrops are shown by shallow pits on that por¬ 
tion of the property, which is northeasterly of the 
Randolph lode toward the Nooe property, where a 
well-defined lode near the boundary line is ex¬ 
posed. showing it to be about 2 ft. wide and carry¬ 
ing free gold. From here, southwesterly, on the 
Gmd Hill property, is a long stretch of virgin 
ground, which, if rich enough to pay,would consti¬ 
tute a mine itself. Mr. Francis goes on to say, a 
mill to crush 90 tons a day and a chlorinating 
works to treat the product will be necessary. The 
experiments indicated will cost from £1,(X)0 to 
£1,500 less the gold recovered, and will occupy 
about six months’ time; meanwhile, full informa¬ 
tion can be obtained as to water available for 
dressing, plans and estimates for the mill, concen¬ 
trating and chlorinating plant, and he advises the 
sinking of a shaft at once on that virgin portion of 
the property northeast of the Randolph lode, to at 
least 200 ft. in depth. As to the process, he thinks 
the Thies is at present the best. 

NEW MEXICO. 

GRANT COUNTY. 
Last Chance Mining Company.—The regular 

shipments from this property have doubled in 
amount and value, says the Silver City E’nfcrprise. 
the ^rade of the ore in the third or lower tunnel 
proving, as in all cases at Silver Creek, much h igher 
as depth is reached. 

Pacific Gold Mining Company.—This com¬ 
pany’s mill has been shut down on account of the 
scarcity of water in the reservoir. The tunnel 
from which the water company gets the water 
supply for the city will be cleaned out, and it is 
expected that there will be plenty of water to run 
the mill in a few days. 

Ten stamps|in the old Carlisle mill will be started 
up soon, says the Southivest Sentinel. Five stamps 
will be run on gold ore and five on ore from the 
Alabama mine. The old camp promises to begin a 
new life, but such extensive operations as were car¬ 
ried on by the Carlisle Gold Mining Company can¬ 
not be hoped for at present. 

SIERRA COUNTY. 
Ground has been broken for a new smelter at 

Hillsborough, and 2,000 tons of coke have been 
ordered. It is expected that the smelter will be 
ready for operation in June. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

COAL. 
Lehigh & Wilkesbarre Coal Company.—At 

a meeting of the Lehigh & Wilkesbarre Coal Com¬ 
pany, held on the 11th inst., Mr. George F. Baker 
was elected first vice-president and Mr. F. M. 
Williams was elected second vice-president. Mr. 
.J. R. Maxwell continues as president of the com¬ 
pany. 

OIL. 
It has been rumored that a combination has 

been formed to raise the price of crude petroleum 
by sbuting all wells down for six months, begin¬ 
ning May 1st. The proposition, it is said, is meet¬ 
ing with favor from individual producers and the 
Standard companies alike. 

SOUTH DAKOTA. 
LAWRENCE COUNTY. 

Big Missouri.—This mine has shut down be¬ 
cause the railroad company refuses to haul its ore 
to the Uncle Sam mill on Elk Creek, alleging that 
the siding to the mill is dangerous. 

Deadwood & Delaware Smelting Company. 
—The plant has gone out of blast preparatory to 
enlarging its capacity. The shut down, however, 
was hastened by the poor quality of the New 
Castle coke, running, as it dim ash. A con¬ 
tract has been made with a West Virginia coke 
firm for two carloads daily of their product. 

Golden Reward Chlorination Company.— 
The force of men employed at the Boscobel, one of 
the properties recently purchased by this com¬ 
pany, has been doubled, and the mine Is now pro¬ 
ducing about 50 tons of ore per day. 

PENNINGTON COUNTY. 
Wade.—This property near Harney City at the 

depth of 100 ft. shows a good body of silver and 
gold ore. 

UTAH. 
JUAB COUNTY. 

A strike of gold ore, running from $8 to $17 a 
ton, is reported in Death Valley, 20 miles soutli of 
Eureka. 

Centennial-Eurek V Mining Company.—Th** 
production of this company for ten months end¬ 
ing December 31sl, 1891, as otticially reported, 
was as follows: 7,082.788 lbs. of ore, containing 
(X),061 lbs. of copper, 308,179 lbs. of lead, 40-5,3.t0’07 
oz. of silver, and 2,445‘741 oz. of gold. Dividtnds 
were paid in 1891, amounting to $330,000. 

VIRGINIA, 
Virginia Mining and Investment Company.— 

This company, whose propertv is situated at 
Cotopaxi, on the Norfolk &; Western Railroad, 
shipped last week two carloads of manganiferous 
ore to Johnstown, Pa., as sample lots. This com¬ 
pany is also shipping to Buena Vista furnace large 
quantities of brown hematite ore. 

ROCKBRIDGE COUNTY. 

Boston Tin Mining Company.—The option on 
the tin mines at $200,000, held by this company, ex¬ 
pire- on the 19th inst. In a recent interview, one 
of the officers of the company said that $l(i0,000 
had been expended for machinery and develop¬ 
ment; that :M,000 tons of ore were on the dump, 
and that 1,500 tons had been smelted. Analysis; 
he said, proved that the ore averaged 3>$% 
metallic tin. We have not beard that any of this 
tin has been in the market. 

rOEBKJN MINIBQ NEWS. 

AUSTRALIA. 
NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Limit¬ 
ed.—The output of this company for tbe week 
ending March Jlst was 5,509 tons o^ ore yielding 
881 tons of lead containing 198,324 oz. of silver. 
The usual montMy dividend of 2s. per share, 
amounting to £96,000, has been declared for March. 

CANADA. 
PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA. 

An extensive depositof barytes has been located 
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in the northern part of Cape Breton by Alex. 
McLeod, of Baddeck. 

Considerable prospectinj? has been done on a 
vein of galena at McAdam’s Lake, Kast Bay. The 
vein is not very regular, but the ore is said to be of 
good quality. 

MEXICO. 
MICHOACAN. 

La Lrz de la Bonda.—This mine, at Ualpuja- 
hua, which tradition says produced some $400,- 
000,000, has l>een purchased by a number of local 
capitalists. J. Pefia, formerly of the Concepcion, 
and A. Sahlberg, of the El Oro, will take charge of 
the property. 

CHEMICALS AND MINERALS. 
New York, Friday Evening, April 15. 

Heavy Chemicals.—There is no change to re¬ 
port in this market. With the solitary exception 
of caustic soda the various chemicals have been 
dull and utterly devoid of any features of interest. 
For caustic, however, there has been a very fair 
inquiry and more sales than last week; the price 
has been well maintained. Quotations remain 
unchanged as follows: Caustic soda, 70%, 2‘95@ 
:i’05c.; 74-76%, 2‘97K@3‘07>^c.;77%,3’10c. Carbonated 
so<la ash, 4^^' l'621^c.;58%(basis46%), l’50c. Alkali, 
4S,,, l*60@i’6iic.; 58%, l'45@l'47Kc- Bleaching 
powder, 2'15(a 2'20c.; sal soda, English, 1‘02>^@ 
[•O'c.; domestic, "90® Ic. 

.\cids.—It is the old story in this market, 
terselv told by one of the leading manufacturers: 

Big business and small protit.” The effects of 
the squabble of two years ago have not passed 
awav yet. and the market ever since that time has 
lieen decidedly in the buyer’s favor. The export 
trade is reported good, especially with Cuba, and 
probably will continue until the fall. There is no 
change in prices. We continue to quote acid per 
100 lbs. in New York and vicinity, in lots of 50 
carboys or more: Acetic, :$1.60®$2. according to 
<(ualitv; alum, lump or ground, S1.55®$1.80; mu- 
riatic,'l8% §1; 20-, ?1.12K@ 91-25: 22", ?1.25; nitric, 
40®, $4; 42", §4.50®$4.75; sulphuric, 90c.@$1.10; 
mixed acids, according to mixture ; oxalic, $7.25 
fa $7.75. Blue vitriol is quoted all the way from 
$:<.23®;$3.50. Glycerine for dynamite llj^@12>^c., 
according to quality and quantity. 

Brimstone.—There are conflicting reports about 
this market, which certainly is lower and weaker 
than at the time of our last report. Quotations 
for goods on the spot are as follows: Best un¬ 
mixed seconds, $24® 24.50, and best unmixed 
thirds, $23® $23.50. To arrive, best unmixed sec¬ 
onds, $&; best unmixed thirds, $22. Late cables 
report an unsettled feeling on the other .side, and 
no one dares to predict what the course of the 
market will be a week hence. 

Fertilizers.-A fair business has been done in 
t his markefduring the past week. There is a bet¬ 
ter feeling, due to a fairly active demand for am- 
inoniates. Some sales are reported, and prices, 
although unchanged, are quite firm. Quotations 
are: Sulphate of ammonia, $2.90 for bone goods 
and $2.90® $2.95 for gas liquor. Dried blood, $1.95 
la $2 per unit for high grade and $1.85®$1.90 for 
low grade. Acidulated fish scrap, $11®$!^ fac¬ 
tory. Dried scrap, $23.50® $24. Azotine, $1.85@ 
.$l.k). Tankage, $17.50®$21, according to grade. 
Bone meal. $:^.50®$23.50. 

Double Manure Salts.—Quotations are as follows 
for lots of from 10 to 50 tons ex-vessel New York: 
4.-t-5.3% $1.13K®$1.233 ^; 80-85% $1.81>^4® $1.89; 90-95% 
$2.16® $2,283%. * 

iCainit.—'There is nothing of interest to report 
of this chemical. Prices remain $8.75 for invoice 
weight and $9 for actual weight. New York and 
Philadelphia. 

Mtiriate of Potash.—There has been the usual 
amount of arrivals during the week and the market 
continues as last reported. 

Phosphates.—Under date of the 11th, inst., our 
Charleston, S. C. correspondent writes as follows: 
“Kiln dried rock 57%guaranteed is quoted at $5.25 
® $5.50 per ton. No one seems at all anxious to sell 
at these prices and I think that the low quotations 
which have been circulated lately in the North are 
due to an effort on the part of buyers to break 
down prices. Many of the mines have closed down 
and others are mining very little. Fertilizer ship¬ 
ments from September 1st, 1891, to April 1st, 18^, 
amount to 197,814 tons and 260,721 tons for the cor¬ 
responding period of the previous season, a de¬ 
crease of 62,970 tons. 

Mr. Paul C. Trenholm, of Charleston, S. C., sends 
us the following interesting statistics, showing 
the shipments or pbo^bate rock from Charleston 
during the month of March: 

im 1891. 1892. 

Crude. Ground. (3rude. Ground. Crude. Ground^ 
Iknnestic. 11,6*16 17.619 1.5,378 56 
Foreign.. 6S90 95 

G rand 
total.. 21,5‘J6 17,714 15,378 56 

South Carolina railroad shipments for March, 
IfWl, were not obtainable, being 3,5OT tons, which 
would aggregate 21,186 tons for that month. 

Nitrate of_ Soda.—Quotations for nitrate on the 
spot are $1.70 to $1.75. Dealers decline to name 
any price for future shipments, owing to the re- 
prjrts of the nitrate combination in England, 
tvbicb will have an effect In raising prices. 

liiTerpool. April 6. 
(Special Correspondence of Joseph P. Brimner & (k>.) 

The continuance of the colliers’ strike in the Dur¬ 
ham district is making itself felt on the Tyne. 
Manufacturers there have had to restrict their 
output considerably and the result is that prices 
on the Tyne have been advanced to tbe extent of 7s. 
6d. per ton on soda crystals and lOs. per ton on 77% 
caustic soda. In the Lancashire district, however, 
business is very slow, and only a hand to mouth 
trade passing. 

At this time of the year a good demand is usually 
looked for, owing to the opening of the spring 
trade, but this has been very disappointing so far 
this year. 

Soda Ash.—Orders from the States have been 
refused this week, as manufacturers state they are 
fully sold for the next three months, and they will 
only entertain orders for small parcels. The 
quotations therefore are quite nominal and for 
commoner qualities may be quoted as follows: 
Caustic ash, 48%, £5 6s. 3d. per ton; 57 and 58%, £6 
78. 6d. per ton, 

Carb. ash, i8%, £5 9s. 9d. per ton; 58%, £6 12s. 
9d. per ton. Ammonia ash, 58%, £6 7s. fid. per ton, 
all net cash. Prime brands are held for a premium 
•n above figures. 

Soda crystals are inclined to stiffen a little in 
sympathy with the advance on the Tyne, and £3 
lds.(«£3 12s. 6d. per ton, less 5%, are nearest spot 
values, although possibly a little might stillbe 
had at a shade under tbe lower figure. 

Caustic Soda.—There is no improvements in the 
demand for this article, which remains very dull. 
Prices are well maintained, however, and we quote 
as follows: 60%. £9 78, 6d. per ton; 70%, £10 lOs. per 
ton; 74%. £11 lOs. per ton; 76%, £12 7s. 6d.@£1215s. 
per ton, all net cash. For parcels under 10 tons 5s. 
per ton extra is charged. The “Union ” will not 
sell on this market for export to the States. 

Bleaching powder is only selling in a moderate 
way at £7 15s.@£8 per ton net cash for hardwood 
packages, for all quarters, except the States and 
Canada. 

Chlorate of potash, although still scarce for 
prompt delivery, is in a rather lifeless condition, 
and the rush is all over. Manufacturers are fully 
sold for early delivery, and quote 7d. per lb., le^ 
5%, for any delivery extending over the next three 
months, and 6%d, for July to December. There 
are resellers, however, for prompt delivery at 
ei^d., and 63%d. would probably be accepted for 
the last six months. 

Bicarb soda is more active at £6158.@£7 per ton, 
less 2}%%, for one cwt. kegs, according to brand 
and quantity, with usual allowances for larger 
packages. 

Sulphate of Ammonia.—There has been rather 
more doing in this article lately, although the 
market is not active. Prices are perhaps a shade 
firmer, but there is not much change, and nearest 
quotations are about £10 6s. 3d.@10 7s. fid. per 
ton for good grade 24%; and £10 108.@£10 12s. 6d. Eer ton for 25%, both in double bags, less 2>%%, 

, o. b. here. _ 

MINING STOCKS. 

[Fo *, complete quotations of shares listed in New York 
Boston, San Francisco, Baltimore. Denver, Kansas City, 
Deadwood, Dak., Pittsburg, St. Louis. London and 
Paris, see pages 410 and 442.] 

New York, Friday Evening, April 15. 
This bas been a short week and the closing of 

the Exchange to-day, Good Frid^, shows in the 
small total sales for the week. 'The market was 
entirely featureless and as dull as it possibly could 
be. 

The Comstocks were in little demand. There 
were sales of 250 shares of Consolidated California 
& Virginia at $3.90@$4, 100 shares of Hale & Nor- 
cross at $1.40,100 shares of Sierra Nevada at $1.40. 
Of Yellow Jacket 200 shares were sold at $1@$1.05. 
Comstock Tunnel appeared in some demand; of 
tbe stock 4,500 shares changed hands at 13®14c., 
and $2,300 of bonds were sold at 18@19c. 

There was a sale of 100 shares of Bullion at 70c. 
An equal number of Mexican changed hands at 
$1.60. Other sales were 100 shares of Potosi at 
$1.20, 200 shares of Union Consolidated at $1.40, 
and 2(X) shares of Utah at 40c. 

Of the California stocks there was a sale of 200 
shares of Bodie Consolidated at 47 @ 48c. Of 
Bulwer 200 sbanged bands at 55c. Astoria is re¬ 
ported to have been traded in to the extent of 200 
shares at 2c. Brunswick Consolidated underwent 
a decline; 6,100 shares were sold; the closing price 
was 8c. Standard Consolidated was in a fair de¬ 
mand and shows a slight rise in price. During the 
week 1,000 shares were sold at $1.40@$1.70. 

Among the Colorado stocks there were sales of 
1,300 shares of Chrysolite at 19c., and 1,700 shares 
of Leadville Consolidated at 16 and 17c. There was 
a sale of 400 shares of Monitor at 2c. 

The Aspen Mining and Smelting Company has 
declared a dividend of 10c. per share, aggregating 
$20,000. 

The only Black Hills stock dealt in was Cale¬ 
donia. of which 100 shares were sold at $1.05. 

Of Phoenix of Arizona 100 shares were sold at 45c. 
Boaton. April IL 

(From our Special Dorrespondent.) 
Tbe week opened with a dull and lifeless mar¬ 

ket for copper stocks and prices ruled at the low¬ 
est for the week, but yesterday there was a decided 
change in tbe situation and orders from good 

sources to buy the leading specialties gave a better 
tone to the market, and prices show a liberal ad- 

I vance all round. 'The strength of ingot copper 
leads many of our leading operators to believe 
that higher prices for good stocks must ensue dur¬ 
ing the coming month. 

The Montana stocks are tbe leaders in point of 
activity as offering greater margins for profits 
than the low-priced Lake stocks, although the 
latter are favorites for investment. Calumet & 
Hecla advanced to $275, a gain of $5 per share, 
with only sales of 25 shares for the week, and Tam¬ 
arack sold un to $175, a gain of $10. 

Boston & Montana was dull and heavy early in 
the week at $42®.$423%. but a good demand for it 
to-day carried it up to $44, with a slight reaction 
at the close. Butte & Boston was also strong to¬ 
day and advanced to $14^, after selling down to 
$133% during the week. 

There was a TOod demand for Osceola to-day, 
which advanced the price to $3.3, a gain of $134^. 
Franklin was not quite so strong as last week and 
did not sympathize with the advance in the bal¬ 
ance of the list. Sales were made at $14%. Kear- 
sarge dropped to $123% and was only fairly steady. 

Centennial sold at $9%@$10. The buying of this 
stock for sometime past bas been, it now appears, 
for control. At the annual meeting ye: erday the 
property passed into the hands of New York par¬ 
ties, who propose to issue bonds on the property to 
raise the necessary funds to develop the mine and fmt it, if possible, upon a paying basis. It is be- 
ieved by parties in interest that the i.ssue of $2.5,(KM) 

bonds may yet work wonders for Centennial snare- 
holders. 

Atlantic sold at $123%, tbe same as last week. 
The Quincy Mining Company made application a 

few days ago for the reinstatement of its stock 
upon the Exchange. The proposition was refused, 
and will be until such time as the company makes 
arrangements for the registration of its stock with 
a bank or trust company. 

Silver stocks are neglected, with sales of Catalpa 
at 2()c. and Crescent at 10c. 

San FranAaco. April 8. 
(From our Special Correspondent.) 

The mining stock market has become stagnant 
during the past week, and prices have steadily 
declined. The chippers have, in the absence of 
any news from the front, done about as they 
pleased, and have made trading more active than 
was warranted by the situation by rumors of a 
movement in the Potosi section. This month the 
mining assessments falling delinquent amount to 
$349,700, and that alone is a heavy weight to carry 
during such a dull time. 

The North End Comstocks to-day sold heavv. 
Consolidated California & Virginia going for $4..Ho 
and closing at $4.35 bid. Ophir sold for $2.50; 
Mexican, $1.65; Sierra Nevada, $1.40; Union Con¬ 
solidated. $1.30; Utah, 40c., and Scorpion, which 
sold freely, at i5c. All these figures are a heavy 
decline on ruling rates a week ago. 

The middle group, with the exception of Best & 
Belcher, that sold tc-day for $2.35, have partici¬ 
pated in the general weakness. (Jould & Curry 
sold this afternoon, on regular call, at $1.^, Hale 
& Norcross ruling at the same rate. A considera¬ 
ble amount of tbe last named stock is being bought 
on the strength of a rumor that strong hands in¬ 
tend in tbe near future to advance the value of 
the stock very materially. As there is no reason 
why the Hale & Norcro.ss should not sell at much 
better figures than as at present quoted, and the 
present management is being closely watched in 
Its efforts to bring order out of the chaos into 

! which the company was plunged by the Levy 
[ gang, it is quite likely that in the near future this 
stock will have a boom. As an assessment is 
pending, however, such an advance can scarcely 
be expected this month. 

Potosi at $1.15, and Savage at $1.30 show a de¬ 
cline cn tbe week’s trading of 15 and 20 cents re¬ 
spectively, with sales light. 

The Gold Hill and south enders have sold at 
both sessions to-day fairly well at the reduced 
prices. Alpha is quoted at 30cents; Alta,70cent8; 
Belcher, $1.25; Benton Consolidated, $2.00; Bullion, 
70 cents; Caledonia, 25 cents; Challenge Consoli¬ 
dated, 70 cents; Chollar, $1.00. 

Of the outside stocks the Bodies have been the 
most active Bodie Consolidated selling for 40 cents; 
Bulwer for 40 cents; Mono for 60 cents and Sum¬ 
mit for 5 cents. A few scattering sales have been 
made of Commonwealth at 10 cents; North Com¬ 
monwealth at 25 cents; Nevada Queen at 55 cents, 
and Mt. Diablo at $1.20. 

St. liOuU. April 14. 
(From our Special Correspondent.) 

Trading was very dull this week and business 
was unusually small. There seemed to be no life 
in the market and very few stocks found buyers. 

American and Nettie opened at 62Kc. and on a 
sale of 700 shares sold down to 6(k;., closing a t 
58^c. It fell on the following day to 50c., then 
rose to 53^c , and remained dull up to the clos e 
with the best bid 50c. Central Silver opened on a 
sale of 2,600 shares at 13%c., sold 4,500 shares th > 
followlngday at l@13%c., followed by 1,300 at 13%c 
2,100 shares at 13%c., 11,400 shares at 13%c. an i 
‘closed at 13%c. on a sale of 2,000 shares. 

Elizabeth opened at 45c. and closed at 423%c. A 
the opening bid 100 shares sold and 100 shares t 
following day brought 463%c., 100 more at 463%c., an 
at tbe close 500 shares sold at 45c. 
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Montrose was dealt in liKbtly, and to an opening; 
of 14c. sold on Saturday at 15c. At closinp 300 
shares sold at 13c. Yuma was quiet at 5 @4c., only 
one sale of 1,000 shares being made. So other 
sales were effected.__ 

DIVIDBNDS. 
Poorman Mines, Ltd , dividend No. 2. of six 

cents per share, ^18,225, payable April 30, at the 
office of the company in London, Eng. 

ASKESISinKMTtt. 

Company. 

Andes, Nev . 
Belcher, Nev. 
Best & Belcher, 
Nev. 

Bullion, Nev. 
I'onfidence, Nev. .. 
Con.New York.Nev. 
Crown Pt.. Nev. 
Kali River Cons, 
Cal. 

Gold Mountain, 
Cal. 

Hale & Norcross, 
Nev. 

Head Center & Tran¬ 
quility, Ariz. 

KentucK Cons ,Nev. 
ijew Wallace, S. 
Dak. 

Norway, Utah. 
Occidental, Nev. 
Original Keystone, 

Peer, Ariz. 
Silver Hill, Nev. 
Siskiyon Coas.,Cal. 
Telegraph, Cal. 
Utah, Nev. 

No. 

When 
levied. 

DTnqT 
in 

office. 

Day 
sale 

of Amt. 
per 

share 

38 Mar. 8 i^r. 11 Apr. 29 .25 
43 Mar, 8 Apr. 12 May 3 .50 

51 Mar. 3 Apr. 7 Apr. 29 .25 
3 Mar. 17 Apr. ‘/I May 11 .25 

20 Mar. .30 May 3 May 25 .75 
7 Mar. 10 Apr, 12 May 5 .10 

57 Ma-. 15 Apr. 19 May 10 .50 

7 Feb. 24 Apr. 2 Apr. •25 .02 

2 Mar. 29 May 3 May 23 2.00 

101 Mar. 24 Apr. 28 May 20 .50 

4 Mar. 14 Apr. 19 May 12 .ao 
3 Mar. 22 Apr. 26 May 19 .10 

3 Feb. 16 Apr. 18 May 7 .00114 
Dec. 24 Feb. 1 July 21 .02 

io Apr. 6 May 9 May 31 .25 
12 

Mar. 4 Apr. 14 May 7 .10 
s Feb. 21 6 Apr. 28 .10 

3(1 Mar. 31 May 5 May 25 .10 
3 Mar. 15 Apr. 22 May 1 .(ll 
3 Mar. 8 Apr. K. •May 5 

14 Mar, 8 Apr. 12 Apr. 29 .25 
i 

PIPE LINE CERTIFICATES. 

CONSOLIDATED STOCK AND PKTKOLKUM EXCHANGE. 
Upening. Highest. Lowest. Closing. Sales 

Apr. 9.. ... 5714 5744 .5716 6744 8,000 
11.. ... 58 58 58 58 18,000 
12.. ... .5844 5916 56 5916 78,000 
13.. ... 5916 •'916 57 .57 17.000 
14.. ... 57^ 58 57 5716 24,000 
15.. .... 

total sales in barrels. 145,000 

COAL TRADE REVIEW. 

New York, Friday Evening, April 8th. 
Statement of shipments of anthracite coal (approxi- 

/uatedi, for week ending April 9lh, 1892, compared with 
the corresponding period last year: 

Regions. 
April 9, 

1892. 
April 11, 

1891. Difference. 

Tons. Tons. Tons. 
Wyoming Region.. 
Lehigh Region. 

359,899 301,699 Inc. .58.200 
90,889 104,083 Dec. 13,194 

Schuylkill Region. 199,012 184,365 Inc. 14,647 

Total. 
Total for year to 

649,800 590,147 Inc. 59,653 

date. 9,937,731 9,030.669 Inc. 887,062 

Production of Bituminous Coal for week ending 
April 6th, and year from January Ist. 

EASTERN AND NORTHERN SHIPMENTS. 

Phila. & Erie R, R. 
Cumberland, Md. 
Barclay, Pa. 
Broad Top, Pa. 
Clearfield, Pa. 
Allegheny, Pa.. 
Beach Creek, Pa.. 
Pocahontas Flat Top. 
Kanawha, W. Va.. 

IVeek. 
1,609 

98,148 
3,207 

11.771 
84,076 
25,423 
44,731 
47.878 
45,153 

Year. 
25,862 

929,4(12 
55,789 

162,321 
1,008,967 

313.487 
622 851 
670,619 
690,2-26 

Year. 
38,9:2 

1,202,400 
46.686 

167,826 
1.241,203 

398.012 
651.763 
647,2-25 
624.982 

Total. 361,996 4,479,554 5,019,009 
WESTERN SHIPMENTS. 

Pittsburg, Pa. 
Westmoreland. Pa. 
Monongabela, Pa. 

Week. 
28,074 
32,171 

9,345 

Year. 
357,851 
497,678 
123,972 

Year. 
249,518 
569,3*26 
152,700 

Total. 67,590 979.501 1,016,514 

Grand total. 429,586 5,459,055 6.035..553 
Production of Coke on line of Pennsylvania K. R. 

for the year ending April 9th, 1892, and year from 
January 1st, in tons of 2,000 lbs.: Week, 106,765 tons: 
year. I,w9,195 tons; to corresponding date in 1891, 843,- 
595 tons. 

Anthracite. 

The market is remarkably firm and strong. At 
a meeting of the sales agents on April 14th the 
question of raising prices was discussed, but no 
decision was reached. The exact rate proposed is 
not known to outsiders, although it is rumored 
that it meant an increase of at least 10 cts. along 
the line, and that this was but preparatory to 
further advances. It was not deemed advisable, 
or at least politic, to make this advance at this 
stage of the Retading deal, so the matter rests in 
abeyance until the next meeting. There has been 
a (wnsi^erable diminution ip stocks, and the out¬ 

put, which is kept close to the allotment, is no 
more than the demand. 

In the answer to the bill in equity of Matthias 
H. Arnot against the Phiiadelphia & Reading and 
allied corporations, the fact was disclosed that the 
Reading had secured 999 years leases ef the proper¬ 
ties in question, and that the corporation could 
thus control virtually to perpetuity an output of 
22,000,000 tons annually. Affairs in Pennsylvania 
are quiet. The collieries shut down regularly in 
the latter part of the week, and in the greater por¬ 
tion of them work is limited to four days. The 
somewhat sensational statement that the Penn¬ 
sylvania Railroad had secured certain collieries 
preparatory to an agressive campaign is ridiculed 
here. It is true that it has secured the output of 
the collieries of A. S, Van Wickle & Co., but their 
production is not a factor in the market, being only 
$300,000 tons annually. 

It had been stated by parties unacquainted 
with the facts that as A. S.Van Wickle is the son- 
in-law of the late Ario Pardee, this might have 
some effect upon the disposition of the extensive 
output of the Pardee collieries, but as Coxe Bros, 
have leased three of them and the Lehigh Valley 
the balance, it would be impossible to turn their 
product to the Pennsylvania. 

It is generally believed, moreover, that amicable 
arrangements will be made between the Philadel¬ 
phia and Reading and the Pennsylvania, and that 
overtures from the former to that effect have al¬ 
ready iieen made. 

There seems to be a good demand for all sizes of 
coal, but particularly for chestnut, the stores of 
which are extremely low at present. There seems 
to be a shortage of all sizes in the West, and with 
this demand and the raise in tables to Buffalo of 
•25 cents over all lines, there is expected to be a 
nice profit for the allied lines, although the former 
rate of was regarded generally as too low for 
profit. 

BitnnilnoiiM. 
The majority of the contracts have been closed, 

and as a consequence the market is somewhat stag¬ 
nant, although there is so little business being done 
that there is no apparent weakness. The cutting 
by Clearfield and New River operators has injured 
the market to no little extent this season, and has 
left it in rather a shaky condition. Other opera¬ 
tors are biding their time, believing that the New 
River people in particular have overloaded them¬ 
selves, and threaten to mulct them to the extent 
of $r@$1.50 a ton should they be forced to call 
upon them. 

But few contracts remain open, and those of 
smaller consumers who all through the spring 
have shown a remarkable degree of hesitancy. 
The majority of the companies report a very suc¬ 
cessful season as far as tonnage contracts have 
been concerned, but a disappointing one in prices. 
It is rumored that the Pocahontas coai will not be 
so strong a factor from now on in depre.ssing the 
market as it has been. The Norfoik & Western 
Railroad has enabled the Pocahontas Coal Com¬ 
pany, to its own cost, to make a strong competi¬ 
tive fight against all other companies, by the 
more than liberal freight rates, letting the opera¬ 
tors name their own rates virtually and guaran¬ 
teeing them a fixed price at the mines, letting 
them name their own price to consumers and tak¬ 
ing the raw metal, never large, for their own tolls. 
This system, if reports are true, is to be changed. 
Fixed tolls, remunerative to the stockholders of 
the railroad, are to be made. 

The Pennsylvania Railroad has named its tolls 
at last. They are virtually the same as last year. 
The delay has been attributed to the desire to see 
the effect of the threatened competition of the 
Baltimore & Ohio. Although blockades have been 
rather frequent of late on the Pennsylvania sys¬ 
tem, cars are rather easy and in fair supply. The 
blockades are due somewhat to many of the pro¬ 
ducers keeping large quantities of the coal in cars 
at the seaboard. It is rumored, however, that the 
Pennsylvania is inquiring into this matter, and 
will, if possible, put a stop to it. On the Balti¬ 
more & Ohio, as usual, cars are scarce. Ocean 
vessels are in demand at Philadelphia and are 
scarce in Baltimore and Southern ports. Ocean 
freight rates remain the same; 80@85c. from Phila¬ 
delphia to Boston and 70@75c, to Sound ports. 

NOTES OF the WEEK. 

The Philadelphia & Reading Railway Com¬ 
pany will, on the 16th inst., close its water trans¬ 
portation department in this city. Its barges, 
tugs and other floating property will on that day 
be transferred to the Lehigh Valley Railway. 
This action is, of course, in line with the econo¬ 
mies which have been made possible by the recent 
coal combination. Mr. J. H. Galt, who has been 
with the Reading Company for seventeen years, 
and who has been for a long time superintendent 
in this city of the department which now goes out 
of existence, has been appointed assistant su¬ 
perintendent of floating equipment of the Long 
Island Railroad, and will have his headquarters in 
Long Island City. 

The freight rates on anthracite coal were ad¬ 
vanced on the 14th inst., at a meeting in this city 
of all the coal carrying companies, including the 
Penn.sylvania, New York Central, Reading, Lack¬ 
awanna, Jersey Central, Erie, I..ehigh Valley, On¬ 
tario & Western, Susquehanna & VVestern, the 
Pennsylvania Coal Company and the Fall Brook 
Coal Company. The rate from the anthracite 
fields to Buffalo was advanced from $2 to $2.25 a 

ton. The rate to Chicago was advanced 25 cents a 
ton. and the rate to Lake Ontario points was fixed 
at $2.10. which is an advance of about 30 cents a 
ton. This action was practically unanimous. 

Boston. Anril 14. 
(From our Special Correspondent.! 

There is not much demand for anthracite coal 
just at present, but dealers have considerable con¬ 
fidence in the market, believing that the combina¬ 
tion will maintain the price. 

Prices on anthracite coal are quite firm. We 
quote; F. o. b. prices net, at New York, stove 
$3.75@$3.90; egg, $;i.60@$3.75; free broken, $3.50® 
$3.65; chestnut, $3.40. Lykens Valley; Broker, 
$4.90; egg, $5; stove, $5.40; chestnut, $4.50. 

About all the contracts for soft coal in this dis¬ 
trict have been closed. Some large ones, however, 
still remain open. The Tremont and Suffolk mills 
closed this week for 10,000 tons of Clearfield coal. 
As about all the contracts have been closed at 
$3.40®$.3.50, dealers are not apt to cut prices 
now for what contracts remain and injure their 
contracts already closed. Soft coal on cars here 
IS worth $3.75 per ton. 

The agreement of the transportation companies, 
which control about 80% of the vessels and steam 
ers in the coal carrying trade, to advance and 
maintain rates, has a stimulating effect on the 
coal market in general, and especially freight rates. 
We quote: From New York to Boston, 60^6.50.; 
from Philadelphia to Boston, 80(5)8.5c.; from Phila¬ 
delphia to Portland, 80c.; to Bath. 85c.; to Provi 
dence, 75c.; from Baltimore to Boston, R5®90c.; 
Newport News to Boston, 70c.; Sound Points, 70c. 

The retailers are doing very little, but are main¬ 
taining prices. 

We quote; Stove, $.5.50; nut, S.5.50; eggs. $5 25; 
furnace, $5.2.5; Franklin, $6.7^$7, all sizes; Le¬ 
high egg, $5.50; Lehigh furnace, $.5..50. Wharf 
prices 50 cents less than foregoing. 

The receipts of coal at this port for the week 
ending April 9th were 52,.377 tons of anthracite and 
18,239 tons of bituminous, against 64,427 tons of 
anthracite and 77,182 of bituminous for the corre¬ 
sponding week last year. The total receipts thus 
far this year have been 406,546 tons of anthracite 
and 166,296 tons of bituminous, against ;^,8W 
tons of anthracite and 263,433 tons of bituminous 
for the same time last year. 

Bn Halo* April 14. 
(From our Special Correspondent.) 

There has been a change in coal rates for a few 
days, and the schedule will continue until the 21st 
inst. The prices are as follows: $4.35 for grate or 
broken, egg. stove and chestnut per gross ton to 
dealers on cars at Buffalo and International and 
Suspension Bridges; free on board vessels at Buf¬ 
falo not made at present. Retail prices will be 
fixed in a few days to take effect about May 1st. 

Navigation is open. The first propeller left Buf¬ 
falo for Toledo on Thursday, April 7th, and re¬ 
turned to this port on the morning of the llth. 
Two propellers left Chicago Saturday, April 9th, 
and arrived here April 12th. 

But few coal charters have been reported thus 
far, at40c. to Chicago, Milwaukee and Sheboygan, 
and 30c. to Duluth. The early opening of navigation 
caught the shipper as well as the carrier, and the 
result is a comparative light movement of coal to 
date. The producing interests are, however, get¬ 
ting business into shape. 

The coal trade in anthracite is very dull, but 
bituminous has improved as the demand for pro¬ 
pellers and tugs bau to be attended to with “ im¬ 
mediate dispatch.” 

The Buffalo Water Commissioners advertised for 
17,000 net tons of grate anthracite coal or its 
equivalent in natural gas. Bids were opened 
Tuesdi^ last. The coal bids were as follows: Mr, 
E. L. Hedstrom, $3.89per net ton; the Philadelphia 
& Reading Coal Company, $3 90 per net ton on 
canal or $3.79 on cars. The Buffalo Natural Gas 
Fuel Company offered sufficient fuel to operate 
the pumps for one year to May 1st, 1893, on the 
basis of $3.51 a net ton for anthracite coal, or to 
supply sufficient gas to operate the pumps at the 
rate of $3.15 per million gallons of water pumped. 
Last year the coal was offered at 19 cents less than 
this year and the gas 3 cents lower. The natural 
gas bid was considered $7,600 cheaper than the 
coal bid. 

The canals of the State will not be opened before 
May 1st and may be delayed until the 5th. 

The United States appropriation being ex¬ 
pended, no improvements will be made to the 
Buffalo breakwater or harbor this year; but some 
little work will be done in the channel of Niagara 
near Tonawanda. 

The Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Company 
is reported to have purchased 2,000 acres of land 
near our city line on the Niagara River frontage 
for the purpose of constructing docks, etc. 

The following coporations have engaged offices 
in our city, viz., the Shawmut coal, the Noble 
coal, and the Brock coal companies. They will be 
located in the Coal and Iron Exchange. 

It is rumored that Mr. William A. Baldwin, vice- 
president and general manager of the Buffalo. 
Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad, will soon retire 
from that position, and that Mr. George E. Mer¬ 
chant will return to be reappointed as general 
manager. The latter is president of the Rochester 
& Pittsburg Coal and Iron Company and left 
this city five years since. 

The total shipments of coal this season to qooq 
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to-day as reported at the Custom House were 12,150 
net tons, tIz.: 8,750 to Chicago, 1,800 to Milwaukee, 
and 1,600 to Duluth. 

Chicago. April 14. 
(From our Special Ck>n'espoDdent.) 

A meeting hats been called by the Anthracite 
Coal Association of Chicago for to-da;^ to consider 
the condition of the trade, and to which meeting 
the accredited representatives of the producers at 
Milwaukee, Lake Superior points, Buffalo and res¬ 
ident agents here have been invited. 

In hard coal there is little of social interest to 
note. Stocks on docks are very nadly broken and 
there is only a limited supply of the smaller sizes, 
small egg and stove. The surplus, if any, seems 
to be entirely nut and grate coal. There is very 
little doing in a wholesale way; orders are small 
and for immediate shipment and the circular price 
^.25 is firmlv and uniformly maintained by all. 
Retail trade keeps up remarkably well; the cold, 
raw northwest winds are conducive to a good con¬ 
sumption of coal. Dealers are kept fully employed 
but without extra help, and deliveries are steady 
all day long. The only manifestations of uneasi¬ 
ness in the market are those occasioned by the 
anxiety of shippers to fathom the policy of the 
producers. 

Bituminous coal has been in better demand 
during the past 10 days or so on account of the 
cold weather, and the great firmness in anthracite 
has unquestionably created a stronger feeling in 
soft coal. There is also some decrease in the 
surplus, and shipments are being held down or 
restricted more nearly to the requirements of the 
market, hence it is, on the whole, in a more satis¬ 
factory condition, and prices are more closely held 
to circular rates. There is an uncertainty in re¬ 
gard to labor in the Iowa coal fields. A mass meet¬ 
ing has been called at Oskaloosa April 14th and 15th 
1.5 to consider the questions of a semi-monthly pay 
day and various other matters which, if not con¬ 
ceded by operators, may result in serious trouble 
May 1st. Illinois and Brazil, Ind., block mines are 
mostly running full on account of the usual short 
holiday season which obtains among the coal 
miners May 1st. Some disposition is noticed on the 
part of the operators in the latter not to tie up 
their output by low-priced contracts. The opening 
of navigation next week will, of course, stimulate 
the demand for all kinds of soft coal. 

Coke is in moderate demand and more activity 
is looked for within 30 days, as foundries are re¬ 
ceiving a good infiux of orders from all sources. 
Prices remain steady on standard grades. 

Quotations are 4i4.65 furnace, 95.05 foundry 
crushed, 95-40 Connellsville; West Virginia, 93.90 
furnace, 9—10 foundry; New River foundry 94.%; 
Walston, 94.65 furnace, 95 foundry. 

Circular prices are unchanged at the following 
rates: Lehigh lump, 96.25; large egg, 95; small egg, 
range and chestnut, 95.25. Retail prices per ton 
are: Large egg, 99.00; small egg, range and chest¬ 
nut, 96%96.25. 

Prices of bituminous per ton of 2,000 lbs., f. o. b. 
Chicago, are: Pittsburg, 93.15; Hocking Valley, 93; 
Youghiogbeny, 93.25; Illinois block, 91-9^92; 
Brazil block, 9:^35. 

Pittsburg. April 14. 
(From our Siiecial Correspondent.! 

Coal.—Trade during the week has not been ac¬ 
tive, but the supply keeps pace with the demand. 
The lower markets contain an ample supply, as 
during the early part of the week the Ohio River 
was in good navigable order; there were sent to 
Cincinnati 852,0()0 bushels of coal, to Louisville 
1.1!M,(X)0 bushels; a total of 2,()46,0(X) bushels. Coal 
in the pools is forwarded to the lower landings as 
fast as loaded. The harbor at present contains 
aliout 1,(X!0,0(X) bushels,which amount is being daily 
increased, the water in the Ohio not being suffi¬ 
cient for shipping purposes. River coal operators 
deny that operations are to be suspendea during 
the next 30 days. 

Connellsville Coke.—Trade shows no improve¬ 
ment. The average run of the plants for the week 
was the lowest during the year, being only 4 to 
4.7 days. At present there is nothing in sight to 
indicate a better condition of affairs. A number 
of active ovens are about to be blown out. At the 
same t ime, taking all things into consideration, a 
fair business is Ming done. The demand for 
foundry coke being good helps trade very materi¬ 
ally. Of the 17,222 ovens in the region there are 
only 12,837, or about 27%, in blast of the total 
numlier of ovens. The furnacemen are asking for 
a reduction in the price of coke, which the opera¬ 
tors are unwilling to concede. The week’s ship¬ 
ments amounted to 117,4(X) tons distributed as fol¬ 
lows: To Pittsburg, 1,925 cars; east of Pittsburg 
1,431 cars; points west of Pittsburg, 3,164; totab 
6,.52U, against 6,633 the previous week, decrease 113 
cars. Prices are unchanged. 

METAL MARKET. 

New York. Friday Evening, April 15,1892. 
The New York Metal Exchange has elected the 

following oflScers: President, John J. Williams; 
vice-president, William I. Russell ; treasurer, 
Carl Mayer; members of the board of managers, 
W. U. Davol, Edmund Hendricks, Geoi^ Nissen, 
Nicholas L. Cort, Morton B. Smith, J. C. Burton, 
Joseph Byrne, Lucius Hart, Julius H. Lobdell, 

Wm. H. Wells, Edward A. Caswell, Chas. S. 
Trench, B. Hochschild, Robert Gentle; Arbitra¬ 
tion Committee, J. M. Clark, H. M. Cort, Geo. W. 
Jaques, S. A. Jennings, Fred. Steiner; inspectors 
of election, Wm. Hagan, Geo. N. Frecker, J. Z. 
Damarest. 

Prices of Silver Per Ounce Troy. 
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9 4.8714 3914 8694 .668; 13 1.8714 86 .665 

11 “ 3994 8614 .67l' 14 “ 39i'« 86 .665 

12 39i»e 8694 .668 
1 

15 * 86 .665 

* Holiday in London. 
The market has been characterized ^ dullness 

owing to Easter holidays in London. While there 
has been a moderate demand from London on India 
orders these orders have not been executed here 
owing to small offerings of silver in our market, 
the Government absorbing our smelting product. 

The decrease in shipments of bullion from the 
West has been more marked this week, with a 
consequent steadiness in prices. 

The United States Assay Office at New York 
reports the total receipts or silver for the week to 
be 143,000 ounces. 

silver Bullion Certlitcatea. 
Price. 

■»- 

H. L? Sales. 
April 9. . 8694 

. 8794 
51,000 

April 11. 35,000 
April 12. . 86V4 10,000 
April 13. 
April 14. 
April 15.. 

Total sales. ... 96,000 
Domestic and Foreign Coin. 

The following are the latest market quotations 
for American and other coin: 

Bid. Asked. 
Trade dollars.9 .70 $ .75 
Mexican dollars.68 .70 
Peruvian soles and Ch.lian pesos.67 .70 
English silver. 4.83 . 
Five francs.93 ,95 
Victoria sovereigns. 4.86 4.90 
Twenty francs. 3.86 3.90 
Twenty marks. 4.74 4.76 
Spanish doubloons. 15.60 15.70 
Spanish 25 pesetas. 4.81 4.83 
Mexican doubloons. 15.50 15.70 
Mexican 20 pesos. 19.50 19.60 
Ten guilders. 3.96 4.00 
Fine silver bars.8614 .8714 

Copper.—The market for copper is very firm- 
but the business transacted has been rather lim 
ited. Negotiations regarding the proposed agree 
ment to restrict production have been resumed 
and are now being carried on in Europe, where a 
meeting was held on the 13th inst. ana adjourned 
to the ^th. From what we hear the probability 
is that some agreement will be perfected, and this 
may. when it becomes known, influence prices 
temporarily; but, as already repeatedly remarked, 
we do not think it will have any influence on the 
market at large. The demand for copper in this 
country remains exceedingly good, especially for 
electrical purposes. 

We understand that the Calumet & Hecia is 
well sold out for some time ahead, and so is the 
Quincy, both of which con^anies are practically 
entirely out of the market. The smaller companies 
have made some sales, but none of any magnitude^ 
and it is rather difficult to purchase I.,ake copper 
in quantities. On the other hand manufacturers 
are well provided with the quantities they con¬ 
tracted for at prices rather below those ruling 
just now, and are only buying small quantities 
when they are offered slightly below the market, 
which we have to call about 12(gl2>4c. either for 
spot or for forward delivery. Casting copper is 
veiw much more freely offered, and values are 
rather irregular. We must lower prices to 11)4@ 
ll^c., but even thereat sales would be somewhat 
difficult. The producers of Arizona pig copper are 
out of the market. Shipments to Europe con¬ 
tinue on a rather heavy scale. 

From Europe we hear that the recent drop in 
silver has greatly unsettled the markets and in 
consequence business for the East Indies has been 
very irregular. This has bad quite a considerable 
influence on copper and we understand that heavy 
quantities have been sold by India to be shipped 
back to London. The consumption of copper in 
Europe is fair, but this is about all that can be said 
about it. The market for G. M. B.’s has been firm 
all through the week and closes higher at £46 2s. 
6d. for spot and £46 15s. for futures. The London 
market will be closed for the Easter holidays until 
the 19tb inst. For manufactured we quote: 
English tough, £49(a«£49 5s.; Best selected, £5/0@ 
£50 10s.; Strong sheets, 958 158.@£50; India sheets, 
£55 5s.@£55 15s.; Yellow metal, 53^d. 

The exports of copper from the port of New 
York during the past week were as follows: 

To Liverpool— Copper Matte. Lbs. 
S. 8. Bothnia.1.763 bags. 184,171 913,000 

“ Connemara.3,394 bags. 360,458 25,000 
“ “ . 226bblB. 221,612 11,500 

To HHii'hiirg— Copper. Lbs. 
S. S. Mi ruvia .. 12 bars. 692 80 

“ *• . 90 bbis. 112,500 12.375 
“ Scandia. . 36 casks. 45,000 5,000 
To Havre— Copper. Lbs. 

S. S. La Champagne... .. 293 bars. 94,668 910,413 
.. 23 plates. 2.905 350 

To Rotterdam — Copper. Lbs. 
S. S. Maasdam. .. 90hbls. 112,500 911,813 

“ . .. 108 pigs. 112.029 11.000 
“ .. 51 bars. 8,962 1,000 
Tin has been rather strong, and the metal shows 

an important advance for the week. Spot tin is 
scarce here as well as in England, and the ship¬ 
ments from the East for the first half of the month 
amount to but 100 tons to the United States and 
650 tons to Great Britain, a total since the first of 
the year of 7,775 tons, as compared with 9,255 tons 
for the same period of 1891. The probabilities are 
that we shall see considerably higher prices before 
very long. To-day we quote for spot and April 
2034@20’30c., and for later delivery ^•2(Ka>2(t34c. 

Lead.—The transactions have been rather re¬ 
stricted, there being little desire on either side to 
do anything. We understand that the production 
in the Idaho district has been resumed, and that 
they will there be in full operation toward the end 
of the month. We quote 4J4@4‘275c. 

Chicago Lead Market.—Mr. H. R. Post tele¬ 
graphs us as follows. “ The market has been 
quiet during the past week but values have been 
firm at 4‘1()(^4’1^. On Monday 1(X) tons of desil 
verized sold at 4'l()c., and also four cars of soft 
Missouri, but lately the market was much better 
at 4‘lOc. freely bid.with sales of desilverized, April 
delivery, at 4*12>^c.” 

Spelter is very firm but quiet, and consumers 
are not at all anxious to purchase. The galvan¬ 
izing trade certainly is anything but brisk, and 
with the large production going on there is not 
much prospect of any material advance. We quote 
4-65(g4-70c. 

Antimony.—Business has been of a very retail 
character at about the same prices as last, and we 
quote for Cookson’s 14>4c.; for L X, 13c., and for 
Ha'ilett’s, 10%c. 

IRON MARKET REVIEW. 

New York, Friday Evening, April 15. 
Pig Iron.—The condition of the iron market is 

unchanged from last week. Dealers continue to 
report a freer movement in iron, but it is always 
in small lots. There is a remarkable sameness in 
the tenor of the reports received from the various 
iron centers. It is always that whilst there is no 
actual improvement in any one direction, yet a 
better feeling is perceptible in the market gen 
erally. Prices remain unchanged, as follows: 
Northern No. 1 X, 916; No. 2 X. 915; Southern No. 
1 X, 915.50^ 916; No. 2 X, 914.50@915. 

iSpiegeleisen and Ferro-Manganese.—The 
market for ferro-manganese and spiegeleisen con¬ 
tinues lifeless. No business of any importance is 
reported. Quotations remain as follows: 20% 
spiegeleisen, 926.50@927; 80% ferro-manganese, 
961.50(^962. 

Steel Rails.—Our last week’s report might 
stand for this, so small a change has there been 
in the market. It is exceeding^ dull, and we do 
not hear of a single transaction worthy of men¬ 
tion. Prices remain 930 f.o.b. mill and 930.75 tide 
water. 

Rail Fastenings.—This market is absolutely 
lifeless, and prices are even lower. Quotations 
nominally are as follows : Fish and angle plates, 
l'6^<^l*70c.; spikes, l’95(^2c.; bolts and square nuts, 
2*70@2’80c.; hexagonal nuts, 2’80c. 

Merchant Steel.—The week under review has 
been very 'dull in this market. Manufacturers 
complain that they can secure no contracts even 
at the low prices now ruling, consumers being of 
the opinion .that there is no need of any haste 
since they regard the probability of a rise rather 
remote at the present time. We quote this week: 
Mushet’s special, 48c. ; English tool, 15c. net; 
American tool steel, 7@8c.; special grades, 13to 
18c.; crucible machinery steel, 4’75c.; crucible 
spring, 3'75c.; open hearth machinery, 2’25c.; open 
hearth spring, 2'5()c.; tire steel, 2'25c.; toe calks, 
2'2^2‘5()c.; first quality sheet, 10c.; second quality 
sheet. 8c. 

Tubes and Pipe.—There is no change as to 
prices or volume of business. The usual trade is 
doing. We quote ruling discounts as follows: 
Butt, black, 67>4%; butt, galvanized, 47%; lap, 
black, 67%; lap, galvanized, 55%; boiler tubes, 
under 3 in. and over 6 in., 55%; 3 in. to 6 in., 60%. 

Structural Material.—The busy season pre¬ 
dicted has not come yet, and there' has not been 
much activity during the past week in the market 
for structural iron and steel. We continue toquote: 
Beams, 2'30(g2'50c.; angles, l'90@2'10c.; sheared 
plates, l'85@2c.; tees, 2'4()@2‘60c.; channels, 2‘40fo< 
2’50c. Universal plates, 2‘lOc.; bridge plates, 2’lOc. 
on dock. In some cases lower prices have been ob¬ 
tained, but on the whole the above quotations are 
fair. 

Old Rails.—There is nothing doing in this 
market. Old rails are quoted at 920.50, and we do 
not bear of any sales, even at this price. 

NOTES OF THE WEEK. 
The Queen & Crescent Route has just issued 

eastbound pig iron tariff No. 1, covering points 
east of Pittsburg. The new rate went into effect 

d 
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on the 6th inst.. and is for carload lots, tons of 
2,268 lbs., as follows: 
To Baltimore, rail and water..$3.98* f3.86t 
To Baltimore, all rail . .. 4.15* 4.11t 
To Boston, rail and water.4.4C* 4.36t 
To Boston, all rail. 5.80* 6.09t 
To Jersey City, rail and water. 4.05* 4.0lt 
To Jersey City, all rail . 4.65* 4.61t 
To New York, rail and water.4.05* 4.0tt 
To New York, all rail.4.65* 4.61t 
T« Philadelphia, rail and water.4.05* 4.01t 
To Philadelphia, all rail. 4.35* 4.31t 

*From Dayton. Tenn., and Rockwood. Tenn. 
tFrom KisinK Fawn, Ga.; Fort Payne, Ala.: Attalla, 

Ala.; Trussvllle. Ala.; Birmingham. Ala.; Wheeling. 
Ala.: Fast Birmingham, Ala.: North Birmingham,! 
Ala.; Thomas, Ala.; Ensley, Ala.; Woodward, Ala.; 
Gad^en, Ala., via Attalla. 

Buffalo. April 14. 
(Special report by Rogers, Brown & Co.) 

Although there are now more signs of improve¬ 
ment, owing to curtailed production and increas¬ 
ing consumption, yet prices are still very weak, and 
buying light. The market is flooded with special 
lots of Lake Superior charcoal. Southern, Ohio and 
Pennsylvania coke irons for quick shipment, at 
prices totally regardless of the market. As can 
l)e easily seen, this is the last straw needed to 
complete the demoralization, and it fulfills its 
mission most admirahlv. although buyers are ap¬ 
parently found with difficulty. We quote for cash 
f. o. b. cars Buffalo: No. 1 X foundry strong coke 
iron Lake Superior ore, $15.75; No. 2 X foundry 
strong coke iron Lake Superior ore, $14.75; Ohio 
strong softener. No. 1, $15.75; Ohio strong softener. 
No. 2, $14.75; Jackson County silvery. No. 1, $18; 
Jackson County silverv, No. 2, $17; Lake Supe¬ 
rior charcoal, $17@$17.25; Tennessee charcoal, 
$18.25; Southern soft. No. 1, $14.75@$15; Alabama 
car wheel, $19; Hanging Rock charcoal, $20.50. 

Cblcago. April 14. 
(From our Special Correspondent.) 

Orders, though not large, are more numerous, 
and there is a better tone to the market. In man¬ 
ufactured iron there is a distinctly better feeling, 
and mills in this vicinity are fairly well supplied 
with work up to June. Other well equipped mills 
reacliing this market and capable ot taking in a 
large variety of work are also in good shape, and 
most, if not all of them, refuse to accept business 
entailing deliveries beyond July 1. There is a well 
deOned feeling among mill agents that there is 
going to be a long dispute over the scale at mid¬ 
summer, and for this reason great care is being 
taken not to oversell. Structural material is in 
active inquiry and the outlook good for a heavy 
consumption in all lines. Plates are in more 
demand, and some improvement is noted in 
steel and iron sheets. Implement makers con¬ 
tinue to send in large requisitions for soft steel, 
demand for which is unprecedented. The opening 
of navigation next week will, it Is believed, great¬ 
ly stimulate business in all directions. 

Pig Iron.—The Illinois Steel Company expects 
to receive and has made arrangements to handle 
1,2.50,000 tons of iron ore at South Chicago from 
Lake Superior. This quantity will be required for 
its several plants in this vicinity. Another fur¬ 
nace company at that point has made similar ar¬ 
rangements, though for a lesser quantity. Inquiry 
for crude iron is improving, and there is a better 
tone to the market, hut consumers still insist on 
minimum prices. Up to date curtailment in out 
put has not been such as to have the least appreci¬ 
able effect on values. Some Ohio furnaces are well 
sold up on strong softeners, demand for which has 
increased of late, as consumers find that cheap 
grades cannot be used to good advantage in regu¬ 
lar foundry practice. Two round lots of Lake 
Superior charcoal iron, aggregating 2,7(K) tons, 
were placed during the week at our inside quota¬ 
tion, and further inquiry is noted. A pr jminent 
Southern furnace company is selling No. 2 soft iron 
here at a cut of 75c. below our quoted price; other 
furnaces refuse to meet their figures. 

Quotations per gross ton f. o. b. Chicago are: 
Lake Superior charcoal, $16.75(a;$17.25; Lake 
Superior coke, No. I, $14.5()@$15; No. 2, $I4(^ 
$14.25; No. 3, $13.75(®$14; Lake Superior Bessemer, 
$16.50; Lake Superior Scotch, $15.50@$16; Ameri¬ 
can Scotch, $17(^$17.50 ; .‘Southern coke, foundry 
No. 1, $15; No. 2, $14.50; No. 3, $14; Southern coke, 
soft. No, 1. $14.50; No. 2, $13.75; Ohio silveries. No 
1, $17..50; No. 2. $17; Ohio strong softeners. No. 1, 
$17..50; No. 2, $16..50; Tennessee charcoal. No. 1, 
$17.50; No. 2, $17; Southern standard car wheel, 
$20@$21. 

Structural Iron and Steel.—There is a vast 
amount of inquiry, and, barring labor troubles, 
brisk activity will rule in all branches this season. 
Another steel frame building will be let this 
week requiring some 700 tons of beams, etc. Com¬ 
petition is very sharp. Re^lar quotations car 
lots f. o. b. Chicago are as follows: Angles, $2@ 
$2.10; tees, $2.20(^,$2.30; uniyersal plates, $2.05® 
$2.15; sheared plates, $2.10®$2.15; beams and 
channels, $2.25@$2.50. 

Plates.—Some good inquiries are noted for tank 
steel and general business is firm. The outlook is 
more promising. Steel sheets, 10 to 14, $2.40® 
$2.50; iron sheets, 10 to 14, $2.20@$2.30; tank 
iron or steel, $2,10@$2.15; shell iron or steel, $3 
®$3.25; firebox steel, |4.25@$5.50; ffange steel, 
$2.75@$3.^; boiler rivets, $4.1()(^$4.25; boiler 
tubes, 2^in. and smaller, 55%; 7 in. and upward, 
06%. 

Merchant Steel.—The spring shipments from 
mills are far in advance of last year, tnough prices 
have been much lower, and there is still a good 
demand from consumers and dealers. The total 
steel trade from warehouse is very fair. We quote: 
Tool steel, $6.50@$6.75 and upward; tire steel, 
$2.25@$2.8i(); toe calk, $2.40 @$2.50; Bessemer ma¬ 
chinery, $2.10@$2.20; Bessemer bars, $1.75@$1.90; 
open hearth machinery, $2.40®$2.60; open hearth | 
carriage spring, $2.25@$2.d0; crucible spring, $3.75 
@$4 

<4alvanized Sheet Iron.—There is more activity* 
inquiry is larger and sales heavier from warehouse 
and mill, though discounts are less steady at 70% off 
on Juniata from mill and 67}^% off from ware¬ 
house, and and 5% off on charcoal; an extra 
2J^ or 5% is given on quality orders. 

B^rk Sheet Iron.—Sheet steel for roofing pur¬ 
poses continues in fair demand at 2 90c. Inquiry 
for iron sheets is still light. Mill lots are quoted 
2 85fc. Chicago, basis No. 27; dealers’ price 3@3*10c., 
same gauge from stock. 

Bar Iron.—There is quite a sprinkling of orders, 
some of which are for 600 to 600 tons, and Valley 
mill agents are not anxious for large orders just 
now. Mills in this neighborhood are well sold up 
for 60 days. Regular quotations are l‘60@l’6^c. 
Chicago, hut shaded on good specification. Job¬ 
bing price is now l‘70@l‘8()c. according to 
quality. 

Nails.—Wire nail orders are still light, on ac¬ 
count of change in card list, which has advanced 
rates on sizes above 4d, but greatly reduced them 
on all below that size. Mills quote $1.75 here, and 
jobbers $1.90 in small lots. Steel cut are in mode- 
rate'demand at $1.60 regular average from factory 
and $1.75 from warehouse. 

Steel Rails.—The outlook is considered good 
for business for late summer delivery. A prompt 
delivery order would not be accepted at less than 
$31.50@$32, and would of course be for small 
quantities only. Splice bars are quoted at l'80c. 
for steel or iron, spikes at $2.05@$2 per 100 lbs. 
track bolts; hexagonal nuts, $2.65@$2.70. 

Scrap of all grades is still in very poor demand 
and prices nominal. No. 1 railroad, $17; No. 1 
forge, $6; No. 1 mill, $2.50; fish plates, $18; axles, 
$21; horseshoes, $17; pipes and nues, $9; cast bor¬ 
ings, $7; wrought turnings, $9.50; axle turnings, 
$10..50; machinery castings, $10; stove plates, $8.50; 
mixed steel, $11.50; coil steel, $14; leaf steel, $15; 
tires, $15.50. 

Old Material.—Further sales of iron rails are 
reported at $19. but large holders refuse to sell at 
less than $19.50. Wrought iron car axles have 
sold at $23.50 gross ton. Old steel rails are dull at 
$13 for mixed lengths, and $14.50 for selected. Old 
car wheels are dull at $15..50@$16. 

Plilladelpbla. April 14. 

(From our Special Correspondent.) 
Pig Iron.—The marked increase in stocks as 

announced to-day will probably have no effect on 
the market, as it was fully discounted. The re¬ 
duction in production during March, although 
less than was anticipated, indicates that pro¬ 
ducers have taken warning, and will not aggra¬ 
vate the situation any further. On the other hand 
there are not wanting indications of a reviving 
demand, which will prevent at least any further 
decline in prices. There are differences of opinion 
on this point, but the most reliable authorities 
think that consumption will be of such magnitude 
as to protect manufacturers against any further 
decline. Liberal sales are being made of both 
forge and foundry, but not for future require¬ 
ments. Makers are not crowding stocks at 
present, and prefer to let circumstances control. 
No. 1 continues at $15.75@$16.50, and No. 2 at 
$14.50for Southern to $15.50 for best Lake ore pig. 
There is less doing in Southern iron, though 
liberal offerings continue to be made. 

Muck Bars.—Quotations have reached the low¬ 
est point of the year, namely, $24.75. 

Steel Billets.—Small lots are selling, but the 
market is dull. Lowest sale this week, $25. Ru¬ 
mors are rife to-day of large transactions being 
closed in Western Pennsylvania this week. 

Nails.—Nails are moving more freely, but at 
$1.65@$1.75 delivered, 

Sheet Iron.—A great deal of business is coming 
in j in a retail way, and card rates are being main¬ 
tained with more ease. Open hearth steel has 
been bought in several large lots this week. 

Skelp.—Very little business is being done, but 
there are a number of inquiries in the market that 
may result in business next week. 

Plate and Tank Iron.—Orders aggregating 
1,000 tons of plate and tank have been booked, and 
several more are relied upon to be placed next 
week. Card rates range from l'80c. for tank to 
2*20c. for steel shell. 

Structural Material.—No change in prices- 
Business is badly wanted at mills. Manufacturers 
and brokers have nothing whatever to report in 
the way of news. 

Steel Ralls.—A large order was placed in a 
near-by mill late last week for Ohio delivery. 
Several small lots were taken in Pennsulvania 
mills, but there is nothing of importance to note. 
Quotations, $30. 

Old Rails.—Asking price, $20. 

Scrap.—Several lots of railroad are held at $20, 
but not moving. Car wheels, $16.50. 

Pittsburg* April 14. 

(From our Special Correspondent.) 

There has been but a moderate degree of activity 
in some of the branches of the iron and steel trade 
this week. So far the second quarter of the year 
does not show the improvement which has been 
confidently expected. The volume of business 
falls far short of the producing capacity of the 
works, and as a consequence a number of mills are 
running on part time only. Sales of pig iron were 
confined to limited amounts, indicating that con¬ 
sumers have little confidence in any improvement 
in values, at least for the present. 

There is, however, a firm determination on the 
part of leading furnaces to insist on full-quoted 
rates, and in many instances the companies are 
refusing to book orders far ahead. Of course 
there remain plants which are in such a weak 
financial condition that it is necessary to realize 
on current output, and the pressure to secure busi¬ 
ness naturally has a depressing influence on the 
general market. Production continues to show a 
slight falling off compared with a short time ago. 
While production still continues large, it is the 
opinion of the trade that there has not been any 
very heavy increase in unsold stock. Notwith¬ 
standing the firm attitude of some of the con¬ 
sumers, in buying only as they require the iron, 
there are others that have taken advantage of the 
low prices of a few weeks back to anticipate 
their future requirements. These sales have as¬ 
sisted in sustaining the market. The stocking up 
during the past three months has probably not 
been so great as expected. 

Andrew Carnegie says about the situation: 
“ There is a great overproduction of iron. The 
making of pig iron has developed faster than the 
demand for it.resulting in large stocks on hand and 
low prices. We have trebled our production of 
pig iron in ten years—that is to say. it has in¬ 
creased from 3,3(W,000 tons per annum to 9,600,000 
tons for 1891. This is a greater increase than in any 
other staple product of the United States. It puts 
us ahead of (^reat Britain as an iron producing 
nation. There must be a check on production or 
there will be such an over-supply of pig iron that 
prices will go lower yet.” 

The general market for steel rails continues 
quiet, and only small lots are taken at $30 at the 
mills. Since our last report the Tennessee River 
Towing Company sent out five loaded barges for 
the South. Other lots will leave in a few days, 
provided there is suflScient water. There is a de¬ 
cided improvement in the demand for finished 
material. The buying movement is one of a gen¬ 
eral character. Competition is exceedingly close, 
however, and for some special orders prices have 
been cut more than ever. The demand for steel 
billets has fallen off. The large transactions dur¬ 
ing the past few weeks have supplied the market 
for some time. 

Coke Smelted Lake and Native Ore*. 
2,000 Tons Bessemer, May, June.$14.70 cash. 
1,500 Tons Bessemer, July, Aug. 14.65 cash. 
1.000 Tons Grey Forge. April, May.12.85 cash. 
1.000 Tons Low Phos. Bessemer, next 3m.... 21.00 cash. 
1,000 Tons Bessemer, April, May.14.50 cash. 
1,000 Tons Bessemer. 14.60 cash. 

700 Tons Grey Forg;e. 12.95 cash. 
500 Tons Grey Forge, April. 12.90 cash. 
500 Tons Grey Forge. 12.95 cash. 
500 Tons off Bessemer. 13.75 cash. 
200 Tons No. 1 Foundry, city furnace.15.25 cash. 
200 Tons No. 2 Foundry, city furnace.14.40 cash. 
100 Tons No. 2 Foundry, city furnace.14,25 cash. 
100 Tons No. 3 Foundry .13.25 cash. 
100 Tons No. 1 Silvery.17.00 cash. 

Charcoal. 
100 Tons Cold Blast . 26.50 cash. 

75 Tons No. 2 Foundry. 18.50 cash. 
75 'Tons No. 1 Foundry. 21.00 cash. 
50 Tons Warm Blast.18.50 casb. 
25 Tons Cold Blast. 26.75 cash. 

Steel Siaba and Billets. 
3.800 Tons Billets and Slabs, May. June. July. .23.00 cash. 
3,000 Tons Billets and Slabs, May, June, July .23.25cash, 
1.800 Tons Billets and Slabs, April, May, June.23.40cash. 
1,000 Tons Steel Billets at Works.23.00 cash. 
1,000 Tons Steel BUlets at Works.23.10 cash. 

Muck Bar. 
1,000 Tons Neutral.25.25 cash. 

750 Tons Neutral.25.00 cash 
500 Tons Neutral.25.25 cash. 

Ferro Manganese. 
600 Tons 80:4, foreign delivery.62.00 cash. 
50 Tons 8014, foreign delivery.62.50 cash 

Skelp Iron. 
400 Tons Sheared Iron.1.80 4m 
400 Tons Narrow Grooved.1.55 4m. 
300 Tons Wide Grooved ..1.59H 4m. 

Steel Wire Rods. 
2,000 Tons American Fives, at Maker’s Mill.. .32.75 cash. 

450 Tons American Fives at Maker’s Mill, 

bid iron and Steel Rails. 
1,000 Tons Mixed Steel Ralls... 16.00 cash. 

500 Tons American T’s......21.75 cash . 
200 Tons American T’s.21 ..50 cash. 
100 Tons American T’s. 22.00 cash. 

Bloom and Rail Ends. 
500 Tons Bloom Ends.16.25 cash. 
450 Tons Rail Ends.16.00cash. 

Scrap Material. 
250 Tons Mixed Railroad Scrap, net.18.00 cash. 
150 Tons Coll Steel, gross.21 OO cash. 
100 Tons Light Steel Scraps, gross..13.00 casb. 

Iron Ore. 
Some few sales since our last report at prices lower 

than sales made during 1891—all Standard Bessemer 
ores. 
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NEW YORK MINING STOCKS QUOTATIONS. 
DIVIDEND-PAYING MINES. NON-DIVIDEND-PAYINC MINES. 

name AND location \ lEEl! “l NAME AND LOCATK>N Apr.'l ISTTTprll 

, L. H. , L. H. I L. H. , L. H. , L. H. , L. ^ or COMPANT. q. , L. H. , L. H. , L. H. , L. H. , L. H. , L. 

Alpha. ••••I ••• 
Alta..I. 
American Flag, Colo.... ... 
Andes, Cal..|. 
Astoria, Cal.. .. 
Augusta, Oa.. • • •••. 

" bondA... 
Barcelona Nev.. .I. 
Belmont, Cal..I. 
Best & Belcher, Nev..... . 
Bonanza King, Cal. " ! -. 
Brunswick, Cal. -Itl .12 
Bullion, Nev. 70 .. . 
Butte & Boat., Mont.. .... 
Castle Creek, Idaho..I. 
Chollar..I.. .. 
Comstock T., Nev. •I'l .13 
Con. Imperial, Nev.. 
Con. Pacific, Cal.. 
Crescent, Colo.. 
Del Monte, Nev.. 
El Crlsto, Rep. of Col..... 
Emmett.. 
Exchequer, Nev. 
Hollywood, Cal.. 
Julia. 
Justice. 
King. & Pembroke. 
Lacrosse, Colo.. 
Lee Basin, Colo. 
Mexican, Nev. l.W). 
Middle Bar, Cal. 
Monitor. Colo. 
Mutual S.& M.Co.,Wash. 
Nevada Queen, Nev. 
N. Standard, Cal. 
N. Commonwealth, Nev. 
Occidental, Nev. 
Overman. 
Phcenix Lead, Colo.. 
Phoenix of Ariz. 
Potosl, Colo. l.W. 
Rappahannock, Va. 
S. ^Dastlan, S. Sal.. 
Santa Fe, N. M. 
Scorpion, Nev. 
Seg. richer, Nev. 
Shoshone. Idaho. 
Silver Queen. 
Sullivan Con., Dak. 
Sutro Tunnel, Nev. 
Syndicate. 
Tornado Con., Nev. 
Union Cons., Nev. 
Utah, Nev.. 

•Ex-dividend. + Dealt at in the New York Stock Ex. Unlisted securitlCA t Assessment paid, f Assessment unpaid. Dividend shares sold, 7,45U. Non-dlvldend shares soir* U’.OOJ. 
Total shares sold. 19,450. 

BOSTON MINING STOCK QUOTATIONS. 
Name or Company. I Apr. 8. i Apr. 9. | Apr. 11. | Apr. 12. ] Apr. 13. | Apr. 14. | Sales. 

Atlantic, Mich. 
Bodie, Cal. 
Bonanza Development.. 
Boat. & Mont., Mont. 
Breece, Colo. 
Calumet & Hecla,Mlch.. 
Catalpa, Colo. 
Central, Mich. 
Coeur d’Alene, Id. 
Con. Cal. & Va., Nev. 
Dunkin, Colo. 
Eureka, Nev. 
Franklin, Mich. 
Honorine, Utah. 
Horn Silver, Utah. 
Kearsarge, Mich. 
Lake Superior, Iron. 
Little Pittsburg, Colo.... 
Minnesota Iron. 
Napa, Cal. 
Ontario, Utah. 
Osceola, Mich. 
Quincy, Mich. 
Ridge, Mich. 
Sierra Nevada, Nev. 
Silver King. Arlz. 
Stormont, U tah. 
Tamarack, Mich.. . 
Tecumseh, Mich.. 

Name of Company, i Apr. 8. | Apr. 9 i Apr. 11. | Apr. 12. i Apr. 13. | Apr. 14. 

Allouez, Mich. 
Arnold, Mich. 
Aztec, Mich. 
Brunswick, Cal. 
Butte & Boston, Mont_115.00'. 
Centennial, Mich.lO.oOi. 
^Ichis.' I 
Copper Falls, Mich. 
Crescent, Colo. 
DanA Mich. 
Don Enrique, N. M. 
Geyser. 
Hanover, Mich. 
Humboldt, Mich. 
Hungarian, Mich. 
Huron, Mich. 
Mesnard, Mich. 
National, Mich. 
Native, Mich. 
Oriental & M., Nev. 
Phoenix, Arlz. 
Pontiac, Mich. 
Rappahannock, Va. 
Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
Shoshone, Idaho. 
South Side, Mich. 
Star, Mich. 
Washington, Mich. 
Wolverine. 

Dividend shares sold, 4,029. Non-dividend shares sold, 7,933. Total shares sold, 12,012 
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DIVIDEND-PAYING MINES. NON-DIVIDEND PAYING MINES 

Namk and Location or 
COMPANT. 

1 Adains.s. L. c........ Colo. 
2 Alice, 8.Mont, 
8 Alma ANelWood., a Idaho 
4 Amador, o. Cal. 
8 American Belle,8.G.C Colo.. 
6 Americ’n&Nettle.a.s Colo.. 
7 Amy &Sllvergmlth,8. Mont. 
8 Atlantic, C.Mlcb.. 
9 Arttenta. 8.Nev.. 

10 Argyle, o. Colo.. 
11 AHpen Mg. & S., 8. L.. Colo.. 
12 Aurora, I.Mich.. 
13 Badger, 8 .Ont... 
14 Bangkok Cora-Bell,8. Colo. 
15 Belle Isle, s.Nev.. 
16 Belcher, s. a.Nev.. 
17 Bedlevue, Idaho, 8. l. Idaho 
18 Bmetalllc, 8.1).Mont. 
19 Bodle Con., o. i_ Cal... 
20 Boston & Mont., a.... Mont. 
21 Boston A Mont., c. 8. Mont. 
22 Breeee, i.Colo.. 
23 Brooklyn Lead, L. 8.. Utah. 
24 Bulwer, o.Cal... 
25 Bunker H111& S.8.L. Idaho 
26 Caledonia,o.Dak.. 
27 Calliope, 8.Colo.. 
28 Calumet & Hecla c.. Mich.. 
29 Catalpa, 8. l. i.Colo.. 
30 Centen’l-Eureka, s.l. Utah. 
31 Central, c.Mich.. 
32 Chrysolite, 8. l. Colo.. 
83 Clay County, o.Colo.. 
34 Coeur D’Alene, S.L... Idaho 
35 ColoradoCentral,8.L. Colo.. 
36 Commonwealth, 8... Nev.. 
37 Confidence, 8. L. . Nev... 
38 Cons. Cal. & Va., 8.Q. Nev... 
39 Contention, s.Arlz.. 
40 **Cop. Queen Con.,c. Arlz.. 
41 Cortez, 8. Nev.. 
42 Crescent, 8. l. o.Utah. 
43 Crown Point, o. 8_Nev... 
44 Cumberland,!.. 8.... Mont. 
45 Daly,8.L..Utah. 
46 Deer Creek, s. o.Idaho 
47 Deadwood-Terra, a.. Dak.. 
48 DeLamar, 8. o. Idaho 
49 Derbee B. Grav., o... Cal... 
50 Dunkln, 8. L. Colo.. 
51 Dunstone. o. 8. L.Mont. 
52 Eclipse, L. 8.Colo.. 
53 Eiknorn, 8. i..Mont. 
54 Enterprise, 8.Colo.. 
55 Eureka Con., 8. L.. o. Nev... 
56 Evening Star, 8. i..... Colo.. 
57 Fatherde Smet,o... Dak.. 
58 Franklin, o.Mich.. 
59 Freeland,8.0.Colo.. 
60 Garfield Lt., o. 8. ... Nev... 
61 Gould & Curry, s. a.. Nev... 
62 Grand Prize, 8.Nev... 
63 Granite, s. L.Idaho 
64 Granite Mountain, 8. Mont. 
65 Green Mountain, o.. Cal... 
66 Hale & Norcross, o. 8. Nev... 
67 Becla Con., 8. o. L. c. Mont. 
18 Hel’a Mg.& Red,8.L.o. Mont. 
69 Holmes, s.Nev... 
70 Hornestake, o.Dak.. 
71 Honorlne, 8. L.Utah. 
72 Hope, 8.Mont. 
73 Hom-Sllver, 8. L.Utah. 
74 Hubert, a.Colo.. 
75 Idaho, a.Cal... 
76 Illinois, 8.N. M.. 
77 Iron Hill, s.Dak.. 
78 Iron Mountain, s.... Mont. 
79 Iron-Silver, 8. L.Colo.. 
^ Jackson, o. 8.Nev.. 
81 Kearsarge.c. Mich.. 
82 Kentuck, 8. o.Nev. . 
^ La Plata, 8. L. Colo.. 
84 LeadvllleCon.,8.!».. Colo.. 
35 Lexington, o. s.Mont. 
86 Little Chief, s. l.Colo.. 
87 Little Rule, 8.Colo.. 
38 Mammoth, 8. L. c.Utah. 
89 Martin White, 8.Nev.. 
90 Mary Murphy, 8. o... Colo.. 
91 Matchless, 8. l.Colo.. 
92 M.iy Mazeppa, s. l... Colo.. 
93 Minas Prletas.o. 8... Mex.. 
94 Minnesota, c.Mich.. 
95 Hollle Gibson, s.Colo.. 
96 Monitor, o.S.Dak 
97 Mono, o.Cal... 
98 Montana, Lt., a. 8.,.. Mont. 
99 Morning Star, s. i.... Colo.. 
00 Moulton, 8. o.Mont. 
01 Mount Pleasant, u... Cal... 
02 Mt. Diablo, 8.•.... Nev.. 
03 Napa, <4.Cal... 
04 Navajo, o. 8.Nev.. 
05 New California,a.... Colo.. 
06 New Guston, 8.Colo.. 
07 N. Hoover Hill, o. 8.. N. C.. 
08 Northern Belle, a.... Nev.. 
09 North Belle Isle, 8... Nev.. 
10 North Star, o.Cal... 
11 Ontario,S.L. Utah. 
12 Ophlr, o. 8. Nev.. 
13 Original, s. C. Mont. 
14 Oro, 8. u o.Colo.. 
15 Osceola, c.Mich.. 
16 Parrot, c. Mont. 
17 Peacock, 8. o. c.N. M.. 
18 Plumas Eureka, o... Cal... 
19 Plymouth Con.,o.... Cal... 
20 Quicksilver, pref., <). Cal... 
21 “ com., <4 Cal... 
22 Quincy, c.Mich.. 
23 Reed National, 8. o.. Colo.. 
24 Rialto, o.Colo.. 
25 Richmond,8.L.Nev.. 
•26 Ridge, C. .Mich.. 
27 Robinson Con., 8. L.. Colo.. 
23 Running Lode, o— Colo.. 
‘29 Savage, 8.Nev.. 
30 Sberldan, a. o.Colo.. 
31 Shoshone, o. Idaho 
32 Sierra Buttes, o.Cal.,. 
33 Sierra Nevada, 8. o.. Nev. . 
34 Sierra Nevada, s. L.. Idaho 
35 Silent Friend.Colo.. 
36 Silver Cord, 8. L. o... Colo.. 
37 Silver King, 8.Arlz.. 
38 Silver Mg.of L.V.,8.U N. M.. 
39 Small Hopes Con., 8. Colo.. 
40 Spring Valley,o... . Cal... 
41 Standard, 0.8.Cal... 
42 Stormont, 8.Utah. 
43 St. Joseph,L.Mo.. . 
44 Tamarack, c.Mich.. 
45 Tombstone, o. s. L... Ariz.. 
46 United Vjrde,C... . AtIz.. 
47 Viola Lt., 8. L.. Idaho 
48 Ward Con.,8.Colo.. 
49 Woodslde. 8.L.Utan. 
50W.Y.O. D. Cal... 
51 VankeoGlrl, a.Coio.. 

1^2 Yellow Jacket, o. s. Nev. 
5 Young America, o... Cal.. 

O. Gold. S.. Sliver. L., Lead. C., Co 

American Flag, a.... 
Amity, 8. 
Anchor s. u o. 
Anglo-Montana, Lt.. 
ABtorla, o. 
Barcelona, o. 
Bechtel Con., o. 
Bblmont, o. 
Belmont, a. 
Best & Belcher, s. o.. 
Black Oak, o. 
Boston Con., o. 
Bremen, s . 
Brownlow, o. 
Brunswick, o. 
Buckeye, s. l. 
Bullion, 8. o. 
Butte & Boston, o. s.. 
Calaveras, o. 
Carlsa, o. 
Carupano, o. s. l. c.. carupano, o. s. l. c.. 
Cashier, o. a. 
Cherokee, o. 
Chollar, 8. o. 
Cleveland, t. 
Colchis, 8. o. 

32 Colorado Silver. 
33 Comstock Tun. 
34 Con. Imperial, o. a . 
35 Con. New York, 8. o. 
36 Con. Pacific, o. 
37 Con. Silver, 8. 
33 Crescent, s. l. 
39 Crocker, s. 
40 Crowell, o.N. 

Dablonega, o.Ga 
Dandy, s.Col 
Decatur, a.Coi 
Denver City, 8.Col 
Denver Gold, o.Co 
Dlckens-Custer, 8.... 
Durango, o. 
Eastern Dev. Co., Lt. 
El Cristo, o. 8. 
El Dorado, o. 
El Talento, o. 
Emmons, s. l.. 
Empire, 3. 
Eureka Tunnel, s. l. 
Exchequer, s. o. 
Found Treasure, o. s. 
Gogebic I. Syn., i.... 
~ Jld Cup, 8. 

>lden Era, s. 
Gold Bock, o. 
Goodshaw, o. 
Grand Belt,c. 
Grand Duke. 
Great Remance.o... 
Gregory Con., o. 
Harlem M. & M. Co.,o. 
Hartery Con., o. 
Head Cent. 2fcn., 8.0. 
Hector, o. 
Highland, c. 

Hortense, s. 
Huron, c. 
Iron, Gold ft Silver, 8. 
Ironton, i. 
Iroquois, c. 
J. D. Reymert, s. 
Julia Con., o. 8. 
Lacrosse, o. 
Lee Basin, s. 
Madeleine, o. 8. l... . 

32 Mammoth Gold, o... 
83 Mayflower Gravel,o. 
84 Medora, o.. 
85 Merrlmac Con., o. 8. 
86 Mexlcamo. s. 
87 Middle Bar, o. 
88 Hike ft Starr, s. c... 
89 Milwaukee, a. 
911 Monitor, o. 

Mutual Mg. ftSm.... 
Native, c. 
Neath, o.. 
Nevada Queen, s. 
New Germany,o.... 
New Pittsburg, s. l. . 
North Standard, o... 
Noonday.. 
Oneida Chief, o. 
Oriental ft Miller, s.. 
Osceola, o. 
Overman, o. 8. 
Park, 8. 
Peer, s. 
Peerless, s. 
Phoenix.. 
Phoenix Lead, s. l... 
Pilgrim, o. 
**noche lLftR.,s.a.L. 
Potosl, 8. 
Proustlte, 8. 
Puritan, s. o. 

Rapmdiahnock, o. s 
Red Elephant, s. 
Red Mountain,Ltd.,8 
Ropes, o. 8. 
Ruby ft Dun., 8. L. o 
Russell, o. 
Sampson, o. s. l. ... 
San Sebastian, o. 
Santa Fe, o . 
Sanwa^o, s . 
Silver Age, ». l. o.. 
Silver Queen, c,.. . 
South Bulwer, o .. 
South Hite. 
South Pacifle. 
Stanislaus, o.. 
St. Kevin, 8.0. 
St. Louis ft Mex., s... 
St. Louis ft St. Elmo. 
St. L. ft St. Felipe, 0.8. 
St. L. ft Sonora, o. s.. 
St. Louis-Yavapai... 
Sunday Lake, i. 
Sullivan Con., o. 
Sylvanlte, 8. 
Taylor-Plumas, u_ 
Tioga Con., o. 
Tornado Con., o. s... 
Tuscarora, a. 
Union Con.,0. s. 
Utah, 8. 
Ute ft Ulay, 8. L. 
Whale, 8. 
Washington, c. 
West Granite Mt., s.. 
Yuma, C. 8. o. 
Zelaya, o. s. 

5.000,0001 
10,000,0001 

Non-aiaeasable. 4 TbU oompMT, as the Western, up to Deeembor 10th, 1881, paid $1,400,000. t Nqn-i 
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STOCK nARKKTQUOTATIONS. 
Aspen. April 11. 

The closing quotations were as follows: 
AgnesC.$ --• 
Ai^entum Juniata. 1.25 
Aspen Deep Shaft.11 
Aspen Contact.5.95 
^Bt Friend.25 
Bimetallic.36 
Bushwacker.30 
Carbonate Chief.11 
Della S. 
Homer & Alta. 
Justice.19 
Little Annie.24 
MoUle Gibson.9.85 
Nolain Creek.. 
Park. Mamie Sc Queen. 
Pontiac.17 
Sheep Mountain S. & M. Co.25 
Smuggler.15.00 
St. Joe & Mineral Farm.17 
fellow Boy. .20 

Baltimore^ Hd. April 14. 

Company. 
Bid. Asked. 

Atlantic Coal. 9.... 91.25 
Balt. & N. C. .05 .... 
Big Vein Coal. 
Conrad Hill. 

■.■36 Cons. Coal. 
Diamond Tunnel. .30 
George’s Creek Coal. .30 
Lake Chrome. 
Maryland Sc Charlotte 
North State. 

.58®!75 SUver Valley. ,56(3.’65 

9.88 

9.38 

50.00 

10.75 
17.50 

RlttabnrK, Pa. 
Prices highest and lowest for the week 

ending April 11: 
UOMPANT. H. L. 

Allegheny Gas Co.$..... 9. 
Bridgwater Gas Co. 
Chartiers Val. Gas.10.50 
Colombia Oil Co. 
Consignee Mining Co.. 
Consolidated Gas Co. 
Rast End Gas Co. 
Fisher Oil Co. 
Forest Oil. 
Haslewood Oil Co. 
Hidalgo Mining Ca. 
LaNoria Mining Co. 
Luster Mining Co.  10.00 
Mansfield C. & C. Co. 
Manufacturers Gas Co. 
Nat. Gas Co. of W. Va.— 
N. Y. & Clev. Gas Coal Co. 51.00 
Ohio Valley Gas Co. 
Pennsylvania Gas Co. 
People’s Nai.nral Gas Co. 
People’s N. G. & P. Co.11.38 
Philadelphia Co.18.13 
Pine Run Gas Co. 
Pittsburg Gas Co.. 
R^ Cloud Mining Co. 
Silverton Minii^ Co. 
South Side Gas Co. 
Sterling Silver Mining Co. 
TnnaCmCo. 
Union Gas Co. 
Washington Oil Co. 
W*moreland & Camb. 
Wheeling Gets Ca. 
W’house E. Light. 19.00 
W’house Air Brake Co.109.50 
W’house Brake Co.. Ltd... 95.00 

St. Loals. April 13. 
OLOSINO PRICKS. 

Bid. 
Adams, Colo. 9 .95 
American Sc Nettie, 
Colo.52^ 

Bi-Metallic. Mont. 23.00 
Central Silver.01 
Elisabeth, Mont.41^ 
Granite Mountain, 
Mont. 13.00 
Hope. 
Leo. 
Little Albort.02 
Montrose Placer, Cola.. .12 
Mickey Breen. 
Pat Murphy, Colo.03)4 
Small Hopes, Cola. 
SUver .4.ge 

l&OO 
108.25 

Asked. 
9. 

.65 
23.50 

.01)4 

.46)4 

14.00 

.05 

Silver BeU.., 
Yuma. Aris. .04 

1.05 
.03 
.15 

Deadwood. April 9. 
Bid. Asked. 

Bullion. 
Caledonia. 
Calumet. 
Cambrian. 
Carthage. 
Dead wood Terra.... 
De Smet. 
Double Standard .. 
Elk Mountain. 
Emmett. 
Equitable. 
Florence. 
Golden Reward. 
Generad Merritt. 
Harmony. 
Hester A. 
Homes take. 
Hermit. 
Iron Hill. 
Isadorah. 
Maggie. 
Monitor. 
Rainbow. 
Retriever. 
Ross-Hannibal. 
Ruby Bell. 
Ruby Wilkes. 
Seabury-Calkins ... 
Silver Queen. 
Stewart.. 
Tornado. 
Troy . 
Uncle Sam. 

.06 .07 

.65 .70 

.08 .10 

.01 .01 

.01 .0H4 

"Tis 
.11 .12 
.0014 .01 
.01 .02 
.03 .04 
.02 
.87 .90 
.08 .10 
.06 .06 
.02 .03 

12 00 12.00 
.0H4 .02^ 

.07 .10 

.08 .10 

.om .02^ 

"oi .02 
.08 .0344 
.02 .0244 
.06 
.12 .15 
.01 .0144 
.04 .06 

Helenut nont. 

(Special report by .Samcbl K. Davis.) 
Prices highest and lowest for week end¬ 

ing April 9, 1892: ^ ^ 

Bald Butte (Mont.).92.10‘92.00 
Benton Group, Mont.25 .22 
Bi-Metallic. Mont.65 .60 
California (Castle), Mont.25 .20 
Castle Crescent.... . 
Champion (Oro Fino), Mont. 
Combmation(Philip8b’g),Mont.l.25 1.20 
Copper Bell (Cataract), Mont. 
Cornucopia, Mont..30 .25 
Cumberland (Castle), Mont—2.25 2.10 
Elizabeth (Phillipsbnrg), Mont. ..55 .52)4 
Florence (Neihart), Mont..30 .25 
Fourth of July, Wash.. 
Glengary (Butte). Mont.7i .65 
Helena sc Victor, Mont.1.30 1.25 
Ingersoll, Mont.16)4 .11 
Iron Mountain(Mis80ula),Mont .90 .85 
Iron Mountain Ext. 
Jersey Blue (Butte). 
Jumbo (Castle), Mont. 
Lone Pine Consolidated.3.00 2.50 
Mac (Unionville), Mont.25 . 
Moulton, Mont.2.00 1.75 
None Such (Unionville), Mont. 
Poorman (Coeur d’Alene),Idabo. .93 .92)4 
Queen of the Hills (Neihart).... 1.25 1.10 
^uthernCroBs(Deer Lodge). Mont. 
Yellowstone ((jastle). Mont.30 .25 

Trust Stocks. 

Special report by C. I. Hudson Sc Co., 
members New York Stock Exchange 
The following are the closing quotations 
April 8: 

Ckrtipicatks. 
Am. Cotton Oil, Com. 939V4a939)4 

“ “ “ Pfd.. 75)4<S 75v^ 
Am. Sugar Refineries, Com... 93^19 93^ 
. Pfd ... 97%(a 98)4 

Distillers’ Sc Cattle Feeders’. 47)4!“ 4794 
Linseed Oil. 29 30 
National Cordage. Com. 101)4(310194 

“ “ Pfd. 10894(gl09)4 
National Lead Co. 33^ “ 304 
.. Pfd. 85)4(a 85)4 
•• “ Trust. (3 .. 
“ •' Certificates... 19)4tg .. 

Standard Oil. 167 (“167)4 
W. U. Beef Co. 11 (« 13 

Foreign Quotations. 

liondon 
Highest. 

April 2. 
Lowest. 

.American tseiia uoiu 
Appalachian, N. C... 

Cons. Esmeralda, Nev. 

East Arevalo, Idaho. 

Elmore, Idaho.. 

Garfield, Nev 

Golden River. Cal... 
Guston. 

Idaho. 
Josephine, Cal.. 
Kohinoor, Colo.. 

La Valera, Mex.. 

Mona Lake Gold. 
New C!alifomia, Colo. 
New Consolidated. 
New Eberbardt, Nev. 
New Gold HUl, N. C. 
New Guston, Ckila. 
New Hoover Hill, N.C. 
New Russell, N. C. 
New Viola, Idaho. 
Old Lout, wlo. 3s. 8d. 
Parker Gold, N. C. 
Pittsburg Cons., Nev. 
Poorman. 6s. 
Plumas Eureka.£11-16 
Richmond Con., Nev.. £11-16 
Ruby, Nev. 
Sam Christian, N.C. 
Sierra Buttes. Cal..... £% 

“ PlumasEur.,CaL .... 
Silver King. 
United Mexican, Mex. 28. 
West Argentine, Colo. 
Yankee GirL Colo.13s. 6d. 

£244 
3s. 9d. 
38. 9d. 

Is. M. Is."" 

£i'5-16 
Is. 3d. 
ls.6d. 

£13i6" 
9d. 

Is. 

is. 
£11116 

'm. 
£1 9 16 

is. 
Is. 
5s. 3d. 

6d. 
43. 9d. 

)78V6d. 
6s. 
4s. 

16s.'m'. 
53. 6d. 
3a. 6d. 

10s. 6d. 
£294" 
9s. Si. 

4s. '3d. 
Is. 3d. 

38.'m. 
9d. 

£144 
2s. 
5s. 
8s. 6d. 

£1 "" 
Is. 9d. 
4s. 
78. 6d. 

2s. 8d 

58. 
£9-16 
£9-16 

£516 

Is. 

128. M 

Paris. March 31. 
Francs. 

East Oregon, Ore. 2.25 
Forest Hm Divide, CaJ. 50.00 
GoV'^n River, Cal. 130.00 

“ “ parts. 30.00 
Laurinm, Greece. 770.00 
Lexington, Mont .   105.00 

“ parts. 3.00 
Nickel. New Caledonia. 950.00 
Rio Tinta Spain .. 445.00 
“ *• oM. .52a00 
M •* ... ..512.50 

Tharsis, Spain.147.50 
VieiUe-Montagne, Belgium.517.50 

CURRENT PRICES. 
These (luotations are for wholesale lots 

in New York unless otherwise specified. 
Acid—Acetic, No. 8, pure, 1,040, 4^ tt>....05 

Commercial, in bbls. and cbyB.016.(^.02 
Carbonic, ii<iuefied, 4^ lb.30 
Chromic, chem. pure.90 

for batteries.40 
Hydrobromic, dilute, U. S. P.25 
Hydrocyanic, U. S. P.45 
Hydrofluoric.20 

Alcoliol-95<, 4^ gall.92.30(392.40 
Absolute.^.80 
Ammoniated.92.80 

Alum—Lump, $ Ib.016@.017 
Ground, 4? lb.0165(3.0175 
Powdered.(B)4<S.05 
Lump IN ton, Liverpool. £5 

Aluminum—^ lb.75(S.90 
Aluminum Chloride—Pure, $ lb.91.25 

Amalgamating solution, 4P lb.60 
Sulphate .01^(@.03 

Ammonia—Sul., in bbl. lots. » lb.03 1-16 
Carbonate,$lb..English and German.0794 
Muriate, white, in bbls., 4f) lb.08)4 

Aqua Ammonia—(in cbys) 18° (P lb .0^ 
W», 4^ lb.0494 
26°. ic lb.07)4 

Antimony—Oxymur, 4^ lb.0494 
Regulus. vton. London.^2)4(S£13)4 

Arsois—Red, powdered, 4P lb.I.l 
Anseiilc—White, powdered 4? Ib.02)4@.03 

Red %> lb.05(@.06.S 
Yellow.(^3.09 
'White at Plymouth, 4B ton. .£12 26 

Asbeslov—Canadian, 4F ton.950(39.300 
Italian, $ 'on. a i. f, L’pool_£18(3£60 

Ashes—Pot, let sorts, lb. ^.5)4 
Pearl.06(3.06)4 

Asphaltum- 
Prime Cuban, ^ lb.04@.05)i 
Hard Cuban, ¥ ton. 9^.00 
Trinidad, refined, V ton. 930.00 
Egyptian, 4P lb.(i<(3,09 
Californian, at mine, 4f) ton.912.00 

at San Francisco.^ ton. 9l5.00 
Barium—Carbonate, pure, $ lb.45 

Carbonate, commercial, ^ Ib— .05^.10 
Chlorate, crystal. 4? lb.75 
Chloride, commercial, $ Ib.0^.10 

pure, ¥ B).16 
Iodide, $ oz.40 
Nitrate, powdered, 4? lb.15 
Sulph., Am. prime white, V* ton.921(3923 
Suiph.,foreign,floated,#ton921.5C@923.50 
Sulph., off color. W ton.911.50(3914.00 
Caro., lump, f. o. b. L’pool, ton.£6 
No. l.Casks, Runcorn, “ “..£4 10 0 
No. 2, bags. Runcorn, “ “ .. £3 15 0 

Bauxite-^ ton .910.00 
Bichromate of Potash—scotch, 
“ i»lb.10((i.l2 

American, ^ tb.09)4(.3.10 
Bichromate of Soda—V Ib..08 (3.08)4 
Borax—Refined, $ Ib., in car lots,0894(3.09 

San Francisco.0894 
Concentrated, in car lots.08@.08)'4 
Refined, Liverpool V ton. £29 

Bromine—¥ lb.23@.25 
Cadmium minion—49 lb.92.00 
Cadmium Iodide—¥ Ib.95.50 
Chalk—49 ton.9l.75@92.00 

Precipitated, lb.05(3.06 
China Clay—English, ¥ ton..913@918.00 

Southern, 49 ton.bl3.50 
Chlorine Water—V lb.10 
Chrome Yellow—49 lb.10@.25 
Chrome Iroh Ore—$ ton, San 

Francisco.  910.00 
Chromalnm—Pure. 49 lb.  .40 

Commercial, V lb.12 
Cobalt—Oxide, f) Ib . 92.50(392.90 
Copper—Sulph.Engll8hWkB.ton£20(3£21 

Vitriol (blue), ordinary.03(4(3.0394 
“ “ extra.01)4 

Nitrate, ¥ lb.40 
Copperas—Common, ¥ 100 lbs.73(390 

Best, 49 100 lbs.85(391.00 
Liverpool, ^ ton, in casks. £2 

Corundum—Powdered, $ Ib.. .01)4(3.09 
Flour,« lb.03 

Cryolite—Powdered, lb., bbl. lots. .07 
Kmery—Grain, ^ lb. (¥ kg.).04)^.05 

Flour, 49 lb.02)4@.10 
Epsom bait—$ lb.01)4 
Feldspar—Ground, ¥ ton.911.00 
Crude. 95.25 

Fluorspar—Powdered,No.l,¥ton.930.00 
French Chalk- 
Fuller’s Earth—Lump. 49 bbl.. .90(1.95 
Glauber’s Salt—in bbls., $lb... .0075 
Glas(B—Ground, ¥ lb.10 
Gold—Chloride, pure.Crystals,^ oz. 912.00 

pure, 15gr..c.v.,$doz. 95.10 
liquid, 15 gr., g. 

8.T.,$doz. 95.50 
Chloride and sodium. V oz . ^.00 

15gr.,c.v.,49doz. 92.88 
Oxide, ^ oz.927.25 

Gypsum—Calcined, 49 bbl... 91-25(391.50 
Land Plaster. 

Iodine—Resublimed.93.35(391.00 
Iron—Nitrate. 40°, Ib.01)4 

47°.  02)4 
Kaolin—/See China Clay. 
Kleserlte—49 ton. 99(3910 
Lead—Red, « B>.0694@.07)4 

White, American, in oil, 491b. .08)4(3.07)4 
White, English, 49 Ib., in oil.. .08)^.08M 
Acetate, or sugar of, white.12(3.13 
Granulated. 
Nitrate.09(3.10 

lilme Acetate—Am. Brown. 91.00(391.05 
•• Gray. 91.75(391.87 (4 

Litharge—Powdered, ^ lb.. .06)4®.07)4 
English flake, V Ib.09(3.09)4 

magnesite—Crude, 49 toq of 1,015 
Kilos.914 75 
Calcined. # ton of 1,015 kilos.923.75 
Brick, 49 ton of 1,015 kilos. 950.00 

manganese—Ore, per unit.23(3.28 
Oxide, ground, per lb.02)4®.0ld4 

mercuric Chloride —(Gorro- 
aivt Sublimate) 49 1.8 

Powdered. 49 Ib . .64 
marble Dust—49 bbl. 91.2$ 
metallic Paint—Brown 49 torn 920(3925 

Red. 920(3952 
mineral Wool—Ordinary slag... .01)4 

Ordinary rook.-.02)4 
Ground, 49 ton. 

mica—In sheets according to size. 
1st quality. 49 lb.25@98.00 

Naphtha—Black. 
Nitre Cake—49 ton. 910.00 
Ochre—Rochelle, ^ Ib.91.50@91.55 

Washed NatOxf’rd,Lump.49lb.06!i@.0694 
Washed Nat Oxf’rd,Powaer,^lb.07@.07)4 
Golden, 49 lb.03^@.04 
Domestic, 49 Ib..0^@.01)4 

011s« mineral— 
Cylinder, light filtered, $ gal... . 15@.20 

Dark filtered, 49 gal.12@.13 
Extra cold test, $ gal. .18@.20 
Dark steam reflned,<^gal.lC@. 18 

Phosphorus—lb.55@.60 
Precip., red, 491b.88 

white, .93 
Plumbago—Ceylon, 49 Ib.04@.05 

American, 49 lb.05@.07 
Potassium—Cyanide, 49 lb., C. P. .70 

671.49 lb.45 
50)(, V lb.40 

Bromide, domestic, 49 lb.23@.25 
Chlorate. English. 4» lb.. .10)4(3.li 
Chlorate, powdered, English, 49 Ib.. 

.10)4@.10K 
Carbonate, 49 Ib., by casks, 82t .04)4(3.05M 
Caustic, ¥1 Ib.. pure slick... .06^(3.07)1 
Iodide, tt..92.58(392.63 
Nitrate, refined, 49 lb.06(3.08 
Bichromate, ^ lb.095(3.10 
Yellow Prussiate, ^ lb.^)4@.24)4 
Red Prussiate, Ib.40(3.45 

Pumice btone—Select lumps, lb.04@.12 
Original cks., ^ Ib.01)4(3.02 
Powdered, pure, ^ Ib.....0194@.02)4 

Pyrites-Non-cupreous, p. units. .12(3.15 
4|uartz—Ground. $ ton_9l2.50@9l7.50 
llotten Stone—Powdered, V Ib.03)4 

(iUmp. 41* lb.06(3.10 
Original cks. 49 Ib.01)4@.05)4 
Rubbing stone, 49 Ib .07 

Sal Ammoniac—Iump,in bbl8.,49 Ib.80)4 
Salt—Liverpool, CTOund, ^ sack.. .70 

Domestic, fine, @ton.97(397.50 
Common, fine, ^ ton.94.50(395 
Turk’s Island. 40 bush.26'3.28 

Salt Cake—40 ton. 910.00 
Saltpeter—Crude, lb.0394@.04)4 
Soapstone— 
Sodium—Piussiate, V Ib.17)4@.18 

Phosphate. 49 lb.07@.18 
Stannate, ^ Ib.08(3.15 
Tungstate, ^ Ib. 
Hyposulphite, V Ib., in casks. .0235@.021S 

Strontium—Nitrate, ¥ lb.09)4(3.10 
Sulphur—Roll, ^ tt).02)4 

Flour, 49 B).0294 
SylTlnlt, 23@27f, S.O.P.,per unit.40(3.42)4 
Tale—Ground French, ¥ B)_01)4@ 01)4 
Terra Alba—French, (^Bi.90(391.00 

English, Ib.50@.60 
American, No. 1, ^ B>. 1.00 
American, No. 2, $ B>. .40(3.50 

Tin-Crystals, in kegs or bbls.14@.S1 
feathered or flossed. .25 

Muriate, single.07 
Double or strong, 51° B.00 
Oxy.ornitro. . .19 

Tin Plates, ^ box, Swansea, best 
charcoal.18@.ig 

best coko.15(3.16 
ermllllon-Imp. English,^ B>. .90®.95 
Am. quicksilver, bulk.65 
Am. quicksilver, bags .68 (3 .72 
Chinese.95 ®91 00 
Trieste.90 @ .9.5 
American.'..11)4@ .13 

Xlnc White- Am., Dry, $ B> 04)4(3 ,05 
Antwerp, Red Seal, .6* B>. .07)4 
Paris, Red Seal, 49 Bi.07)4(3.0794 
Muriate solution .06 
Sulphate crystals, in bbls., $Ib. .039s 

THE RARER mETALS. 

Arsenic—(Metallic), per lb...-..40 
Barium-(Metallic), per gram_fCOO 
Bismuth—(Metallic), per Ib. 92.40 
Cadmium—(Metallic), per lb. 91.00 
Calcium—(Metallic), per gram_91O.OO 
Cerium—(Metallic), per gram.97.50 
Chromium—(Metallic), per gram. 91.00 
Cobalt—(Metallic), per lb. 96.00 
Dldymlum—(Metallic), per gram. 99.00 
Erbium—(Metallic), per gram.97.50 
(ilallliim—(Metallic), per gram...9i40.00 
Gluclniim—(Metallic., per gram.. 912.00 
Indium—(Metallic), per gram. 99.00 
Iridium—(Metallic), per oz. 97.00 
Lanthanum-(Metallic), per gr..910.00 
Lithium—(Metallic), per gram_91O.OO 
iTIagneslum - (Powdered), per lb. 91.00 
manganese—(Metallic), per lb.ll.lO 

Chem, pure, per oz.910.00 
molybdenum-(Metallic), per gm .50 
Niobium—(Metallic), ger gram... 95.00 
tlsmlum—(Metallic), per oz.965.00 
Palladium—(Metallic), per oz_935.00 
Platinum-(Metallic),per oz.97.00@99.01 
Potassium—(Metallic), per Ih._928.OC 
Khodlum—(Metallic), per gram.. 95.00 
Ruthenium-(Metallic), per gm.. #5.50 
Rubidium-(Metallic), per gram. 92.00 
belenlum—(Metallic), per oz.9l.86 
Sodium—(Metallic), per lb.92.50 
Stroutlum—(Metallic), per gm.... .60 
Tantallum (Metallic), per gram. 99.00 
Telurlum—(Metallic), per lb.95.00 
Thallium—(Metsdiic), per gram.. .20 
'Titanium-(Metallic), per gram.. 92.20 
Thorium—(Metallic), per gram...917.00 
Tungsten-(Metallic), per lb.80 
Uranium—(Oxide), per lb..“.95.00 

Metallic, per gm.20 
Vanadium-(Metallic), per gm...922.00 
Vttrlum—(Metallic), per gram,92.00 
Zirconium—(Metallio), per oi_966.00 


